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Hopes are high for 1994 among members
of Atlanta's lesbian and gay community
Well, it's 1994. Black eyed peas and collard greens
have been eaten (it's a Southern thing, for those who
don't quite get it), resolutions have been made—and
probably more than a few have already been broken.
But let's not be concerned about that—after all, there's
over 350 days left to get back on track.
And speaking of all those days left in 1994, Southern Voice decided to call up a few folks and find out
just what they'd like to sec happen this year. There
weren't many surprises—but the answers reflected a
thoughtful and hopeful community going into the new
year with eyes and hearts open.
"I absolutely cannot wail for that Lambda Community Center to open," said Patrick Bell, a member
of the African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance
(AALGA). "My wish is for it to come through and we
start to sec some of the potential it offers."
The promises of the new Community Center were
on the minds of several respondents. But more often,
those answering the question—What do you hope lo
sec in 1994?—answered with specific goals for their
varied communities.
"For me personally, I would hope that African
American gays and lesbians could be more active and
visible in both the gay community and the African
American community," said Badili, a community activist whose work focuses on bringing communities of
color together. "I hope that somehow our presence can
be better felt in both those communities."
Linda Bryant, co-owner of Charis Books in Little
5 Points, looked to a belter understanding between
gay men and lesbians.
"It's only one of my wishes," she said, "but it
would be that lesbians and gay men would learn more
about communicating with each other and supporting
each other."
"I have many many wishes, as everyone does,"
Bryant continued, "for-peace in the world, a cure for
AIDS, gun control, that violence against children, gay
men and lesbians decreases dramatically—these are
just a few."
"My biggest wish for 1994 is that gay bashers will

wake up and realize the truth about homosexuality,"
said Alicia Banks, host of openly gay, African American radio shows on WRFG-FM and WIGO-AM, "especially black gay bashers who are being pimped by
white racists like Jacob's Well."
The plea for understanding came also from Clayton
Slate College student Annise Barber.
"I want for people to understand," she said. "1
don't want to be tolerated, I want lo be celebrated.
There's a loi of senseless killing out there that would
end if people would slop, listen and try to understand."
Naturally, a cure for AIDS lopped ihc lists of
several respondents, including ACT UP's Jeff Graham.
"And I'd like (o sec a better AIDS policy—any
AIDS policy—for the city of Atlanta and the slate of
Georgia," he said, adding that he'd also like "a fabulous outfit for Wigwood," in case anyone thought he
was always serious.
Sally Ringo will be looking for more focus in
1994, both in the community and in her personal life.
"I'd like to sec a commitment to focusing on
eradicating the negative thinking of the Christian right,"
she said, "to present more of a balanced view of who
we arc. And to focus health care energy on a cure for
AIDS. Just a focus of energy—that's where we have
to start."
Up in Cobb County, the Cobb Citizens Coalition's
Noel Lytlc is looking for a similar attribute.
"I'm torn between wishing that the [Cobb County
Commission's anti-gay] resolution is rescinded and
wishing for a bunch of people to get involved with the
Coalition," he said. "But regardless [of the resolution's
fate], we need to have people involved. That's how
we change attitudes."
And finally, a 1994 wish from Odum's All DoubleWide Mobile Home Court in Lawrenceville: "My
wish for 1994 is a vienner in every pot and peace and
love between all the trailer parks of the world."
Well said, DeAundra Peek. Well said.
KC WILD.MOON
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Atlanta police officer disciplined
in Pear Garden Six case
Atlanta—The Atlanta Police Department
has disciplined the officer who forcefully arrested six activists who were handing out information about domestic partnership outside
an African/American lesbian/gay bar downtown last July.
"There was sufficient evidence that Officer [J.W.] Pike did not act pursuant to department police [while making the arrests],"
said Deputy Chief Eugene Robinson. "A disciplinary action has been imposed...[and] we
believe the appropriate disciplinary action was
imposed."
Robinson refused to say precisely what action was taken, but did confirm that Pike's

were handing out information in the wake of
Mayor Maynard Jackson's veto of the city's
domestic partnership ordinances. The officer
ordered the six to disperse, and after a heated
discussion, jumped one of them as they left
the scene.
Municipal Court Judge Catherine Malicki
dismissed all charges—which had been upgraded from petty offenses to misdemeanors
before the trial—against the Pear Garden Six
on July 20 after hearing only Pike's testimony.
During his testimony, Pike complained that
the activists called him a "fucking heterosexual" and that they were "touching me."
Malicki ruled that Pike was making an il-

The Pear Garden Six—Joe DeRose, Rob Harlow, Clay Calhoun, S. Faybelle Ma-Hee,
Anthony Ricciardi and Uri Vaknin—celebrated their acquittal in July.

supervisor, whom he also would not name,
was disciplined as well. The supervisor, who
was called to the scene during the arrests, "did
not act appropriately" in monitoring "the actions of his officer," said Robinson.
Pike arrested the six activists—Joe DeRose,
S. Faybelle Ma-Hee, Anthony Ricciardi, Clay
Calhoun, Rob Harlow and Uri Vaknin—in
front of the Pear Garden on July 10 as they

legal arrest—attempting to prevent the six from
exercising their first amendment right to peaceful assembly.
Pike has the option to appeal the disciplinary action to the city's Civil Service Board. A
full briefing of the action taken will be given
to the City Council's Lesbian/Gay Public
Safety Task Force on Jan. 18.
KC WILDM00X

NGLTF director will be honorary
chair of '94 Atlanta Pride
Atlanta—The head of one of the nation's
premier lesbian/gay organizations has signed
on as the honorary chair of the 1994 Atlanta
Pride celebration.
Peri Jude Radecic, executive director of
the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, has
agreed to accept the honorary position. She is
scheduled to come to Atlanta in June to ride in
the Pride parade and speak at the rally in Piedmont Park.
"We've never had a honorary chair before," said Christopher Mills, chair of the operations committee of the Atlanta Lesbian and
Gay Pride Committee. "We thought it would
be good to get somebody national as a way to
restore some credibility."
Ever since last summer's Pride celebration, the committee has been working to pay
off a debt of nearly S70,000. Amid criucism
over its debt problems, and a lawsuit from the
company that produced last year's Pride Tshirts, the group shook up its leadership in
November and launched a series of fundraisers
to help pay the debt.
Radecic will also play a role in that effort.
Mills says she will be the guest of honor at a
fundraising reception to be held during the
Martin Luther King Jr. holiday weekend, when
mm

Radecic will be in town to participate in the
MLK Day parade.
Radecic's position is honorary, which
means that she will not actually have a role in
running the Pride celebration. Mills said that,
in accordance with Atlanta Pride tradition, local grand marshals will still be selected for
Pride '94
RICHARD SHUMATE
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Transgender woman says she'll pursue
case against Atlanta police officer
Atlanta—Stephcni Granen never
planned to become a cause eclebre, but what
k" ;
happened to her on the night of November
20 has pushed her into the spotlight. And
R
^m\
she is now willing to do what it takes to sec
her case through.
1 B <<*v IP
Granen, 40, was arrested for drunk driv|
ing around 1:30 in the morning on that night.
1..
At Atlanta's Pre-Trial Detention Center
downtown, she was mistaken for a transvestitc—she is a post-operative transsexual—and searched by a male corrections
^gr
officer. Granen alleges that Dennis Lolt,
the officer, did more than a "simple paldown."
8
"I told him "you know I'm female,'"
she said. "And he just reaches around and
grabs [my breasts] and squeezes three or
Stepheni Granen
four times. I was shocked. I couldn't beBut Granen says that the humiliation
lieve it. Then he pushes me against a wall,
and grabs me between my legs. At that did not end with the search. During the
entire process, she says, she was repeatedly
point 1 broke down."
Granen filed sexual battery charges referred to as a "fucking man," and after
against Lott, but when the case came before the search, she was ordered to go with other
a city judge, the city solicitor balked at male inmates for breakfast. When she reprosecuting because the sexual battery stat- fused, she was locked into a cell alone. And
ute applies only to fondling the breasts of at the fingerprinting process, she was rewomen. Rather than argue the point, quired to sign cards that indicated she was
Granen's attorney, Sonja Salo, agreed to a a white male. Again, she refused, but recharge of simple battery, but the city lented when she was told that if she didn't
solicitor's office refused even that, claim- sign, she would spend 30 days in jail.
ing to have spoken with investigators and
It was, she said, "the most humiliating
found no evidence that events occurred as thing I've ever been through in my life,"
Granen reported. The solicitor refused to and she rejects attempts to turn the case
prosecute the case before the judge.
into a transgender issue.
"The judge couldn't do anything," Salo
"This is a woman's issue," said Granen,
said, "but he [reminded us that we] do have who underwent surgery in 1991 to change
her gender after years of struggling with
the right to go to stale court."
Thomas Pocock, director of the Pre-Trial the issue. "I'm not a transvestitc. I'm not a
Detention Center, said that his office is con- transsexual. Tm a woman. I have a disease
ducting its own investigation, but that pre- called gender dysphoria that was corrected.
liminary findings appear to concur with the The federal government recognizes me as a
white female. The corrections department
solicitor's.
"What they've briefed me on...is that has its own rules."
there is not corroborating evidence that the
"This is a very personal issue," she continued. "I can't deal with somebody else's
officer did anything incorrectly," he said.
Pocock said that two other officers morality. I've already dealt with mine, and
present at the time back up Lott's assertion I'm not going to be discriminated against
that he did nothing wrong, and that Granen because of that."
Granen and her attorney have scheddid not tell the officers she was not a man
uled a meeting with Fulton County soliciuntil after the search.
"I personally questioned the officer tor Paul Howard on January 3 to discuss
aboul that," Pocock said. "He said when he pursuing the case in state court.
observed [Granen] coming into the [jail],
"Regardless of what happens al thai
there was no question on his mind that it meeling," said Salo, "we will be filing a
was a man dressed as a woman."
federal civil rights lawsuit against the ofPolicies in place al ihe Pre-Trial Deten- ficer and probably several other city emtion Center require that "same-gender of- ployees."
ficers" conduct searches, and if there is a
Granen says that she hopes her case
question, the person to be searched is the will make a difference, both for women
last authority. Granen says she did tell Lott and for others struggling with gender
she was a woman, but it comes down to her dysphoria.
word against Lott's.
"There's nothing to hide anymore," she
"It's a staring contest," Pocock said. said. "I hope that...we will change things.
"You can't convict or administratively I've never been more proud all my life to
charge a person with a rule violation if be the gender that I am today."
there's no corroboralion."
■KC WILDM00N
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As flu hits Georgia, people with HIV advised to get vaccine
Atlanta—The Department of Human Resources has reported a later than usual start for
Georgia's flu season this year, but warns that
this winter is expected to be a difficult one for
those with compromised immune systems.
"Although influenza is surfacing in Georgia later than we expected," said Chris Harvey,
infectious disease epidemiologist for DHR's
Epidemiology and Prevention Branch, "that
doesn't mean we're in for a mild season."
A-Beijing is expected to be the dominant
strain of flu in the United States this year, and
DHR warns that those in high risks groups—
including people with HIV—should receive
*****

the vaccine for the strain.
"If you're HIV positive, you should always get a flu shot," said AIDS Survival Project
director Mark King.
Grady Hospital's Infectious Disease Clinic
began vaccinating clients early in the fall, said
Bobby Dunning, administrative coordinator of
the clinic.
"We started back in September because
people with compromised immune systems
take longer to generate antibodies," he said.
"We've heard some reports that [the vaccine] may not take," added Dunning, who was
a nurse practitioner before taking the adminis-

trative position, "and that some doctors arc
giving it twice. 1 don't know that two vaccines
will do any good. We're recommending one."
Dunning also said that Treatment Issues, a
publication of the Gay Men's Health Crisis in
New York, has reported that some recipients
of the flu vaccine have seen an increase in
HIV activity. But, he said, those with HIV
should be vaccinated if they haven't already.
"We also recommend the pneumovax vaccine [against pneumonia]," he said. "One of
the major complications of fiu'is that people
get pneumonia."
KC WILDM00X
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costs and your
insurance caps.

Marine stabs gay bar owner
Jacksonville, NC—The owner of a gay
bar that was firebombcd (luring the gays-inthe-military debate earlier this year is recovering from stab wounds that police say were
inflicted by a Marine.
Police said Danny Leonard, who runs the
Friends Lounge, was stabbed twice in the back
and twice in the face early Dec. 22 by Pfc.
Raul Fernandez, a Marine based at the nearby
New River Air Station. Fernandez was charged
with attempted murder, and Marine officials
said Fernandez could face administrative
charges after the civilian legal process has run
its course.
The motive for the attack is unclear. But a

local television station, citing police sources,
reported that the two men were engaged in a
sexual act at the bar when the stabbing occurred. Police said Fernandez told them he
lost control of himself after Leonard asked
him to sniff a vile of liquid. Police arc analyzing the substance.
Leonard occupied the national spotlight in
March after his bar was firebombcd. The bar
is located near the Camp Lejeunc Marine base.
Leonard also reported that his house was
firebombcd recently. Police have not solved
cither case.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Oral HIV Related Medications
Home Parenteral Nutrition
Home Enteral Nutrition
Oral Nutritional Supplements
I.V. Antibiotic Therapy
Home Pain Management

Medical Therapies Incorporated
1579 N. Decatur Rd. Atlanta, GA 30307 • (404) 373-2525
WE ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT

Fairfax, VA—Jn a leaflet handed out to
students, George Mason University cautioned
against offending gay men and lesbians by
staring at them or by keeping a physical distance during conversation.
The leaflet distributed on campus this
month classifies what constitutes harassment
or discrimination against gays and lesbian.
The pamphlet reminds students that discrimination against lesbians and gays is not permitted on campus.
A prominent economics professor at
George Mason, Walter Williams, poked fun
at the leaflet in a recent nationally syndicated
column. He mused that he needed to call university president George Johnson for a ruling
on exactly how many inches he should stand
from a gay man or a lesbian.
"While I have the president's ear I shall
seek counsel on how long you can look at
homosexuals holding hands, or otherwise

physically connected, before it constitutes an
illegal stare," Williams wrote.
In addition to forbidding overt discrimination and harassment such as gay and lesbian
jokes or slurs, the university listed a variety of
more subtle actions that may offend gays and
lesbians.
"Thinking that a homosexual might come
on to you," or "jumping when a homosexual
touches you on the arm," are offensive reactions, the leaflet says.
The pamphlet, titled "STOP Sexual Orientation Discrimination and Harassment" says
heterosexuals may not realize they are discriminating against or offending gays.
George Mason spokesman Daniel Walsch
said the leaflet is part of George Mason's
diversity program but does not represent university policy.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Hecklers attack gay play
Coral Springs, FL—Police were called to
a theater when shouting seniors interrupted a
musical portraying gay romances.
The play "Personals," performed at the
Majestic Glades Theater, apparently surprised
older members of the audience, said production manager Dcbra Lynch.
There were 125 people in the audience
Dec. 19, most of whom had paid Si 5 a ticket.
Lynch said people began walking out after
the first scene and then came back into the
theater and yelled at the actors, stopping the
performance at one point.
"They were yelling things like 'We didn't
pay to see lesbians and homosexuals,' and
'How dare you bring lesbians into daylight?'"
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Lynch said.
The musical is a comedy about people
who get into unexpected romantic entanglements after responding to personal ads. Lynch
said audience members began leaving when
one of the actors read a classified ad for a
"bisexual male transvestite dwarf."
Some returned and disrupted the play.
Kathleen Planco, 15, who ran the lights and
sound, said a woman attacked her, digging her
fingernails in Planco's face.
Two Coral Springs police officers quieted
the audience so the show could continue. Police said no one was arrested.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Leader of anti-Blade fight says
library collection "unbalanced

ii

Fairfax, VA—One of the leaders in the
unsuccessful fight to get a gay/lesbian newspaper banned from Fairfax County libraries
has complained the libraries have too many
books favorable to gays and lesbians.
Karen Jo Gounaud told the county's library board-she counted 98 book titles dealing with homosexuality in the card catalog.
Of those, she said 92 were "sympathetic to
the homosexual lifestyle."
She listed as examples such titles as "Homophobia: How We All Pay the Price," and
"Children of Horizons: How Gay and Lesbian Teens Are Leading the Way Out of the
Closet."
Gounaud asked the board to buy more
books that say homosexual acts are illegal in
Virginia and that being gay should be avoided.
"There is no fairness and there is no bal-

ance in the books that have been bought, especially in the last few years," Gounaud said.
"We base our selection on what is selling
well, what is in the national eye and what is
reviewed," in journals, magazines and newspapers, said Julie Pringle, head of the fourlibrarian team that chooses new books. "If it
looks like the collection is getting unbalanced,
we do everything we can to correct that."
Gounaud was part of a group of parents
and conservative Christians that sought to get
the Washington Blade removed from the
library's 22 branches earlier this year. When
the library board refused, the county's Board
of Supervisors threatened to dissolve the board
if it did not reconsider. The board stood by its
decision, and the supervisors backed down.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Students Defy Principal, Return Art To Bookstore:
A student art exhibit cancelled by an middle school principal becauseheobjected to the lesbian/
gay section of the bookstore displaying the work is still on, thanks to students who personally
returned their pieces to the Salt Lake City bookstore, often accompanied by their parents.
Principal Tom Hicks ordered the show shut down last week after someone complained about
the lesbian/gay section in A Woman's Place bookstores, but students have returned the original
work, and also brought in other pieces. A father who brought in one drawing "said at this time
of year, we need to show love to everyone," according to A Woman's Place manager Katie
Olson.
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'ffiow many cares one loses when one decides
not to be something, but to be someone"
CoCo Channel

Boston Passes Family Rights Ordinance: The Boston City Council has approved a
family rights law that gives unmarried
couples the same rights as married couples
regardless of thcirsexual orientation. Under
the ordinance, passed 8-3, unmarried couples
may register as domestic partners, ensuring
rights to hospital and jail visits, some legal
protections and access to school records.
The law also calls for a year long study of the
cost of providing health care benefits to the
partners and dependents of unmarried city
employees. "This begins a process that will
take many years of legitimizing gay relationships," said David Scondras, Boston's
only openly gay council member and the
bill's sponsor. "It's a step in a self-propelled
rising out of repression and in to mainstream
life."
Judge Upholds Anti-Gay Ordinance:
A judge has upheld Medford, Oregon' s antigay initiative, just a week after another judge
overturned asimilarmeasure covering JackBoston City Councilmember David son County. Jackson Council Circuit Judge
Scondras, who is openly gay.
L.A. Merryman struck down the state law
that invalidated anti-gay rights measures
and found that the initiative, sponsored by the Oregon Citizens Alliance, did not violate state
or federal constitutions. "Hallelujah," OCA head Lon Mabon said of Merryman's ruling.
"Finally, an honest judge." A different judge on the Jackson Council has upheld the same state
law, voiding the county measure.
Anti-Gay Legislation In Idaho, Ballot Initiative In Arizona: A Republican candidate
for attorney general in Idaho plans to introduce legislation similar to Colorado's Amendment
2. Alan Lance is currently a state representative, and his proposed legislation received support
from state Sen. Stan Hawkins, who said he would introduce a similar bill. Idaho is already
under siege from the Idaho Citizens Alliance, an offshoot of the Oregon Citizens Alliance,
which is collecting signatures for an anti-gay ballot initiative. Meanwhile, the Traditional
Values Coalition of Arizona (TVC is headed by Rev. Lou Sheldon in California) has made
Arizona the next target of the anti-gay forces, launching a petition drive for an anti-gay ballot
measure three days before Christmas. "This is not an initiative that discriminates," said TVC/
A chair Frank Meliti. "All we're asking for is an even ball field."
AIDS Cure Act Introduced In Congress: A bill pushed by AIDS activist Luke Sissyfag
has been introduced in the U.S. House of Representatives, calling for an intensive, coordinated
AIDS research initiative. The bill, introduced by Democratic Rep. Jerrold Nadlerof New York
would establish the long-called for "Manhattan Project" for AIDS research. "HR 3310 is the
blue print of the research agenda needed to unlock the answers of AIDS and find a cure," said
Sissyfag, who interrupted President Clinton's AIDS address on World AIDS Day to demand
that the president follow through on his campaign promise to institute such a project.
Judge Confirms Airman's Dismissal Over Homosexual Acts: A federal magistrate
has upheld the discharge of a former Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (Ohio) airman who
engaged in homosexual activity. U.S. Magistrate Judge Michael R. Mcrz said that although a
recently revised military policy protects gay orientation, it does not protect homosexual
conduct. Merz's ruling came in the case of former Sgt. Claude E. Sccora, who has fought for
15 years to be reinstated after being honorably discharged in 1978. Secora said he ended up in
a gay relationship in 1977 while on a four-month drinking binge. He has been married to a
woman since his discharge. Secora's case now goes before a U.S. District Court judge.

{C/ortex is a contemporary hair studio that
practices a pure and healthy approach to
helping you achieve your own individual style.
Our professional staff invites you to see and
feel the difference.

Husband Gets Seven Years For Trying To Kill Wile, Lesbian Lover: A Nevada man
has been sentenced to seven years in prison for trying to kill his estranged wife and her lesbian
lover. District Judge Dave Gamble imposed the sentence on Wilbert Banks, saying Banks
wanted to kill his wife but a maximum 20-year term wasn't warranted because of mitigating
circumstances. "I was upset about the breakup of my family," a tearful Banks told the judge.
"I thought somehow that because my wife became a lesbian that it was my fault." Prosecutors
said Banks bought a gun and wrote letters saying he planned to shoot his wife and then himself.
He fired several shots at Yvonna Lamoureaux, his estranged wife, and also fired at Vivian
Paxton, but missed.
AIDS Discrimination Suit Settled Out Of Court: A Minnesota electrical workers union
has agreed to pay S100,000 in an out of court settlement of a lawsuit filed by the estate of Mark
Kadinger, who died of AIDS in 1992. Local 110 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers limited Kadinger's health insurance coverage, in violation of the Americans with
Disabilities Act. "It's not something that will help Mark, but it will help others covered by the
plan," said Minneapolis attorney Keith Halleland, who represented both Kadinger and the
hospital that cared for him. "Other plans should take a good, hard look at whether they have
AIDS caps and if they should change them."
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COORDINATOR LESBIAN GAY
MALE PROGRAM OFFICE
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN division of Student Affairs invites
applications for the position of Coordinator Lesbian Gay Male Program
Office. The office has over a 20 year history of serving the campus
community; this is an exciting opportunity to serve, while working with
dynamic and diverse colleagues; we are seeking a highly qualified
individual to provide leadership and direction. Responsibilities will include:
develop education, social, support, referral, and resource programs and
services for students around the issues of sexual orientation; develop
activities that foster supportive student interactions within the university and
local communities; advise and represent the views of students and student
organizations to both the university and local communities; oversee the
program coordination, fiscal, personnel, and administrative activities of the
Lesbian Gay Male Program Office; and assist the university in achieving a
multicultural community.
Necessary qualifications include a Master's degree or an equivalent
combination of education and experience; demonstrated success in student
program initiation, development, and implementation through effective
collaboration with other offices and individuals; demonstrated commitment
to diversity and equity; strong interpersonal, communication, and
management skills are preferred.
Please submit (2) two copies of your resume, a letter of introduction
and salary requirement by February 1,1994. A faculty affiliation and/or
joint academic appointment could be explored with the appropriate
academic unit. Nominations and applications will be reviewed starting
February 1,1994, and will be accepted until the position is filled.

| The University of Michigan
Employment and Staff Planning
2031 "CLGW"
Administrative Services Building
1009 Greene Street
Ann Arbor, Ml 48109-1432
A NON-DISCRIMINATORY, AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION EMPLOYER
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to wait to get you your funds after
promise that everything is confidenyou have been approved. We have,
tial...they promise you will not have
over 50 million dollars of our own
to pay their fee. They promise you
money that is solely dedicated to purwill get your
chasing life insurmoney quickly.
ance policies. You
There is nothing
They promise
receive the most
and they promise
sweeter than
money possible
and they promise!
with no hassles, no
a promise kept.
And who will
excuses and no
these brokers
delays.
sell your policy
Call us for'
There is nothing
to? Not the commore information.
pany that will pay
more bitter than
You don't need
you the most, but
a promise broken middlemen and
someone who will
neither do we. We j
pay the broker
keep our promises
the most. Think about that! And who
so you can keep yours!
are these "funding sources" that they
1 -8 00-633-0407
are sending your personal and confidential medical records to? Someone
you can check out? Someone you can
trust? Someone you would want owning your life insurance policy?
A Viatical Settlement Company
And who really pays the broker's
fee? You! If you worked directly with
American Life Resources is one ol the oldest and largest viatical settlement companies in the world We have helped mote PWAs lake control
a company like American Life
of their lives than any other organization

American
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Don't ask, don't tell" rules issued
& •"

Washington, DC—Go into a gay bar or march Project.
The new policy reflects the resistance of
in a Pride parade and you're safe. Hold hands
Congress and the military to permitting openly
with someone of the same sex, and you're out.
Those are a few of the particulars from rules gay men and lesbians to serve. But it leaves
unveiled last week to implement the "don't ask, unresolved several lawsuits challenging the condon't tell, don't pursue" policy on gays and stitutionality of the ban, and the question of
lesbians in the military, a policy initiated by whether the "don't ask" concept can work in a
military traditionally
President Clinton afhostile to gays and
ter he reversed his
lesbians.
campaign pledge to
"If they simply
lift the ban entirely.
"If they simply put into effect a
"The regulations
put into effect a
are simply a repackpolicy that punishes
policy that punishes service meming of the same prejuservice members for
bers for declaring that they are
dice and discriminadeclaring that they
tion that existed unare gay or lesbian,
gay or lesbian, such a policy
der the pre-Clinton
such a policy cannot
cannot withstand constitutional
policy," said Tanya
withstand constituDomi, a former Army
tional scrutiny," said
scrutiny," said Lanny Breuer,
captain and the legisLanny Brcuer, attorattorney for Sgt. Justin Elzie.
lative director for the
ney for Sgt. Justin
National Gay and
Elzie, a Marine at
Lesbian Task Force.
CampLejcunc,N.C,
Shortly after the
who is suing the Pennew rules were unveiled by outgoing Secretary tagon for trying to discharge him because he
of Defense Les Aspin, the ACLU and the Lambda announced he is gay.
Legal Defense and Education Fund announced
"We fully expect that there will be lawsuits
they would challenge their constitutionality in on this," Defense Secretary Les Aspin said in
court.
announcing the regulations. "But we would like
"Ultimately, it will be the court system that to fight them out on the new policy rather than
will be forced to determine American policy in on the old policy."
this area because the politicians have developed
He argued that since Congress, the military
policy based on prejudice rather than reason," and the administration have backed the changes,
said William B. Rubenstein, director of the the courts may find reason to support it.
ACLU's National Lesbian and Gay Rights
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

>i|f time on your
Accelerated Benefits of Washington*
will purchase your existing
life insurance for cash.
. . • We process your
II request quickly and at
'": no cost to you. • Our apII plication process is simple.
|| • Payment is made immed• • iately and in full. • All inquiries are held in the strictest confidence. • You use your payment any way you want. • You have ready access to an escrow account holding your money. There are no restrictions. • We will consider any size individual or group
*"
policy. • Your accelerated benefits counsellor will
give you prompt, personalized service. We
welcome the opportunity to work
with federal employees.
♦member NAPWA and NAVSO.
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If you or someone close to you is seriously ill,
call Carol Cunard at 1-800-227-8447 for more information.

New regulations don't quell debate
Oceanside, CA—Marine Staff Sgt. Victor Coaxum, getting his twice-weekly haircut at the Oceanside Barber Shop, says heterosexual members of the military have a
right to know if anyone in their unit is gay.
"Once you come to the military, nothing
should be secret," he said Dec. 23, a day
after the Pentagon issued regulations that did
little to quell the debate over gay men and
lesbians in uniform.
Some lesbians and gay men—civilian
and military alike—say that views like
Coaxum's are widespread and that many
commanding officers will continue investigating gays despite the "don't ask, don't tell,
don't pursue" policy.
The rules attempt to define homosexual
conduct and the circumstances that could
lead to removal from service.
Merely going to gay bars or reading gay
literature should no longer prompt investigations. But kissing and hand-holding are outlawed. Service members can announce they
are gay, but then must prove they will be
celibate to remain in the military.
Former Petty Officer Eric Nelson, board
member of the mostly gay San Diego Veterans Association, said President Clinton caved
in to the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Senate
Armed Services Committee Chairman Sam
Nunn.
"It's just a repackaging of the old policy
that's been in effect for a long, long time,"
Nelson said. "Bill Clinton betrayed us completely."
Former Navy Lt. j.g. Jim Woodward was
in the service for two years before being
discharged in 1974 for disclosing he is gay.
"Commanding officers have never been
particularly reluctant to make up facts to justify their actions. It just means they'll have to
be more careful about how they do it," he
said. "Even if the commanding officer decides not to start an investigation, your shipmates are still going to make hell on Earth
for you."
Coaxum said commanders should be

Our Gift To You
Call our office before Jan. 31, 1994
and our gift to you will be
a complete consulation, exam and
bitewing x-rays (if needed).
Dr. Robert V. Schmidt welcomes you
to join his practice of complete
family dentistry. Our staff will be
complimented to have you choose our
office for all your dental needs.

J

aware of who is homosexual. "The cohesiveness is jeopardized if you don't know if
someone's gay," he said. "Everyone's saying, 'Is this guy gay?' But they may be harassing him unjustly. As a supervisor, you
shouldn't have to guess."
The fact that lesbians and gays who
pledge to remain celibate can remain in the
military bothers many heterosexuals in
Oceanside, just north of the Marines' Camp
Pendleton.
"I don't think it's right," said Marine
Sgt. Clark Burley, who predicted the policy
will force gays to keep their sexual orientation to themselves. "I don't think gays should
be with the other men. They should be in
separate quarters."
Outside The Capri, Oceanside's only gay
bar, a lesbian who gave her name only as
Karen and who is not in the military called
the regulauons ridiculous.
"They're still playing the same old
games," she said. "They're wasting their time
on what goes on behind closed doors. These
people aren't doing anything wrong."
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Celebrating
A Man of Justice
Lesbians and gays make
plans to join in the
holiday honoring Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
A preview in the next
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Gay rights battle is a fight to uphold Constitution
by MARVIN LIEBMAN
Well-financed campaigns against gay and
lesbian Americans, led by the religious right,
arc sweeping through cities, couniics and
stales from Alaska to New Hampshire. By
whipping up fear and loathing of homosexuals, and building on the abysmal ignorance
of their constituents, these extremist groups
are enlisting supporters, garnering money
and growing in strength each day. This national tragedy is recorded in a report by the
liberal/nongay People for the American Way,
entitled "Hostile Climate." The report is
frightening and must reading for lesbians
and gays.
On a state by stale basis, the report outlines the religious right's increasing use of
democratic processes, such as "ballot initiatives," to accomplish aims that arc the antithesis of our constitutional democracy—
the removal of civil rights from citizens different from themselves. We are a nation
committed not only to majority rule, but
also to minority rights, and our Constitution
embodies the insight that there are some
things that the majority just can't do.
The abuse of ballot initiatives to deny
and restrict the civil rights of any group of
citizens, because they are somehow offensive to the majority, may be "democratic,"
but it is not constitutional. That is the only
issue—our constitutional rights as citizens
of the United States of America.
Our major allies in the struggle to maintain these constitutional rights arc the courts.
By fulfilling their constitutional role, they
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must protect us by blunting the religious
right's ail-too effective efforts to date. The
recent court rejection of Amendment 2 in
Colorado, for instance, was a very visible
defeat for the organized religious right. It
was also a victory for our democracy.
The court's ruling on the unconstitutionality of Amendment 2 was saluted by the
gay and lesbian community. It was simultaneously damned by the "Christian"
homophobes who had sponsored the statewide referendum. They argued that, in barring enforcement of the voter-approved initiative, the court somehow "silenced the
people's voice" and thus skirted democracy.
Far from violating constitutional principles, the court ruling against Amendment
2 is a parable in their protection. The inalienable right of all citizens to equal protection under the law was flouted by Amendment 2, which would have explicitly banned
any civil rights laws which included gays
and lesbians. So the courts must intervene,
not to grant the gay community anything
special, but simply to do their constitutional
duty in ensuring equal protection.
Gays and lesbians ask no "special rights."
We want only the same rights as our fellow
Americans, nothing more or less. We are
guaranteed these rights by our Constitution.
Just because the self-styled "Christians" use
democratic processes such as referenda, initiatives and amendments doesn't make such
use necessarily democratic nor the users necessarily "Christian."
The professional homophobes have declared open war against us and, by the same

token, against the Constitution itself. Because the courts of the nation are our final
recourse, it is of the highest priority that we
marshall and expand all available legal resources, both from within our community
and from outside through such groups as the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).
Existing gay and lesbian groups such as the
Service Members Legal Defense Network
should be supported wilh money and volunteer attorneys. A network of gay-friendly
and prestigious law firms should be enlisted
for pro bono help with briefs, litigation and
the many other legal tasks involved. We
must reach out to the heterosexual majority—the ACLU, the American Bar Association, local legal organizations, whoever we
can enlist—for their help in a common battle
against forces that threaten the liberty of all
Americans. This makes it incumbent on the
leadership of our community to begin concentrating on the courts, where the final battle
will be won or lost for us and for our country.
"Hostile Climate" provides extensive information, but provides few answers. The
success or failure of ballot initiatives, aimed
at gay men and lesbians, is of vital and
immediate concern to each and every one of
us. And, there is a pressing question for us
to be putting to straight American. It is this:
"If the religious right prevails against us,
who is next?"
Marvin Liebman, one of the founders of
the modern conservative movement, lives in
Washington D.C.
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Lived experience is what truly defines marriage
by RICHARD D. MOHR
In October, a draft report by a national
Lutheran study group on sexuality, calling
for the blessing and even legal acknowledgment of loving committed relations, put the
issue of gay marriage on the nation's moral
and religious agenda. Last May, Hawaii's
Supreme Court put the issue on the nation's
political and legal agenda when it ruled that
same-sex marriages have the highest level
of constitutional protection.
Usually in religious, ethical and legal
thinking, issues arc settled with reference to
a thing's goodness. Oddly, the debate over
gay marriage has focused noi on whether
the thing is good but whether the thing can
even exist. Those opposing gay marriage
say that the very definition of marriage rules
out the possibility that gay couples can be
viewed as married.
But the definitions of marriage which
one finds in dictionaries, even legal ones,
are circular. They define marriage in terms
of spouses, spouses in terms of husband and
wife, and husband and wife in terms of marriage. No explanation is given for why a
marriage's partners must be of different
sexes. Sometimes judges and pontiffs try to
give a functional definition by claiming that
the defining purpose of marriage is
childbearing and rearing. But any definition
that tethers marriage to procreation is at once
too narrow and too wide. On the one hand,
we let people over 60 marry, though their
unions will be childless. And on the other,

we forbid certain extremely fertile marriage
unions—polygamous ones.
What then is marriage after all? Marriage is intimacy given substance in the medium of everyday life, the day-to-day. Marriage is the fused intersection of love's sanctity and necessity's demand. Wc do not count
as marriages great loves, like Antony and
Cleopatra or Catherine and Heathcliff, whose
loves burn gloriously but too intensely ever
to be manifest in a medium of breakfasts
and tire-changes. Neither do we count roommales, even "domestic partners," as married
if all lhat they do is share the common necessities of life (food, housing and the like).
Marriage requires the presence and blending of both ncccssily and intimacy. Life's
necessities arc a mixed fortune: they arc
frequently drag, dross and cusscdncss, yet
ihcy can constitute opportunity, abidingncss
and prospect for nurture. They arc the field
across which, the medium through which,
and the ground from which the intimacies
which we consider marital flourish, blossom and come to fruition.
This required blending of intimacy and
the everyday explains much of the legal content of marriage—including its various privacy rights, such as the right against compelled testimony, and a vast array of protections against the occasions when necessity
is cussed rather than opportune, especially
when life is marked by changed circumstance—crisis, illness, and destruction.
Currently society and its discriminatory
impulse make gay coupling very difficult.

Still, even against oppressive odds, gays ha'
have
shown an amazing tendency to nest. The
portraits of gay and lesbian committed relationships that emerge from ethnographic
studies—for example, Kath Weston's "Families Wc Choose"—suggest that in the ways
gay and lesbian couples arrange their lives,
they fulfill the definition of marriage in an
exemplary manner. Both the development
of intimacy through choice and the proper
valuing of love are interwoven in the dayto-day activities of gay couples. Choice improves intimacy; it makes sacrifices meaningful and gives love its proper weight. Those
lesbian and gay male couples who have survived the odds show lhat the structure of
more usual couplings is not a matter of destiny, but of personal responsibility. The socalled basic unit of society turns out not to
be a unique atom but can adopt different
parts and be adapted to different needs.
The Lutheran document makes a major
conceptual breakthrough. Against current
legal thinking, it holds that religious ceremonies and legal structures do not a marriage make. Rather, the report holds that
ceremonies and laws should reflect and affirm marriages as they are actually constitute in lived experience. Given, then, the
nature of marriage and the nature of gay
relations, it is time for religion and law to let
them merge.
Richard D. Mohr is a philosophy professor at the University of Illinois.

Roberts' 26 rules (or successful lesbian dating
Leslie is nearly 30 now and has been
serially monogamous for nearly a decade.
She says that she's tired of the same old
serial every morning and wants to try something new. She wants to spend the next year
dating, which, by the way, hasn't made the
woman she's been spending the last year
with all that thrilled. ("Oh, urn, SnookyPoo, there's just a little something I'd like to
discuss with you. Nothing personal, you understand.")
Leslie says that she doubts, all lesbian
things being equal, that she'll make it through
that long because lesbian dating is a contradiction in terms. Vera, who has her 30s half
accomplished, says that sex is only good
when you're with a life partner, even, oh,
heck, if it's only for a few months anyway,
because, at least your intentions were in the
proper place. And Kristcn who doesn't have
to work hard at making 50 look awfully
good, says that lesbians just don't have a
clue how to go about doing the dating thing.
So, in the interest of your continuing
proper growth and socialization, for your
personal edification if necessary ("Oh, no,
Pookey-ookey, she certainly doesn't mean
me or anything. Why, you know,
Honeybunchicin, that we'll be together forever and ever. But, uh, don't throw that
paper away just yet, okay? I haven't, uh,
finished the, urn crossword.") and because I
truly believe that we are a group of 10 million women waiting for someone else to ask
us to dance, here are Roberts' Rules of Lesbian Dating:
1. It is never a good idea to ask anyone
to marry you before the first date.
2. The average interval between lesbian
relationships is a minus two point seven three
minutes. (See also Rule #1)

Thanks for Tree
Lighting support
In my heart today, I would like to
say "thank you" Atlanta for your support with the Fourth Annual Christmas
Tree Lighting. One can never express
the joy and fulfillment I have for each
and every one of you. The banquet of
life is the gift we all receive when someone is not hungry, not sick, nor downtrodden. Feed the people, and you will
be given your just reward.
A gift does not always have to be
pretty boxes and wrapping paper. These
things are materialistic and gone in the
twinkling of an eye—but the gift of love,
right from the heart, is where the true
joy of Christmas lies. This gift will be
cherished forever...and in doing so we
satisfy so many people who are less fortunate than we—not for just one single
day, but all year long.
I say "thank you" once again for giving me this opportunity to make
someone's life a little brighter and more
uplifting. When we dim the lights, we
all suffer. So you, my friends, the Atlanta community, have always illuminated my heart and soul.
May your lights forever burn bright.
Danny Donohoe
Atlanta
Editor's note: Donohoe is one of the
organizers of the annual Lighting of the
Tree fundraiser at the Gallus.

3. All things being lesbian, if you don't
want to marry 'cm, don't ask 'em to a movie.
4. It is actually necessary to utter the
actual words, "dinner," "lunch," "coffee,"
or "backrub" to the other party and to come
to some kind of actual agreement on time
and place before you can consider it an actual date, and not merely an appointment,
although appointments are less scary and
don't require you to shave above the knee.
5. You will say at least three stupid things
in her presence the first time you meet. It's a
law. Sometimes six, depending on the
strength of the attraction. Fortunately, if the
attraction is mutual, she will not notice. Until several years later.
6. As soon as you recognize a mutual
attraction, it is usually a good idea to stay at
least in the same house for a reasonable
amount of time before making excuses to

your hostess as to the probable condition of
your epileptic cat. Unless, of course, your
current girlfriend was also invited to the
party.
7. It is permissible, but not ever necessary, to ask for the telephone numbers prior
to departures. Your hostess will have the
number for you and be on the phone to your
answering machine before you even have
the key inserted into the front door lock.
Unless, of course, your current girlfriend
was also invited to the party.
8. Proper dating does not include the
signing of leases within the first few minutes.
9. Ditto mortgages.
10. It is often good dating practice to ask
early, any or all of the following:
a) Is this your normal weight?
b) Arc you a Pisces? (Please feel, depending on your particular astrological inclination, free to substitute your personal
zodiacal aversion.)
c) Are you Positive? (That is a safe sex
question, not a philosophical determination,
.although, come to think of it, that's not a
bad question to ask either.)
d) So, urn, have you been collecting
antique torture implements for a very, urn,
uh, long time?
e) How long have you been off Prozac?
11. You should always find out if her
husband knows that she's dating. Women.
12. It's never inappropriate to find out
beforehand if he has a concealed weapon
permit.
13. Or to ascertain the exact status of his
last combat readiness evaluation.
14. With any woman who has three children under the age of consent, you will automatically come in fourth.

15. It is not impolite to determine precisely how long it has been since her last
breakup. It is, however, considered in some
circles extremely rude merely to slow down,
open the door on her side and push as you
pass her street on the ride home from the
parly where you two just met.
16. Charming as it might be, do not even
consider buying her breathing creatures that
take any more attention than a pet rock unless the U-Haul is already on reserve and
you're practically packed.
17. However, the way to her heart is to
arrive with a pocketful of Milkboncs for her
pre-existing puppy from a previous marriage.
18. Jointly signing adoption papers for a
Cabbage Patch Kid is, in many states, considered grounds for punitive legal action in
subsequent separation hearings. Roses arc
far less incriminating.
19 If it is really, really good, none of
your friends will approve.
20. But you can count on them to check
out any person you have dated more than
once, which is, no question, less expensive
than hiring a private eye.
21. If it doesn't work out, several of
those same friends will refrain successfully
from gloating.
22. Any friend of a friend in need of
being "fixed up" is way too broken to date.
23. It is much cheaper to say, "No thank
you, I have to shampoo the parakeet this
weekend" now than it is to break up later. It
is not, however, easier.
24. "I love you" is not a question.
25. Sex changes everything.
26. Eventually, somebody has to ask
somebody to dance.

Positive statement from South Carolina group
In late November, a gay and lesbian organization known as the Rainbow Christmas Elves was bom. The objectives of this
venture were to provide toys and children's
blankets for needy children and to promote
a positive gay and lesbian image here in
Greenville, S.C.
More often than not, the press here, especially the only newspaper, ignores gays
and lesbians, as if by not printing our news
they can dismiss our existence. Case in
point—when we had our Pride march, the
local and state section carried an Al Bundy
look-a-like contest winner on its front page.
If that weren't bad enough, there was no
coverage anywhere in the paper. Protestors
marching to protest the removal of the Confederate flag were given a picture and article. Pat Robertson's appearance here generated front page articles and pictures, while
our protest march comprised of 75 people
for diversity garnered a line or two.
The television news at times will carry a
small 60-second story on an event, but this
too is a rarity.
Along with these things, [we felt a need]
to become active in a positive manner in our
community. We live here, and we should
care about what goes on around us. Toward
that end, we plan to research additional community projects. By living a life by example,
we hope to educate people to the human
beings that we are and not the stereotypes
that they have been taught.
On Dec. 21, we dropped off the fruits of
our toy drive efforts. All in all, we had collected a little over 150 toys. We donated the
toys to the Country Santa program that was
covered in the Dec. 20 issue of People maga-

zine because we felt that his efforts to reach
less fortunate children were exemplary.
All of the money that was donated went
to purchase toys. Printing for flyers, gas,
time and vehicles to collect the toys were all
donated.
Channel 4 news was the only news source
to report on the story. Wc thank them for
their consideration.

We will continue to wage the battles for
gay and lesbian rights. We also will continue to make an effort to be a part of the
community that wc arc citizens of.
Randi M. Beardcn
Greenville, S.C.
Editor's note: Bearden is the executive
director of Rainbow Christmas Elves.
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Robert suddenly remembered
he had forgotten to remove
his cock ring.
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New study says crack users at greatly increased HIV risk
Washington, DC—Smoking crack cocaine
puts young Americans—particularly
women—at high risk of catching AIDS, a
new study shows. While intravenous drug
users who share needles are in the most danger, crack smokers aren't far behind because
they're likely to have frequent, unsafe sex
under influence of the drug, researchers reported in mid-December.
"HIV prevention programs that target
crack smokers, especially women, are
needed," said Dr. Brian Edlin of the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. "There is
an increasing prevalence of HIV among cracksmoking womcn...that is very disturbing."
Although the majority of those infected
with HIV still are men, the disease is increasing almost four times as fast among women.
And they are passing AIDS to their babies;
the CDC recorded a 16.6 percent jump in new

cases among infants and toddlers last year.
Disturbed by those numbers, the CDC is
trying to discover why, despite safe-sex education aimed at women, heterosexual contact
has overtaken intravenous drug use as the
primary cause of infection in women. The
crack study, presented at an AIDS conference
here on Dec. 14, shows non-IV drugs are one
reason.
Crack usage is not epidemic among gay
men, but recent anecdotal evidence from several major cities suggests that HIV transmission is on the increase in men who use recreational drugs, particularly methamphctamincs.
For the crack study, the CDC recruited
2,323 people ages 18 to 29 from inner-city
neighborhoods in New York, Miami and San
Francisco and studied them for almost two
years. Among those who had never used IV
drugs, male crack smokers were about VA

times more likely to have had more than 20
sexual partners or to sell sex than those who
did not smoke crack.
But female crack smokers were six limes
as likely as non-users to have had more than
20 sexual partners, 15 times as likely to sell
sex and four times as likely to have syphilis
or other genital diseases, which facilitate HIV
transmission.
Blood tesLs showed crack smokers who
had never used IV drugs were at least twice as
likely to have HIV as non-crack smokers.
In New York, 22 percent of non-IV crack
users had HIV, compared with 11.6 percent
of people who used neither crack nor IV drugs
and 40 percent of IV drug users. In Miami,
the numbers were 20 percent, 7 percent and
24 percent, respectively. And in San Francisco, they were 3.6 percent, 0.8 percent and
9.8 percent, respectively.

In New York, female crack smokers were
three times as likely to have the virus as male
crack smokers who never used IV drugs or
had homosexual contact, the main HIV risk
for men.
The overwhelming majority of these
women did not believe they had sex with
someone who had HIV, indicating a failure to
take proper precautions, the study said.
In another development, researchers at
the conference also reported that a hemophiliac who passed HIV to his younger brother,
probably by sharing a razor, actually gave the
teen-ager two strains of the disease.
"This doesn't have implications for patients," said Dr. Harold Jaffc of the CDC.
"But it makes the case interesting academically. Testing for more than one strain in
transmission isn't routinely done."
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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LONG TERM SURVIVING
DAVID STANLEY

lips for keeping weight on
I've written several times in the past examined under a microscope. Creatine Kiabout my struggle to keep my weight up nase is an enzyme released as muscle tissue
and the success that I have had. During the breaks down. High side of normal is 196,
past couple of months, I've learned many and I've had levels up to 3000, though I
things that may explain why I've been suc- usually run between 500 and 1000.
The theory of why I haven't wasted
cessful.
First, there have been several reports away to nothing is that I combine my vitarecently from noted medical researchers at min regimen and increased calorie intake
Yale University, the John Hopkins Medical with lifting weights. Please note that I don't
Center, and the University of Miami, about lift heavy weights, and that my workouts
the nutritional needs of those infected with aren't that hard, but I do work hard enough
HIV. One of the things that they have learned that I seem to build new muscle tissue as
is that the daily requirements of vitamins fast as the old muscle is wasted. I'm keepand minerals, particularly the anti-oxidants ing the wasting at a stand off.
Another method of fighting wasting is
vitamins A, C, E, Beta Carotene and Selenium, can be five or six times, or even one I have yet to try, the use of anabolic
more, in those infected with HIV than what steroids. This is a new approach that has
the FDA recommends for folks in good shown some success, but very little has
health. According to these reports, it is not been written about the use of these drugs
possible for someone infected with HIV to relative to wasting.Much research still needs
get adequate nutrition from food alone. to be done before it can be fully recomSupplements, they say, are absolutely nec- mended. There is an interesting article about
essary. And in some cases patients taking this, however, in the Winter, 1993 issue of
heavy doses of nutritional supplements have Searchlight, a Southern California publicabeen able to reduce their doses of standard tion. I was able to copy it at the AIDS
medications, reducing the toxic effects of Survival Project (formally Atlanta
those drugs.
NAPWA). Their library can be reached at
I have been taking large doses of vita- 874-7926, and is considered one of the best
mins and minerals since 1977, some five ADS treatment libraries in the country.
years before I was infected with HIV, which
Wasting isn't a problem for everyone
may be a strong reason I've done so well. I infected with HIV, but preventing it may
have been one of those who gets good re- be the most important strategy, after taking
sults from minimal doses of medication. standard medications, that one uses to surThe researchers say the earlier one starts vive HIV. Wasting not only weakens the
nutritional therapy, the better.
muscles, but it also weakens 'the immune
Another thing I have learned about is system and allows for earlier opportunistic
wasting and how to combat it. Nutritional infections.
If an HIV infected patient's doctor
deficiencies can contribute to wasting, but
taking supplements is only one step in fight- doesn't check their CK level during their
ing it. Increasing calories by whatever lab work, he or she should ask for it. Even
method works is extremely important. When if weight loss hasn't been a problem, an
one is fighting an infection, the body burns elevated CK level may be a sign of a future
calories at an increased rate. I have had problem and steps can be taken now to help
good success adding calories by greatly in- prevent it from becoming a problem.
creasing dairy products in my diet. I eat
Taking vitamins and exercising are life
about 1/2 pound of butter per week, I drink choices I would have chosen regardless of
whole milk, use sour cream on everything, HIV infection, but now this new research
and I make milk shakes, adding food supple- seems to be explaining that these are the
ments to the mix. I've learned, however, reasons I've done so well when others on
that many people cannot tolerate milk prod- the same medications haven't fared as well.
ucts as easily I can. It gives them diarrhea, Needless to say, I know now not to slack
which defeats the purpose. In that case, off.
If anyone reading this wants to give
other methods of adding calories have to be
found, but one's doctor should have ideas any of these methods a try, just make sure
that much research in a treatment library is
on that
I've also learned this year that I do have taken before starting, and make sure that
a wasting condition, but the only signs of it one's doctor is kept informed. None of these
are from an elevated Creatine Kinase (CK) methods are games and should not be unlevel in my blood and from muscle biopsies dertaken without proper knowledge.
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Through Dr. Mymowitz's affiliation with a well respected group
of RK surgeons, this brief surgical procedure can be
an effective way to reduce or eliminate
a person's dependency on glasses or contacts.
Come see if RK is for you.
Payment plans to fit your budget!
Initial RK surgical Consultation FREE with eye exam.
We also offer Complete Vision Care
Specializing in Contact Lenses
daily wear • extended wear • gas permeable
cosmetic tints • astigmatic • disposable
Ask about our UN\NUE£dS™j0 bifocal contact lenses
Hard to fit patients welcome !
Experience the difference in personalized care I

239-0292
Conveniently located in Lenox Square Mall
Weekend and evening appointments availaPle

Immediate Cash
for the

Terminally 111
As a no-fee advisory service, we will assist you in
selling your life insurance policy by:
T Simplifying this complex process
T Requiring only one application
T Requesting only one medical report
ffrom your physician
▼ Choosing quality viatical companies
T Negotiating the best offer on your behalf
▼ Never charging a service fee to you

MARTIN S. LINDE, D.P.M.
DISEASES, TRAUMA AND SURGERY
OF THE FOOT AND LEG
Associate American College of Foot Surgeons
Medical & Surgical Treatments of:
[Ingrown Toenails • Warts • Corns • Calluses • Bunions •
Hammertoes • Heel Pain • Aching Feet • Bone Spurs •
Painful Arches
Peachtree St. NE
Suite 270-C
525-2739

In office ambulatory
surgery & hospital based
surgery

NEXT TO CRAWFORD LONG HOSPITAL

Please call for our complimentary brochure:
1415) 380-8880 or 1-800-435-8891
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A Viatical Settlement Advisory Service
(Offered by NCI Insurance Marketing Services, Inc., a broker)
180 Montgomery Street • Suite 2180 • San Francisco • California • 94104
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Risk of HIV transmission from
doctor to patient is remote

M

Common Steps:
A Lesbian & Gay Affirming
Addictions Program is the first of its
kind in Atlanta and the Southeast
Put together and administered by members
of the community and their allies,
Common Steps provides a safe,
supportive space where you can
address and explore these issues:
Substance abuse/eating disorders
Homophobia and internalized heterosexism
Social and political concerns
Healthy lesbian/gay support systems
HIV/AIDS
The process of coming out
Family systems
Lesbian/gay domestic violence
Common Steps brings these issues
into recovery through the 12-step
process familiar to many.
Call us and meet with us to see how
our program works. We're close to
home and we're here to help.

Washington, DC—There is more evi- the operation. These doctors did not have the
dence that a patient's chance of contracting HIV virus, but the numbers were disturbing,
HIV from an infected doctor is extremely scientists said.
remote.
The possibility of a risk to patients from
A new study by the Centers for Disease infected doctors has frightened Americans
Control and Prevention, the largest yet, has since the CDC discovered that a Florida denfound no evidence that 63 infected physi- tist, Dr. David Acer, infected six of his pacians and dentists passed the virus to their tients with HIV. No one knows just how
surgical patients.
Acer, now dead, did so, but some experts
Of the 22,032 patients tested in the study, speculate the infections may have been de112 did have HIV. Twenty-seven were in- liberate.
The CDC
fected before
seeing their docrecorded 903
tor or dentist; 59
cases of AIDS
The possibility of a risk to
among doctors
had numerous
patients from infected doctors has
other risk factors,
and 243 cases
frightened Americans since the
such as intraveamong dentists
through 1992.
nous drug use
CDC discovered that a Florida
and unprotected
The Acer case is
dentist, Dr. David Acer, infected
sex, that the
the only one in
six of his patients with HIV.
which doctor-toCDC ruled were
to blame.
patient transmisNo one knows just how Acer did so,
sion has been
The CDC
but some experts speculate the infecdid genetic tests
proved.
tions may have been deliberate.
Doctors are
on 16 others who
had no clear HTV
:
in more danger
from their parisks, but none
had HIV that matched the genetic code of tients, the CDC said. In the study of obstetritheir doctors' virus. The remaining 10 cases cians and gynecologists, some blood or other
are still being investigated.
fluids from patients touched doctors' skin in
The CDC is continuing the study, but it 41 percent of 646 gynecological procedures
already shows "the risk of HIV transmission and in 7 percent of those cases the doctors
from the health care worker to the patient cut themselves with instruments already used
during invasive procedures is very small," on the patient
In a related incident in mid-December,
said CDC researcher Laurie Robert at a recent conference here.
the Minnesota Court of Appeals ruled that
But the operating room is not totally free hundreds of former patients of a doctor who
of danger, the CDC said. Another CDC study died of AIDS can sue his estate and clinic for
found that of 43 obstetricians and gynecolo- emotional distress, even though no patient
gists cut while operating, nine continued us- was diagnosed with the disease.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
ing the same needle or scalpel to complete
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FDA approves new drug for PCP
Washington, DC—A new treatment has
been approved to help AIDS patients and
others with damaged immune systems fight
off pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP),
the Food and Drug Administration said in
late December. The agency informed U.S.
Bioscience, Inc., that it can begin marketing
trimetrexate glucuronate as an alternative
therapy for moderate-to-severe cases of
(PCP).
The company's brand name for the intravenous drug is Neutrexin. A second drug,
leucovorin, must be given at the same time
to protect normal cells while trimetrexate
attacks the parasite that invades the lungs of
patients with PCP.
There are three other drugs already on
themarket,trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole,
pentamidine and atovaquone to fight PCP
As many as 80 percent of AIDS patients
suffer from at least one bout of the pneumonia during their illness.
"It gives doctors an alternative. This is
another weapon in the arsenal," said FDA
spokesman Arthur Whitmore.

Complimentary
Dietary Assessments
for HIV+ Individuals

The company said the candidates for
Neutrexin include the estimated one-third to
one-half of AIDS patients who stop taking
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, due to side
effects or lack of response.
In the clinical trials, 48 percent of seriously ill patients survived one month after
completing "salvage therapy" with
trimetrexate and leucovorin. The survival rate
was 67 percent in patients intolerant of both
trimethoprim and pentamidine. Twelve percent of patients in the trial discontinued
Neutrexin due to problems with its side effects.
The patients taking the new drug must
be seen frequently by a physician and have
their blood counts monitored twice a week.
The company said the wholesale price
for the drug will be S41.65 per 25-milliliter
vial, with patients needing three vials a day
for 21 days for a total of $2,624. The company, based in West Conshohocken, Pa., said
it has established programs to help needy
patients get access to the drug.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Good nutrition is an essential part of maintaining a healthy
immune system. In honor of World AIDS Day, December 1,
1993, NMC Homecare is now offering complimentary dietary
assessments to HIV+ individuals.
This private assessment with a registered dietician will help
you evaluate your current diet and learn ways to improve
your nutritional status.
To register for this complimentary service, available
throughout January, call your local NMC Homecare office.

Duke gets grant for HIV vaccine research
Durham, NC—An experimental vaccine
being developed by researchers at Duke
University Medical Center shows so much
promise that federal health officials are putting $2.2 million behind it.
The money represents one of the largest
federal grants Duke has received for AIDS,
research. Duke scientists said they hope the
money will help them develop the vaccine
into an organic shield to protect humans
against HIV.
The Duke prototype vaccine is made
from different strains of HIV. Other AIDS
vaccines under development are based on
only one strain, said Alan Schultz, chief of
the vaccine branch at the NM's National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.
"We made this award to Duke because
researchers there have developed a unique
strategy of combining pieces of four different HIV strains with molecules that will
directly stimulate the immune system,"
Schultz said. "No one else has taken this
promising approach."
The four-year NIH grant, awarded in
mid December, also establishes Duke as

one of eight federally funded AIDS vaccine
research centers.
Over the last eight years,Duke researchers have taken short pieces of the outer protein coat of four strains of HIV and synthetically linked them together. The result is a
prototype vaccine that can't pass on AIDS
but can trigger an immune-system response.
But the vaccine does have enough of the
virus to make the body think it is being invaded and thus trigger a specific immunesystem response.
The experimental vaccine has been used
on mice, goats, rhesus, monkeys and chimpanzees, and it successfully triggered an antiHIV immune response in those animals,
Haynes said. But one of the many questions
facing researchers is whether the immunesystem response in humans will be strong
enough to kill the invading virus.
The vaccine would be delivered in two
forms, first through a shot in the arm to
stimulate an immune-system response and
then in a pill.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

niTIC HOMECARE
A leading provider of home infusion
and respiratory therapy services.

Jeffrey R. Hill • General Manager
120 Interstate North Parkway East, Suite 158 Atlanta, GA 30339
404-953-0899 • 800-829-4442 • FAX 404-933-0224

THE HNS HIV PROGRAM

A comprehensive program of services that responds to the diverse needs of the HIV individual.
▼ Psychological Services
Personalized counseling by gay
licensed clinical social workers
helps meet the emotional, psychological, and family needs
specific to the HIV individual.
▼ Pharmacy Services
Clinically trained pharmacists arc
continually updated to advanced
protocols in delivering HIV
pharmacy services.

Video addresses needs of women with HIV
In response to the increase of HIV disease among women, Burroughs Wellcome
Co. has created Womansource HIV, an educational video series developed for HIVinfected women and their service providers.
The company plans to provide this threepart series to AIDS service providers and
community based organizations nationwide
for use by staff and clients. The first part of
this program, which presents the insights of
30 AIDS service experts and HIV infected
women, has already been distributed to approximately 2,500 organizations across the
country.
"We understand that women with Hrv
face different challenges and have different
needs than men with the disease," said Fred
Gregg, Senior Manager, HIV community
Relations. "We hope that Womansource
HIV will help community service providers
to better understand these needs and challenges, and thereby ensure that HIV infected
women get quality care."
Each unit in the Womansource HIV series contains' a videotape and accompanying leader's guide that provides discussion

questions and resource listings. The program
is designed to help service providers deliver
effective and sensitive care through group
discussions on issues relevant to women with
HIV. The units cover topics of special interest to HlV-infecled women, including providing women information about accessing
services for themselves and their families,
overcoming addiction and the issues that lead
to the addiction, and maintaining a productive and healthy lifestyle while taking care of
a family.
According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, AIDS and HIV infection are rapidly increasing among women.
The CDC reports that: One in four newly
infected Americans is female; An estimated
80,000 women in the U.S. between the ages
of 15 and 44 are infected with HIV; and
women represent 13 percent of all newly
reported AIDS cases
Service providers may request copies of
Womansource HIV by calling 1-800-7229292, extension 5411. Other individuals may
request copies through their service providing organization.
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▼ Nursing Services
Sensitive to the special needs of
the PWA, the registered nurses
have a minimum five years
clinical experience in I.V. therapy
or related field.

T Caring, Committed, and Concerned about the community.
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HNS
ADVANCED INFUSION THERAPIES

1-800-872-4467
426-4933
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"Don't ask, don't tell" rules issued

MIDTOWN TIRE

Continued from page 7
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"This was an enormously divisive and emotional issue," Aspin said. "I don't want to imply
that we think we have unanimous consent here.
But we have proceeded to capture the broad
middle with this policy."
Naval Petty Officer Keith Meinhold, who
was discharged in August 1992 after coming out
on national television, said Wednesday that Aspin
"has utterly failed to solve the issue of gays in
the military."
Meinhold said the scenarios for when not to
open an investigation of a service member were
meant to protect heterosexuals. Meinhold rccnlisted in the Navy this month, after a federal
appeals court in Meinhold's court case upheld a
judge's order banning discrimination against gays
in the military.
The Pentagon laid out several scenarios to
help commanders:
• A commander should not begin an inquiry
if a service member is seen "hanging around" a
gay bar. "Going to a gay bar is not a crime, nor
docs it, in iLself, constitute a 'nonverbal statement' by the service member that he is a homosexual."
• Joining a gay rights march with a banner
saying that lesbians in the military want to end
the ban is not in iLself incriminating, although it
would be "reasonable" for the commander to
inquire whether the woman was seeking to make
public that she is a lesbian.
• Holding hands with a member of the same
sex while off-duty does constitute "credible information of homosexual conduct."
• If an officer tells a friend he is gay but has
engaged in no homosexual acts while in service
and intends to continue to refrain from such acts,
he could be allowed to stay in the military if a
board of inquiry determined he had not engaged
in homosexual acts and was unlikely to do so.

PROTECT YOUR

PONCE DE LEON

wii/n>//ji:

874-1112

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE

"The commander must assure himself that
there is that credible information," said Jamie
Gorclick, the Pentagon's general counsel. "Associational activities, like going to a gay parade
or reading a magazine, in and of themselves are
not credible information."
The Pentagon cited the complexity of the
rules, and the need for time to digest them, in
issuing orders keeping rank-and-file personnel
from talking to reporters about the rules.
"You're talking to people who don't know
what the policy is in its particulars," Aspin said.
"As soon as they understand what it is, how it's
going to affect their lives, we would like you to
have a chance to talk to them." The rules go into
effect Feb. 5.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Please inquire NOW for free
and confidential information.
1-800-892-1282

988-1724

Complete Insurance Protection
Auto - Home - Commercial Motorcycle - Life - Health
M-F 9AM-6PM
SAT10AM-2PM
2000 Cheshire Bridge Rd.
next to Hairanoia

CALL FOR
QUOTES

634-6380

We're looking for a few
good men,women, blacks,
whites,yeUows,browns,
heterosexuals, lesbians,
gays, accountants, artists,
Cnristians,Jews,Pagans,
Atheists, Buddhists,
philosophers and heretics.

Michael W. Vogel

If you're looking for a place where you
are welcome no matter who you are or what
you believe, you've found it.

Attorney at Law

FirstExistentialist
Congregation Of Atlanta

FREE CONSULTATION

Ministers R. Lanier Clance and Marsha Mitchiner.
470CandlerParkDr.N.E. 378-5570 Sunday at 11:00 am.
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Michael Callen, voice of positive
living with AIDS, dead at 38
Los Angeles—One of America's most
prominent and longest surviving AIDS activists, Michael Callen, died December 27,
in Los Angeles, from complications arising
from AIDS. He was 38. A composer, singer,
writer and AIDS activist, Callen's art—as
well as his political work—together played
a major role in shaping America's response
to the epidemic.
Born in Rising Sun, Ind., and raised in
Hamilton, Ohio, Callen graduated from Boston University, which he attended on a music scholarship, in 1977. After college, he
moved to New York, where he sang in cabarets and with the New York City Gay Men's
Chorus.
Callen was an AIDS activist before there
was an AIDS movement. From the time of
his diagnosis with Gay Related Immune Deficiency in 1982, he was involved in virtually all of the positive responses to the epidemic. Callen emphasized that people could
live with AIDS and continue to make significant contributions to society despite their
diagnosis.
"If we could change our paradigm of
AIDS," he said, "if there weren't that notion
that it's all ultimately hopeless and pointless, it might actually increase survival rates."
Callen was a founding member of the
People with AIDS Coalition, the Community Research Initiative, the National Association of People with AIDS, the PWA
Health Group, the New York City Mayor's
Interagency Task Force on AIDS, and the
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CUSTOMERS
know us best...

OUR

Michael Callan
New York State AIDS Institute.
In 1983, he co-wrote the booklet, "How
to Have Sex in an Epidemic: One Approach,"
the first guide for safe sex. The advice in the
pamphlet, based on the concepts of AIDS
researcher Dr. loseph Sonnabend, has become the accepted standard of risk reduction. Callen was the first editor of the PWA
Coalition Newsline and edited the two volume set, "Surviving and Thriving with
CONTINUES ON PAGE 16
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AIDS," published by the People with AIDS
Coalition in 1988. From 1988-1989, he was
founding editor of AIDS Forum. His book,
"Surviving AIDS," published by Harper/
Collins in 1990, received honorable mention from the American Medical Writers Association.
Along with Sonnabend, Callen was passionate in his belief that HIV has not been
proven to be the cause of AIDS and the antiviral drug AZT is detrimental to the health
of PWAs. He was also a strong writer on the
politics of sexuality.
Through appearances on various new
shows, Callen gave AIDS a human face. He
also appeared in several films and documentaries, including the recent Hollywood AIDS
movie, "Philadelphia" and in the HBO documentary "Why Am I Gay?" Callen sang in
John Grcyson's movie "Zero Patience."
Callen's work has been honored by the
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, the
Gay and Lesbian Press Association, Lambda
Legal Defense and Education Fund and the
Rockefeller Foundation, among others. On
December 1, 1993, he received the City of
Los Angeles Lifetime Achievement Award.
As a founding member of the New York
Gay & Lesbian Community Center Board,
and through his activities in other organizations around the country, he also became a
leading voice in gay and lesbian politics.
In addition to his political work, Callen
was a popular singer and composer in the
gay community. Callen's AIDS activism had
a major influence on his music, as reflected
in his solo album, "Purple Heart" (Signifi-

cant Other Records, 1988), which The Advocate called "the most remarkable gay independent release of the past decade." As a
member of the gay a cappclla group The
Flirtations, he toured internationally and recorded two albums, "The Flirtations" (Significant Other Records, 1990) and "Out on
the Road" (Flirt Records, 1992). Callen also
wrote, along with Oscar winner Peter Allen
and Marsha Malamet, "Love Don't Need a
Reason."
Shortly before his death, Callen completed vocal tracks for 48 new songs. This
collection of songs, now in production for
CD release, is named "Legacy." These songs,
recorded with the help of such prominent
musicians as Holly Near, Cris Williamson,
David Lasley, Greg Wells (k. d. lang), Fred
Hcrch and Steve Sandbcrg (David Byrne,
Ruben Blades) are a testament to Callen's
commitment to the gay and lesbian community as well as his own passionate struggle
for gay identity and selfhood.
Callen's lover, friends and family have
asked that those who wish to make donations in Callen's name should make contributions to the Legacy Fund. This fund will
ensure that this historic endeavor be made
available for release.
Callen is survived by his companion Richard Dworkin of New York City; and his
parents, Barbara Callen and Clifford Callen;
his sister, Linda Stanger; and brother, Barry
Callen of Chicago, Illinois. Memorial services in New York and Los Angeles are
being planned.
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My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was
highly recommended to me by a
friend who also enjoyed her
dealings with Ms. Ellis.
Julie Ellis was professional,
courteous, and very respectful of
the presence of my female life
partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis
could relate to me more
comfortably than any other car
salesperson ever has. I appreciated
her availability at Curry Honda.

BOERNER 8. PONDER

During my two days of
business at your dealership, I
was aware of two other samesex couples making purchases.
Thank you once again for your
dealership's stance to be gay/
lesbian sensitive and for
providing quality gay personnel
such as Julie Ellis.
Sincerely,
Laine Peek
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in mcmoriam of our founder Cecil Ray De Loach 1952-1991
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YOU CAN BE

C. GUSTIN, M.D.
General Psychiatry

IN CONTROL!
Advance Cash Benefits Program
CASH Now for your Life Insurance
• You submit only one application • We have seven exclusive benefactor groups
• We process any size policy • Our plans allow you to keep your health insurance and
disability income • We are the largest and oldest advocate for the insured • You get personal
attention • A principle of the company is available 24 hours a day to discuss your needs \

The Medical Escrow Society [800.422.1314]

Serving the Bisexual,
Gay & Lesbian Community
427 Moreland Ave. NE, Suite 500, Atlanta, GA 30307

681-9823
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Right tries out new tactics FORD • DODGE
California provides
lessons of what might be
headed our way

Sacramento, C/4-Right-wing lobbyists quietly changed their tactics this past election
year in California, and gays are just waking up
to the threat this poses. In a nutshell, three
major changes occurred:
• Right-wingers moved from merely
grooming candidates to funding races they
were certain of winning.
• They literally bought primaries to weed
out more liberal or moderate Republicans.
• They poured money into a few races,
also buying those seats, instead of giving
money to incumbent candidates and elected
officials as is usually the case.
"This is very unusual, very new," said
William Way bourn, executive director of the
Gay and Lesbian Victory Fund in Washington, D.C. "As far as I know, the religious right
has not funded political candidates before, nor
have they spent large suns to run candidates."
Political action committees usually give
money to incumbents, spreading the money
around evenly to make sure everyone knows
who they are. It's a legal way of greasing the
wheels of a legislature.
This new tactic turns that age old pattern
on its head.
In 1992, most large PACs in California
gave an average of $3,000 to 125 candidates,
according to Common Cause. But the newest
and most aggressive playing in this game,
Allied Business PAC, a right wing political
action committee which plays down its religious affiliations by stressing its pro-business
stances, gave to only 26. But it spent approximately $16,000 each, making its wallop that
much more effective. And by targeting specific races, Allied was able to hand pick politicians that got sent to Sacramento.
"It's easier to focus our resources on someone who shares our beliefs and getting them to
Sacramento rather than waiting to see who's
going to get up there and trying to affect them,"
said Danielle Madison, chief consultant to Allied. "Looking at races after the fact seemed
ineffective. We decided to be proactive instead of reactive."
Once at the state capital, the legislators are

more than willing to do the bidding of their
backers.
"They are absolutely indebted, absolutely
beholden," said Robert Rios, lobbyist for the
Sacramento based Lobby for Individual Freedom and Equality. "Look what they did. They
only gave money to 'like minded individuals,'
people who believe and arc willing to work
for the same things."
Not only will they toe the party line but
already they are leading the charge against
special rights and other "liberal ills."
Less than a year after allegedly using this
tactic to get into the California Stale Senate,
Republican Rob Hurtt, one of the four main
founders of Allied, is trying to oust Ken Maddy,
the Senate's minority leader, who is a more
moderate Republican. If Hurtt succeeds, it will
make it all that much more difficult for moderates to be heard by the state legislature.
Admittedly liberal organizations such as
the Gay and Lesbian Victory Fund (GLVF)
were created to do the same thing. But while
they elected six gay candidates to local office
nationwide this past year, Allied elected nearly
twice that many candidates in California alone
during its first serious foray into local politics.
And they were to statewide positions, not local.
"Whatever we do is not enough," said
GLVF's Waybourn. "The quantity is so onesided, we can't even begin to compete with
them."
A comparison of numbers tells the story
of this political David and Goliath. Combined
funding of religious right groups runs at more
than $131 million while funding for the major
gay and lesbian political groups limps along at
$8.9 million.
The membership gulf is even greater with
10.7 million people belonging to religious right
groups and a mere half million to gay and
lesbian organizations.
"We're not in the same ball park; we're
not in the same league. When it comes to
nurribers, we're not even on the same planet,"
said Waybourn. "They are just huge compared to us."
Luckily for gays in California, Allied is
now under investigation for illegal campaign
practices. But no matter what the outcome of
that investigation, the political winds arc shifting and it doesn't bode well for gay and lesbian rights.
DELL RICHARDS
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1 Hour Photo Processing
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OCCASIONi
BIRTHS
Marcie and Karen Frecd-Williams proudly
announce the birth of their daughter, Marissa
Nicole. Marissa was born at 10:30 am on
Thursday, December 23. She weighed in at 8
lbs., 6 oz., and measured 21 inches long with
black hair and blue eyes. Marice and Karen
share their joy with Marissa's fathers, coparents Charles Mathews and Ed Bender, her
godfathers, Terry Williamson and Bill
Dunkley of Atlanta, and her godmothers Chris
Bennett of Atlanta and Sally Livingston of
Tampa, FL. Marcie and Karen are grateful
for the attendance and help from Marcie's
parents, Jerry and Toby Freed of Brandon,
FL. They also express their gratitude for the
support and care shown by the involved
Northside Hospital staff.
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BIRTHDAYS
Atlanta songwriter, guitarist and singer Angela Mottcr celebrated her 33rd birthday on
Dec. 17.
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Mark King, director of the AIDS Survival Project (formerly Atlanta NAPWA)
just turned 33.

Happy birthday to AIDS Survival Project
head honcho Mark King, who turned 33 on
Dec. 23.

Happy birthday to Debbie Frakcr on Jan. 9.
Debbie's birthdays do not make her a year
older, they're just another reason to give her
presents. This year her gifts, will include an
overnight shopping trip to Boaz, Alabama.
Outlet hounds, eat your heart out.

Donna Hooper celebrated her 30-something
on Dec. 26.

SoVo staffer Rob Boeger turns 29 on Jan.
12.

Girl about town K.T. Slaughter turns 23 on
Jan. 6. This is the first time in four years that
K.T. hasn't had a class at school start on her
birthday, so she's not at all sure what she's
going to do with the extra time.
Cynthia Moore, co-owner of Candler Park's
The Flying Biscuit, celebrates a birthday on
Jan. 7.
,

When you have Occasions, let us know.
Write Southern Voice/Occasions, PO Box
18215, Atlanta, GA 30316, call (404)
876-0789, or fax to (404) 876-2709.
Please include a phone number for verification.
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6130 Memorial Drive
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WE BUILD FAMILIES.
GET THE FACTS ABOUT ADOPTION.
We have operations on
4 continents, in 10 countries
including the United States.

FAMILY PARTNERS
WORLD WIDE, INC.
^872-6787

469-7121

Transforming lives
through adoption
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networking
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or the
American Way
Carolyn Waldron, Director of the
National Wildlife Federation, joins'^
us to explore the unique values of
wildlife and nature and our impact
on the natural environment.
f$

Colony Square Hotel • Cash Bar and Hors d'ouevres
Members $10.00, Guests $13.00, Parking w/validated ticket $2.00

Information Hotline: (404) 662-4353

Take Pride In Your Photos
1HOUR
COLOR
FILM
PROCESSING

Fast, low prices, most orders
processed in 24 hours or less. We
accept 110, 126, 35mm film.
Professional, color, black & white,
enlargements, slides & posters.

• Drop Off
• Mail In
300 Ponce de Leon Ave.
Atlanta, GA 30308
{Catty-cornered from Krispy Kreme)
872-8036
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Darrell Wayne Hoggatt
Holding you I held everything.
For a moment wasri 11 a king.
But if I'd only known how the King
wouldfall,
I ley, who's to say, you know I might
have chanced it all.
And now I'm glad I didn't know,
The way it all would end, the way
it all would go.
Our lives are better left to chance,
I could've missed the pain,
But I'd of had to miss the dance.
Darrell Hoggatt transcended this life December 26, 1993 at the age of 28.
A photographer and a bartender, Darrell
was the first pledge of Panther L/L, and was
voted a Charter Member on Oct. 16, 1988.
He held a number of offices with Panther,
the latest being Sergeant At Arms.
Darrell is survived by his partner Danny
Ingram, his mother Sarah Ledford, his spe-

cial brother
T o m m i e
Phillips and
special friend
Mark Bigler.
Also surviving
are brother
Doug Hoggatt,
special mother
Ruby Shook
and numerous
friends and
relatives.
Darrell
was an energetic and charismatic friends who
touched many lives with special love and
memories. He will be deeply missed by his
brothers with Panther L/L and his many
friends at the Catholic Shrine and the Heretic.
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made
to Shrine PUPS (People United Pet Support),
a non-profit AIDS outreach ministry of the
Shrine, 1579-F Monroe Dr., #103, Atlanta,
GA 30324.

MEMORIAL SERVICE
A memorial service will be held for Bert McDowell on Friday, January 14th at 7:00 pm at
the AIDS Survival Project (Atlanta NAPWA) office at 44 12th St. McDowell, who died from
complications of AIDS on Dec. 18, was president of the board of the organization for several
years. For more information call 874-7926.

Students present AIDS benefit
Peep Show, a music and dance extravaganza created by students to promote the awareness of AIDS, will be held January 7 & 8 at 8pm. All proceeds will go to the Grady
Adolescent AIDS Program, a program aimed at educating adolescents about AIDS so that
they can go out and effectively inform their peers.
The performance consists of eleven dance pieces, choreographed by Jenny Millman and
Chris Whitmire, including jazz, tap, modem, ballet and swing styles. Each piece has a
particular message for the audience. BLIND, for example, is a powerful piece recurring
throughout the show. The dancers begin blindfolded, but as the piece progresses, their eyes
are opened and they become more aware of the facts of AIDS. Another selection, RIBBON,
has three dancers ensnared in a red ribbon from which they cannot break free.
The Atlanta band, ROOKE, will perform two of their upcoming singles as the dancers
perform a jitterbug and a pas de deux. Many other popular songs will be sung live and
accompanied by dance.
The show is narrated by a vaudeville style MC, who will entertain the audience and
introduce certain pieces and ideas while presenting facts and myths about the AIDS virus.
The goal is an upbeat, exciting celebration of life and hope for the future rather than a
memorial to the tragic past.
Special matinee performance January 8,2pm. DramaTech Theatre, Georgia Tech Theatre
for the Arts Complex. S5 general admission, free parking available. Reservations: 894-2745.
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When you
or a friend is
selling a life insurpolicy, it's a sink or
Until you talk A swimance
situation. Today, there
with us.
are companies popping up like
weeds that would love to buy your
policy. They say they're "gay-friendly"
with their pink triangles. Some of them
show you their friendly faces and promise you
the most . . . can you really trust them? It's
unfortunate, but working with one of these companies
can cost you in the end.

Don't sell your
life insurance...

Being the only fully funded, gay owned and
operated settlement company, we understand your
needs. Page & associates, inc. has built its reputation
by providing the best personal service the industry
has to offer - from computerized client tracking to
frequent follow-ups and same day fund transfers.
We're dedicated to you. We don't look at our clients as
just another investment. With clients nationwide, our
Life Program meets the special needs of the gay
terminally ill, both financially and personally.
When you want more than selling your policy, call
us on The Lifeline 1-800-572-4346

PAGE
& associates; inc.,®(
Los Angeles ▼ Cleveland T New Hope ▼ Miami

Open House at AID Atlanta
Open house at AID Atlanta will be held Thursday, January 13, from 5:30pm to 8:00pm at:
AID Atlanta; 1438 W. Peachtree Street; Suite 100.
The AID Atlanta Open House is an opportunity to see how AID Atlanta operates and to
understand the service it provides to people living with HIV/AIDS. Volunteers and staff from
the agency's various programs will be present to talk about AID Atlanta, their particular
program and the different volunteer opportunities with AID Atlanta.
For more information about AID Atlanta and the Open House on January 13,1994, please
call the AID Atlanta office at 872-0600.

Slides, Overheads & Posters
From Your Mac or PC
♦

ft

NAPWA
NATIONAL, ASSOCIATION
Of PEOPLE WITH AIDS
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Free Tip Sheets

*• 24 Hour Modem

♦

Logo Scanning

♦ Creative Services
IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL A
CONDOMINIUM, CLUSTER OR TOWNHOME IN
ATLANTA... CALL THE EXPERTS!
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Next to Perimeter Mall
Atlanta's Original Since 1985

Trr.T.ll'l.l lltlllln

2140 Peachtree Road, NW • Brookwcod Square
Suite 325 * Atlanta, Georgia 30309
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When our hearts were young and
our Mood Rings were blue.

The best-selling chronicle of '70s San Francisco
comes to television for five special nights. Leisure
suits optional. Viewer discretion advised.
A
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The film festival in your living room.
Only on PBS.
^

^ Underwritten in part by the Chubb
Group of Insurance Companies, for
BL^^J( over 100 years providing business
CHUBB and personal insurance worldwide
through independent agents and brokers.

January 10-13,10-11 PM
Concluding January 14,
10 PM - Midnight
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For years, devoted readers of Armistead Maupin's 'Tales
of the City" novels (and if you aren't one of them, turn in your
gay membership card now) have wondered why some enterprising producer has never created a filmed version of the
books. Wonder no more: A six hour mini-series is on its way
to PBS in January, and the list of enterprising producers
includes the author himself.
To be aired in three two-hour installments on consecutive
nights, 'Tales of the City" is based on the first novel in the
continuing saga of Michael "Mouse" Tolliver, Mary Ann
Singleton, Mona Ramsey, Anna Madrigal and all of the other
bizarre, amusing and highly secretive residents of 28 Barbary
Lane. Readers who devoured the novel years ago when it first
appeared in book form (originally the book ran as a continuing serial in the San Francisco Chronicle) may find that the
story surprises them all over again. Its interwoven story lines,
where characters cross from subplot to subplot effortlessly,
will keep you spellbound. No small feat for a six hour miniseries.
Plans for a filmed version of "Tales of the City" lan-

Olympia Dukakis as Anna Madrigal, the gardening landlady whose secret is in her name.

guished at HBO for years. Writer/producer Richard Kramer
("thirtysomething") was originally approached to do a screen
treatment of the popular novels, and his script, though approved by Maupin, was never produced. He went on to other
projects, and heard about the new project at Propaganda Films.

Tales
of the City
airs
January 10,
11, and 12
on PBS'
American
Playhouse.

Mona (played by Choloe Webb, left) Mary Ann (Laura Linney) and Michael (Marcus
D'Amico) are neighbors with interwoven lives

When they learned of his previous involvement, he was tapped
to write the now-produced mini-series. A fan of the novels,
Kramer kept in touch with Maupin, calling or writing each
time a new installment of the saga was printed.
Maupin, Kramer and other executive producers Tim Bcvan
and Sigurjon Sightvatsson found support for their project first
at the BBC. Though the mini-scries was intended to air only
in England, a cast of predominantly American actors was set
to portray Maupin's beloved characters. Olympia Dukakis, an
Oscar winner for "Moonstruck," was Maupin's first choice to
play what is undoubtedly the romantic lead in the production,
Anna Madrigal. She brings, according to the author, "just the
right combination of strength, warmth and intelligence" to the
part.
Marcus D'Amico, one of the few British actors in the
production, won the role of Michael "Mouse" Tolliver, the
gay "Everyman" in the story. D'Amico's impressive credits
include the London production of "Angels in America," for
which he was nominated for an Olivier (the English equivalent of the Tony award) for best actor. D'Amico says he had
no idea that "Mouse" was so revered by gay readers of
Maupin's work.
"I had people come up to me on the street while we were
filming in San Francisco to tell me how much they loved the
character and the books," he says. It was an eye-opening
experience for him, but apparently not a daunting one. His
performance, complete with a Florida drawl, is charming.
D'Amico's fresh good looks perfectly embody the spirit that
was late 1970s San Francisco. The mini-series successfully
captures the paradoxical innocence combined with commonplace drug use, sexual experimentation and free wheeling
attitude toward life that many of us will remember with nosCONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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an enormous gift to
our city."
--Creative Loafing
11

...one of the most
provocative
tickets in town."
-Highpoint

...reveals how we
connect with each other
through our sense of
what "family" means."

by Chris Coleman

--ETC
For specific performance information call
ACTOR'S EXPRESS at 221-0831.
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THURSDAY

WOMAN FORUM.
Atlanta's original
women's radio
program, still going
strong. 6-7pm, WRFG,
89.3 FM.
GAY GRAFITTI. Out
and loud lesbian and
gay radio. 7-8pm,
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
ATLANTA SYMPHONY. An all
Tschaikovsky program
conducted by Heinz
Wallberg with cellist
Truls Mork. 8pm. Also

tomorrow and Saturday. 892-2414.
THE LADY AND
THE POET. Theatre
Gael presents the story
of Maud Gonne,
lifelong love and muse
of poet William Butler
Yeats. Tonight thru Jan
23.8pmThur-Sat;5pm
Sun. 876-9762.
LAUGHING MATTERS. Comedy
improv troupe performs
Thurs & Sat at
Manuel's, 8pm. 7174714.

1

FRIDAY

DAVID
COPPERFIELD. The
amazing illusionist
returns to the Fox. Also
Saturday & Sunday.
$27.50. Fri. 8pm, Sat
4:30 & 8pm, Sun 1 &
4pm. 249-6400.
PEEP SHOW. A
music and dance
extravaganza created
by students and
benefilting the Grady
Adolescent AIDS
Program. Tonight
(8pm) and tomorrow (2
& 8pm) at DramaTech
Theatre on Georgia
Tech campus. $5. 8942745.

TULA CELEBRATION. TULA celebrates its 1st decade
with a moveable feast
of sights at sounds
from 7:30-1 lpm. Bring

non-perishable canned
goods, toiletries for
women, and artists'
supplies to benefit the
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SOAP. Comedy
Central has the
controversial 70s TV
series. 2pm & 7:30pm,
Mon-Fri.

collection. The Folk
Art and Photography
Gallery at Georgia
Pacific, 30 Houston St.
downtown. 892-HIGH.

LOOKING FOR A
CITY. Ends Jan. 9.
Chris Coleman's play
addresses real family
values, the kind Pat
Buchanan etal don't
want you to know
about. Thurs-Sat at
8pm, Sun at 7pm. $12$15. Actor's Express,
280 Elizabeth St. 2210831.

DANCING AT
LUGHNASA. Thru
Feb. 6. The Alliance
Theatre opens Irish
playwright Brian
Friel's inspiring drama
tonight. The play is a
tribute to Friel's
mother and her sisters.
Shows at 8pm Tues-Sat
and 2:30pm & 7:30pm
Sun.$18-$34.8922414.

NEW WORK:
GALLERY ARTISTS. Heath Gallery
opens an exhibition of
paintings, drawings and
sculpture, thru Jan. 15.
262-6407.
PRINTED LIGHT:
TWO DECADES OF
COLLECTING
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Thru Feb. 4. Exhibit :
features 140 works
from the High
Museum's photography

ALADDIN. The
Center for Puppetry
Arts presents the
,
familiar tale of Aladdin
and the magic lamp
thru Feb. 16 as part of
the Family Series. 8733391.
AMERICAN PAINTINGSFROMTHE
MANOOGIAN
COLLECTION.
American artists of the
19th century are on
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Atlanta Community
Food Bank, Shearith
Israel Women's
Shelter, and the City of
Atlanta's Bureau of
Cultural Affairs
Materials for Artists
Program. 351-3551.
OLDE CHRISTMAS
STORYTELLING
FESTIVAL. The
Southern Order of
Storytellers hosts the
12th annual festival at
DcKalb College's
Central Campus, 555
Indian Creek Drive in
Clarkston. Also
tomorrow. Included are
workshops and evening
concerts. 516-7361 for
complete ticket info.

8

SATURDAY

THE LIFE AND
TIMES OF ALLEN
GINSBERG. A
moving tribute to the
gay beat poet, with
comments from those
who knew him best:
William S. Burroughs,
Joan Baez, family
members, and Ginsberg
himself. Jerry
Aronson's film plays at
the High Museum at
8pm.
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NATIONAL BLACK
GAY AND LESBIAN
CONFERENCE. Feb.
MARY CASSATT.
17-21 at the MeadowPaintings of the
lands Hilton in
American Impressionist
Seacaucus, NJ. This
are on view at the High
year's theme: "Black
Museum thru Mar. 27.
Gays and Lesbians:
BILLY JOEL. The
From Silence to
Piano Man hits the
Celebration—Beyond
Omni on Jan 28 with
the 28 Days." Scholarhis River of Dreams
ships will be available.
Tour. 249-6400.
213-964-7820.

exhibit thru Mar. 6 at
the High Museum.

LA CAGE AUX
FOLLES. Theatre of
the Stars presents the
very gay love story of
Geroges and Zaza/
Albin Feb. 1-6. $15.50$35.50. 249-6400.
JESUS CHRIST
SUPERSTAR. Ted
Neeley and Carl
Anderson, stars of the
movie version 20 years
ago, reunite as Jesus
and Judas at the Fox,
Feb. 15-Feb. 20. $10$37.50.249-6400.

B

D
TIME IN A BATTLE.
A science fictionfantasy-stage combat
play written by Kyle
Crew and Tony Wright
presented by the
Shakespeare Tavern
every Sat. night thru
Jan. 22.9pm (7:30
&llpmon the 22nd).
$8. 874-5299.
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SUNDAY

LES CHANTEUSES
AFRICAINES. The
musical and literary
voices of African
women, with host
Alicia Banks, who
offers a unique
perspective that
includes the lesbian
point of view. Mam.
WRFG, 89.3 FM.

HI I N D A Y
STILL AIN'T
SATISFIED. Music
and interviews from a
lesbian perspective.
Cool music for any
queer or interested
other. 7-9pm, WRFG,
89.3 FM.
OUT IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta's local lesbian
and gay cable program
featuring interviews,
news, arts & entertainment and more.
10:30pm and again,
Wed 5:30pm. Cable
Ch. 12.
TALES OF THE
CITY. Armistead
Maupin's gay series
comes to life on GPTV

WHO'S DINING
WHO? AIDS Survival
Project (formerly
NAPWA) is signing up
potential hosts for a
February fundraiser.
Twenty dinner parties
will happen concurrently on Feb. 19, and
the guests will be
chosen by lottery. 8767926.
HEARTLIGHT
AFFAIR. Mar. 19. An
evening of dinner
parties to benefit'
Jerusalem House: To
host a dinner, call 5277627 before Jan. 15.
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PURPLE HEARTS.
An exhibit of photographs by Benita Canon display at The
Gallery at the Arts
Exchange thru Jan 29.
624-4211.
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today thru Thurs Jan 10
at 10pm with a special
2-hour finale on Jan 14
at 10pm. Ch. 8.
PEN-DRAGGIN'
POETS. Open poetry
meeting from 7-9pm at
Outwrite Books in
Midtown Promenade.

twice every week on
People TV Ch. 12,
2:30pm and again on
Sat, 10pm. It also airs
on City Ch. 6, Thur
5pm.

TUESDAY
CATS. Theatre of the
Stars presents the
Andrew Lloyd Webber
musical tonight thru
Jan.l6attheFox. 2496400.
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WEDNESDAY

POSITIVE LIVING.
This locally produced
show about people
living with AIDS airs

PICTURED:
ABOVE: Illusionist
extraordinaire David
Copperfield does his magic
at the Fox, Jan 7-9.
LEFT: Jennifer Cody and
Gavan Pamcr ar
Rymplclcascr and
Mungojcrrie in "Cats" at the
Fox Jan 11-16. Photo hy
Kenneth Kauffman.
BELOW: Melissa Adams,
JoAnna Chieves, and Ann
Stivers perform BLIND at
"Peep Show," a benefit for
the Grady Adolescent AIDS
Program, Jan 7 & 8 at
DramaTech Theatre.
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Continued from page 21
talgia. It was a time in America that really was
special. The scenes involving the parental visit
from Orlando will ring true for many gay
viewers.
Other roles in the production are ably filled
with actors whose screen and stage credits are
duly impressive. Of special interest are William Campbell ("The Rocketeer") as Michael's
on-again, off-again boyfriend, the gynecologist Jon Fieldcn; Chloe Webb ("Sid and
Nancy") as the lovable flake Mona Ramsey;
and Laura Linney ("Lorenzo's Oil") as wideeyed innocent Mary Ann Singleton.

JANUARY

Cameo appearances are peppered throughout the production and are made by, appropriate enough, 70s celebrities like McLean
Stevenson, Karen Black, Father Guido
Sarducci, Country Joe McDonald, Edie Adams
and Mary Kay Place. As a coven of bitchy Alist gays, Sir Ian McKellcn, designer Bob
Mackie, Lance Loud and filmmaker Paul Bartcl
camp it up suitably.
Locations for the mini-series are a combination of sets that were built specifically for
the production (including a creation of 28 Barbary Lane, complete with terraced courtyard,
Mrs. Madrigal's very "productive" garden and

the famous gate) and real San Francisco landmarks such as the Golden Gate bridge, the
Cliff House, the Castro and Alamo Square.
Period details are finely wrought, complete
with earth tones, macramc plant hangers and
bean bag chairs. Watching 'Tales of the City"
is like taking a trip which is not very distant in
time but, in altitude, is light-years away.
Woven through the production are several
allusions to the Alfred Hitchcock film "Vertigo" which are fun to look for if you arc
familiar with the film. Maupin even manages
to work in a cameo himself, a la Hitchcock.
'Tales of the City" has already aired in

6/1994

England and was a great success there. If it is
as successful on American television screens,
we can look forward to more productions of
the books, one of which is already in development, according to producer/writer Kramer.
Nothing would please Maupin more than to
sec his characters live on. "I think any writer
who tells you he believes his own work is
deathless is probably lying," he says. "So I
guess I can say that I hoped that 'Tales of the
City' would last as long as it has, but I'm not
sure that I really, really expected it to."
BRIAN COCHRAN

GAY MEN AND LESBIANS
ARE THE SAME AS EVERYONE.

BUT WE DON'T TREAT THEM THAT WAY
At Charter Hospital of Grapevine, we know
that when it comes to emotional and chemical
dependency treatment for gay men and lesbians, there are a few things missing. Like
freedom. Respect. Understanding. And pride.
That's why we've created a special program just for you. It's called Pride In
Recovery — and it could mean the beginning
of a new world of self-acceptance, serenity
and fulfillment.
Pride In Recovery offers a safe place
where you can talk about your lifestyle and

where you can address issues such as:
• Addictions
• Depression
• Sexual/Physical/Emotional
Abuse Recovery
• Self-Destructive Relationships
• Dealing with Shame and Guilt
If you have an emotional or chemical dependency problem, please call us. And maybe, for
the first time in your life you can face the
world with a fresh, uninhibited outlook.

PRIDE IN RECOTERY

A Treatment Program for Gay Men & Lesbians
Located in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex
For a free confidential assessment, call

l-(800)-252-7533
The diagnosis of need for inpatient treatment will
only be made by a licensed physician.
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INTERVIEW

Jane Olivor comes full circle
by JOSEPH LITSCH
Hard to believe, but it was 17 years ago that a frightened
young woman from Brooklyn was dutifully pounding the Manhattan sidewalks, making the round of cabaret auditions so
accustomed to hearing "no" that she was almost as afraid
someone might say "yes."
But when the late Louis Friedman, owner and operator of
an intimate 13th-street cabaret named Reno Sweeney (in honor
of the gutsy belter in Cole Porter's "Anything Goes"), Jane
Olivor saw the brass ring and she reached out an eager hand.
"I remember it like it was yesterday," she said laughing,
duririg a telephone interview from her home in New York.
"He had heard me sing at one of those showcases and if you
were selected, you got to sing three songs. 'What are you
going to sing' he asked. I said, 'Lalcna.' He said, 'Never heard
of it.' Then, 1 told him my second one, which was a folk song,
and he had never heard of that one either. And, I said, 'Some
Enchanted Evening.' 'Not in my club you're not,' he said."
"'Well,' I said, 'I don't sing it like Ezio Pinza.' But 1 did
sing it, and I got a standing ovation."
That was 1976. Reno Sweeney, where such notables as
Peter Allen, Barbara Cook, Karen Akers and Jane Olivor were
introduced to the public in a cabaret format, is but a fond
memory. It was a stepping stone to the big stages, and Jane
Olivor was ready-—or so she thought—to take one giant step
toward stardom. All the pieces seemed to be in place and the
stars aligned. One year later, just three years since she decided
that she really did want to be a singer, Olivor was headlining
at Carnegie Hall in a one-woman show.
There were appearances on "The Tonight Show," "The
Merv Griffin Show" and "The Mike Douglas Show." Her
haunting rendition of "Some Enchanted Evening" was recorded by Columbia records and eased its way through all the
rock and disco tunes out there and onto the charts. Experts
who pride themselves on making unerrant predictions could
only shake their heads in disbelief.

ANSLEY

BEACH
TANNING SALON
SERVING MIDTOWNS
GAY COMMUNITY (f*\
FOR 10 YEARS. V^

$

Look Better, Feel Better

One Month $29
Plus small maintenance fee
(EXP. 1-15-94)
LOCATED IN
ANSLEY MALL

872-7777

r jMlQCaafc'
CHARIS books&more
419Moreland Avenue NE
Atlanta,Ga.3Q307 524-0304

We're Now Open
'til 10:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
Come Visit Us
No Programs in January
Chans will be moving to a larger
space Sunday, Jan. 23rd

"That was insane," Olivor says now, looking back over
her meteoric rise. "I wasn't ready for all that. I mean, Carnegie
Hall in three years! 1 guess you could call me an
overnight.. .whatever."
There is a long pause in the conversation before she quietly continues, "But there was nothing in it for me. I felt that
my career was not mine. Oh, I was successful, and that was
very important to the people around me, but 1 was not ready to
take on the world."
"I knew I wanted music in my life, but 1 wasn't getting
what I needed," she continues. "My voice was louder onstage
than off."
Finally, she reached the breaking point and she stopped.
She had recorded five albums, four in the studio and one live
concert recording at Boston's Berkley School of Music, December 21 and 22,1981, which although no one knew it at the
time, would be her farewell recording. She dropped out of
sight, providing a wealth of grist for the rumor mills.
Stories circulated that she was hooked on drugs. She had a
drinking problem. Stagcfright finally won out. "All untrue,"
she says with a laugh. "I wasn't smart enough to do drugs. If I
had, I might have kept going. Afraid? Yes. Food? Yes. Drugs?
No. But food is not glamorous. They don't make movies about
food. It had all happened too fast. It was sort of like being
pregnant at 10."
Jane Olivor grew up in Brooklyn, a lonely child, Jane
Cohen (Olivor was inspired by the Olivetti typewriter she
used as a secretary at Esquire magazine) who had been greatly
affected by her parents' divorce. She and her only sister Phyllis
were split, Jane living with mom and Phyllis living with dad.
The man Jane's mom married ignored young Jane, so she
slipped into her own world. She sang, but only for herself, to
help herself deal with problems. Alone in her room, she relied
mostly on folk songs for solace.
After high school graduation, she enrolled at New York's
Rhodes School where she soon decided to join an all-male

singing group. There was a no-girls rule, but she swayed them
and for a short time was a member of the group. During her
tenure in the male group, she decided her chances were better
as a solo act; she also learned that she'd' rather sing songs
"her" way.
"I like to try to get inside the song, almost as if I had
written it," she says today. "I have to connect with the song; it
has to mean something to me."
Hence, the rather eclectic collection she carried around
with her to the various cabarets which sprung up and thrived
in Manhattan during the 1970s and early 1980s. She auditioned a lot and if there were open mike nights, chances are
Olivor was there. By the day she worked as a secretary for
Esquire, by night, she haunted the clubs waiting for that one
"yes."
Resortslnternational's main show room was packed to capacity that May 1982 evening when Olivor appeared onstage.
CONTINUES ON PAGE 26
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Jane Olivor

Hi^\fetenew
in town.
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Wciv wry pleased to announce the opening ot our newest Saturn showroom.
\ml weil like to invite you in lor a visit —to show you some oFthe wavs we're trving
to enatiae the automoiiile business. Its in the way we design our cars. And how
10 liuild mem. And most ol all. how very differently we take care ol'our customersmore like how youij treat a new neighbor. (Which we are, we guess.)

Continued from page 25
She was cool, collected and very much in control. Her voice was never better, clear as a bell
and as haunting as the call of an elusive nightingale. Her repertoire included all the necessary songs come to be associated with her:
"Lalcna," "Carousel of Love," "The Big Parade," "Vagabond," "I'm Always Chasing
Rainbows" and of course, "Some Enchanted
Evening."
And when she went into "L'lmportani
C'Esl La Rose," the audience erupted into a
thunderous ovation. This what when she had
worked for. This was the payoff for all Lhosc
open-mike nights.
Underneath that cool exterior was a frightened little girl from Brooklyn wondering what
the hell she was doing on stage in front of all
those cheering people. Suddenly something
that had been intensively personal and private
to her—singing and singing those songs—had
become a main event with thousands of strangers wanting in, wanting a piece of the product.
All she knew to do was shut the door.
Two days after the Atlantic City triumph,
Janie and I met for lunch at a trendy eatery on
New York Upper Westside. She arrived smiling and as bubbly as if she had just won the
lottery. She parked a large shopping bag filled
with clothes to be dropped off at Goodwill and
slid into a chair.
This was the flip side of Jane Olivor the
singer. She was witty, quick and tart-tongued.
Her sense of humor was on a level with folks
who were being paid big bucks to make people
laugh. And she did it with such ease. She was
totally relaxed and ready for whatever.
"Why," I asked, "doesn't this Jane Olivor
show up onstage?"
She just shrugged.
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A dozen years have passed since I asked
that question, and now, I ask it again. If she
shrugged, I couldn't tell through the telephone,
but there was no silence. "Oh, I do. Now," she
answered. "I have a quirky personality and I
am having more fun onstage. I don't sec myself as a comedienne; there arc no one-liners.
I'm just me. The stage fright is gone."
But the old desire to be a singer is burning
as brightly as ever. A couple of years ago
Olivor began laying groundwork for a return
to performing. She has been to the various
cities where she had established followings
and she has tested the waters. She was one of
the guest performers at Atlanta's 1992 AIDS
Walk. She has a new look—shocking to
some—and she has a folder of new material,
but the Olivor voice is unmistakable.
And the image will be even more evolved
when she walks onto the Variety Playhouse
stage Friday, Jan. 7 for a two-night stint there.
One of the new songs Olivor is happiest
with deals with the unlikely topic of gays in
the military.
"It came out of a conversation I had with a
friend," she says. "We were talking about that
young guy in the Navy who was killed. Homophobia is always disastrous, but something
like that brings it very close to you. It puts it
all into perspective. We have got to start dealing with reality. Gay men and women arc here;
they always have been here and they always
will be here. I am not gay, but some of my
dearest friends are and who cares anyway?"
Ten years ago Jan Olivor would not have
been so out-spoken, so adamant. But she is
quick to state that she has more confidence
now than ever before. She's comfortable with
her self and her music. There are no drugs, no
alcohol and no uncontrollable food binges.
"I love singing and now I'm singing exactly what I want to sing. Now, I understand
what performers mean when they ask, 'They
pay me to do this?'"
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Saturn ofGwinnett
2520 Pleasant Hill Rd. 497-8770
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TULA turns 10; time for a visit
You may know TULA from attending a production at
SAME; or you may have gone to a film or video screening at
IMAGE, the site of three of Atlanta's Lesbian and Gay Film
Festivals. Maybe you've been to the annual Lambda Center
Halloween Ball in the Lowe Gallery; or maybe you've visited
one of the galleries housing the work of more than 40 artists. If
you don't know TULA, a visit is long overdue.
On January 7, TULA celebrates ten years of serving Atlanta artists and arts enthusiasts. To mark the event, TFG
(TULA Foundation Gallery) will present the work of TULA
landlord, Lil Friedlander. "I'm really nervous," says Friedlander.
It will be her first solo exhibit in five years. "This work on
paper has been two years of work that's got a personal character to it," she adds.
TULA Arts Complex came about as a vision that had its
roots in 1970's-style arts cooperatives. "Before I moved to
TULA, I was in a building on 10th Street, when 10th Street was
really wild," says Friedlander. In the late 70's she lived and
worked in an arts community called 123 Shoe Repair, taking its
name from a previous tenant's business sign.
"When I went looking for this building, I already had this
idea that it wouldn't be just for myself." Her vision was of a
space shared between people making art and people showing
art.
Among the lessons Friedlander learned from the 10th Street
community were the need for self-sufficiency and leadership.
"I was really trying to avoid getting government funding,"
she says. "I really didn't want to be in a position of depending
on grants to pay the rent." She also learned that "endless
meetings over shared expenses," in the cooperative style, were
almost always frustrating and usually pointless.
Friedlander transformed the building at 75 Bennett Street
from an electrical manufacturing plant that turned out circuit
breakers and panel boxes into an arts collective that turns out
works of the heart and soul. She has a vivid memory of the
early conditions of the building and of the blood, sweat, tears,
and bucks it took to accomplish the transformation. Though
Friedlander has a more creative than technical perspective, she
eagerly recalls details of the electrical manufacturing process
which ran along a yellow line through the building, ending in
about the current location of SAME for a final rinse.

Eve Mannes was the first gallery space leased at TULA.
Among the first working artists leasing studio space were
David Westmeicr and Tcri Williams, now Director of New
Visions Gallery in TULA. Westmcier remains as a resident
artist and Building Supervisor. Architect Gilford R. Smith,
who designed the renovation, opened an office in TULA. "One
of my first tenants was David Sheppard of 'Heartstrings,'"
remembers Friedlander.
Originally, TULA included a photography studio where
Friedlander worked. "I moved out because it was really difficult to work and be on the site," she says. "Also I needed the
money."
In 1991, Friedlander re-established her own creative input
to the building. She created the TULA Foundation, in response
to censorship and decreased funding to the arts. She also opened
TFG and TFG2, two not-for-profit gallery spaces. To help with
the work load, she hired Kris Johnson. Johnson is Gallery
Director of the two galleries and Administrative Director of
TULA, Inc. Friedlander is Artistic Director of the Foundation,
whose mission is "to foster community dialogs in art and
ideas." In addition to the added gallery space of TFG and
TFG2, the Foundation sponsors events, collaborates with other
Atlanta arts organizations and maintains the two not-for-profils
at TULA: IMAGE and SAME.
TFG and TFG2, in particular, "re-inject" Friedlander's
vision into the space. She is proud of the fact that she has never
attempted to exert creative control over the commercial galleries leasing space in TULA. But having the not-for-profit gallery space allows her to support the work that she values and to
add another dimension to TULA. "Some of the galleries come
in and tell me they hate the stuff I show," she adds. TFG and
TFG2 have exhibited Palestinian photography, a juxtaposition
of Tibetan and Hopi Indian art, and work by the children at the
Atlanta Children's School.
The Foundation has even expanded into the TULA atrium
to do an avant garde music series. Artists include the Shakin
Ray Levis, Derrick Bailey, and the Billy Tipton Saxaphone
Quartet, a band of four women named in honor of a male
impersonator of the 30's and 40's. "Those women were just
wailin'," says Friedlander.
There is no real cohesion to the work that is presented by

w

the TULA Foundation and the galleries, and Friedlander has no
particular expectations for expanding what the Foundation currently does. "We do it to give us pleasure," she says. "To me
there's no great virtue in bigness. To do something really well
on a small scale and take pride in it, that is important" As an
afterthought, she adds proudly: "Maybe I just run it like a girl."
DEBBIE FRAKER
"Peculiarities of Self," an exhibition of work by Lil
Friedlander curated by Annette Cone-Skellon, opens at TULA
Foundation Gallery January 7, 7:30-11:00 pm. Gallery hours
are Tuesday-Friday, 12:00-5:00pm andSaturday, 11:00-5:00
pm. TULA is located at 75 Bennett Street in Buckhead. For
more information call (404) 351-3551.
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Tchaikovsky rumors fly again
(Gay?) Russian composer to be honored by ASO
by BRIAN COCHRAN

TSXvH U )4: we are trie largest volume dealer in Georgia, that means tne
largest selection and great prices for you.
Our sales representative -will bring an automobile, new or. used, to your
home or office hy appointment for a personal demonstration and test drive.

Was he or wasn't he?
For years now, scholars have debated
on Tchaikovsky's supposed homosexuality, although gay historians have claimed
him as one of their own for some time. The
Russian composer's early failed marriage,
his attempts at suicide and his ability to
create music that evokes tragic, unrequited
romance seem to indicate a life that was

not as happy and content as it should have
been, given the fame and great success he
enjoyed.
There seems to be ample evidence to
support the theory. The mystery surrounding Tchaikovsky's death (by cholera, if we
are to believe the official reports) has resurfaced recently, and scholars are now
questioning whether the original reports
were a cover-up for suicide.
CONTINUES ON PAGE 30
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ARIA HELENA DOLAN

■y-75-7
'. it 11 uving lived in Atlanta since 1976, I've withstood
ifcll our peculiar winters in all their permutations.
- :jp I - Temperature-wise, many Christmases have seen
"^^^"^1 us sporting nothing warmer than shirt-sleeves or
a light jacket. These recent below-freezing nights are sort of
anomalous, as well as unpleasant, not to mention deadly for
many plants—unless human intervention works well.
Unfortunately, I see many well-meaning folks do precisely the wrong thing when they try to protect the green
people entrusted to their care. In order to understand wrong
from right, we need to comprehend a little about plant physiology.
Let's assume that you have plants which can survive a bit
of cold, as opposed to delicate tropicals which should have
been taken in months ago. Did I practice what I preach?
Indubitably. Indeed, my housemate and I spent an October
afternoon moving the potted plants into a pseudo-greenhouse porch complete with a space heater for very cold
nights.
And we spent a subsequent afternoon chopping down
banana trees. This was followed immediately by digging up
the roots, covering them in newspaper and storing them in
the dirt-floor basement. You want them to be DRY, above all
else. They store the energy for next year's growth, and need
to be healthy.
If you have not done this with your bananas, shame on
you! Some folks just cut them to the ground, and mulch like
hell over the spot. This can work, but if you have a goodsized stump the regeneration process seems to take less time
and the possibility of the plant actually bearing bananas
increases. This year, Brenda wanted to play s'ize-queen and
had me just chop the tops while retaining a great deal of the

GET
STONED
at

EARTHSHAKlti' OBSERVATIONS
trunks (as in 6 feel or so). I will report next summer on how
well these puppies do, versus the usual 6 inch stumps I
always handle.
As for other fruit bearers... I have a dwarf nectarine that
I have always babied. Whenever the temp dipped to the low
30's I covered her with a blanket, placed a tarp over that,
secured with tics around the tree's trunk. If the mid 20's ever
made an appearance I placed an electric blanket heating pad
on top of that set to "low." Every spring I was rewarded with
magnificent pink flowers, and every summer with lovely
fruits.
However, divorce separated me from my perfect little
tree, which I grew from a puny twig. My ex phoned last
month, complaining about having to lake care of the thing.
What's a mother to do? Digging up was the only real answer.
Waiting for dormancy, I finally approached my baby.
For two hours, I hand dug, clawing around the root ball with
my bare fingers, after going from the shovel to the trowel. I
saved as much of the anchor roots (the big, thick ones) and
the feeder roots (the wispy, white, hairy tendrils) as I could.
I heeled her in ( dug a small trench and laid her down,
covering her with mulch) until I could actually plant her two
days later. It's important not to let them dry out, nor to apply
so much water that they start to root rot.
I then dug a hole about 2.5 times the diameter of the root
ball (in this case, about eight feet wide) and deep enough to
place her in at about the same level she had been standing
before. Starting at the edges and working my way almost to
the trunk, I put about 4 inches of mulch down. I'm hoping 1)
she survives, and 2) the mulch will keep the worst affects of
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the cold off of her. I'm afraid I had to put her in my plot, as
opposed to near the house, so I can't cover her as I used to.
And plant physiology is why. What do plants need?
Water and sunlight, certainly. They also need to breathe in
through their extremities (actually, the stomates, or little
holes, in the leaves), and they do not like anything plastic to
touch them there.
So if I covered her with just a tarp that would be wrong;
hence the layer in between, whether it be a sheet, a towel,
newspaper or whatever. Plus, layering adds some insulating
properties to the act Never put plastic in direct contact with
leaves.
And never leave plastic on for days at a time, or even past
mid-morning. You'll either have a mini-thermonuclear effect which causes a mushy melt down when the sun beats
continuously on the plastic, or the plant will be so starved for
light that it can't photosynthesize at all.
I don't know how many times I've driven past the houses
of apparently well-meaning dolls who fail to remove the
plastic coverings for a week or so. And then these people
wonder why the plants die despite their Herculean efforts.
And let me harp for a moment on those misguided souls
who say, "Well, cold front's coming in, I'll water." Wrong.
Yes, water can be insulating—if it's applied enough in advance. As in DAYS in advance, not hours. If the cold arrives
mere hours after water application, you will only succeed in
FREEZING the plant's roots, not in protecting them.
Briefly then, to protect against cold temps, snow, sleet,
etc.: 1) cover the plant with material (I prefer cotton, but old
sheets or whatever works); 2) place plastic over the material
and strive for a domed shape; 3) if possible, close off or make
the bottom narrower than the top to preserve heat and air; 4)
don't let the plants cook—pull the stuff off if the temp rises
above freezing; 5) water well in advance of a freeze, not
immediately prior to one; 6) mulch, mulch, mulch; and 7)
live long and prosper, and plant a lot.
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Pal Robertson is doing it.
Tchaikovsky
Jerry Falwell is doing it too.
Even Nancy Schaefer is doing it.
Why don't you?
Do what? Let your elected officials hear your voice and not just the voices of
the religious right! And the first step is to attend a workshop that will show
you how.
The Human Rights Campaign Fund (HRCF), The Georgia Political Action
Committee (GAPAC) and the African American Lesbian and Gay Alliance
(AALGA) will sponsor a political skills workshop on Saturday, January 8,
from 1 p.m. until 5 p.m. at the Holiday Inn Atlanta-Decatur Conference
Plaza. The workshop is free and pre-registration is encouraged.
The workshop's focus is to train citizens in a variety of skills necessary to be
effective advocates for lesbian and gay issues. For more information or to
pre-register call HRCF's state coordinator, Don George, at 231-5479.
*An interpreter for hearing impaired individuals will be provided. Please call 373-6673V/TTY for information
and pre-registration. The Holiday Inn Atlanta-Decatur Conference Center is a wheelchair accessible facility.
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It's our turn, let's do it.

school friends from the School of Jurisprudence. They decreed that he should kill
himself in order to halt an affair he was
Continued from page 28
said to be having with the nephew of a
The ruling class of czarist Russia knew member of Russian aristocracy. It is enthe dangers of drinking unboiled water, and tirely possible that this shame and dishonor
of contracting cholera through such an act. would have created the kind of depression
So why did Tchaikovsky get the disease? that leads to suicide attempts.
Privately, within the upper reaches of
And why were there two accounts of how
the event look place? One story puts the czarist Russia, it seems that Tchaikovsky's
composer in a restaurant, the other at his suicide was known and accepted as fact.
brother's house. Which is correct?
Imperial Ballet conductor Riccardo Drigo
Perhaps even more curious is the fact was quoted in the private papers of Swiss
that the length of the composer's illness scholar Aloys Mooser as recognizing the
varies three to four days in conflicting re- fact. French writer Andre lischkc reported
ports. Errors of this kind were not common that his father heard it was true while atin the late nineteenth century, especially tending the Pctrograd Conservatoire.
when the subject was someone as popular
Whatever dale you accept for the
as Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky, composer of composer's death, Saturday, the sixth or
"Swan Lake," "The Nutcracker" and "The Friday, the fifth of November, the Atlanta
Sleeping Beauty" among others. The error Symphony celebrates the great man's life
was discovered immediately, and morbid, by performing an all-Tchaikovsky program
detailed accounts of the composer's death beginning January 6 at Symphony Hall.
soon appeared in publications all over Eu- Featured will be guest cellist Colin Carr
rope. The response had to be so rapid that performing the "Rococo Variation for Cello
apparently the writers failed to get their and Orchestra," the "Swan Lake Suite" and
stories straight, thus leading to the conclu- "Symphony No. 4."
sion that a cover-up had occurred.
Since 1993 was the actual centenary
Why the need for such a conspiracy? year of the composer's death, this program
Simple. News of Tchaikovsky's suicide comes only slightly late in its aim to pay
would have brought great shame upon his tribute to one of the most prolific great
family. In his earlier attempt to commit composers of all time. If only society had
suicide, he had simply stood in the Mos- been more accepting, we might have known
cow river, hoping to contract pneumonia, more of his powerful works.
so it would appear his death came from
The All-Tchaikovsky program will be
natural causes.
And why would he want to commit performed at symphony Hall Jan. 6, 7, and
suicide? Soviet scholar Alexandra Orlova 8 at 8pm. Tickets for all Atlanta symphony
wrote in 1979 of a court-of-honour con- concerts can be purchased at the Woodruff
vened by some of Tchaikovsky's former Arts Center or by calling 892-2414.
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A Place In Cobb Where Everyone Is Welcome
At Willows of Cumberland, we're
making some changes with your
security and convenience in
mind.. .We're adding several
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always offered — great value in a
great location. Our spacious
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a new quality of life and join us for
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The Life and Times of Allen Ginsberg
For five decades, Allen Ginsberg's poeiry has been the
voice of the disaffected. His words reflect the undercurrent
of American society, from the beat generation of the 40s
and 50s, through the Flower Power, anti-war generation of
the 60s, and into a more reflective mood in the 90s.
It was Ginsberg who wrote the searing "Howl," an
angry lash at the "All-American" ideal of the 1950s;
Ginsberg who calmed protestors and police alike with a
chant during violent
demonstrations at the
"The Life and Times
1968 Democratic National Convention;
of Allen Ginsberg"
Ginsberg,
again, arwill be shown at the
rested with many othHigh Museum of Art
ers protesting nuclear
on Sunday, January
pollution in the 1970s;
8 at 8pm. Tickets are
and Ginsberg in the
$4 general admission,
1990s—the
elder
statesman of more than
$3.50 for seniors and
students with ID, and $3 one generation.
Academy Award
for Museum members.
nominee Jerry Aronson
(1979's "The Divided
Trail," nominated for best short subject documentary) spent
ten years collecting interviews, photographs, and news and
television clips about the gay poet, catching 120 hours of
film and distilling it into an elegant picture, not only of
Ginsberg, but of five decades of American history.
"The Life and Times of Allen Ginsberg," which will be
shown at the High Museum oh January 8, is a telling
portrait, revealing Ginsberg's troubled childhood, his insecure early years with the likes of Jack Keruoac and William
S. Burroughs, his coming out at age 19, his delving into
drugs with Timothy Leary, and on and on. It is a Ginsberg
primer, offering enough of the poet's life and works to stir

an interest even in those who know little about him.
Born in 1926 in Newark, New Jersey, Ginsberg was the
son of a poet—Louis Ginsberg, a high school teacher considered a minor poet in the lyric poetry vein. In the 40s, he
joined the Beat Generation, becoming friend and comrade
to Keruoac and Burroughs, when he also met poet Peter
Orlovsky, who became his lover.
"We took a kind of marriage vow...not to go to heaven
without each other," he says in the film. Meeting Orlovsky
changed the shy, insecure young poet—"For the First time I
felt accepted in my life completely," he said.
That acceptance opened new doors for Ginsberg—he
stood on his own two feet and wrote clearly about what he
saw.
"1 saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by
madness," Ginsberg wrote in "Howl," and the poem struck
a chord with others.
"['Howl'] attracted me even before I knew I was angry
myself," African American poet Amiri Baraka relates, noting Ginsberg's clear vision of social protest.
That anger, seething inside many of the brightest minds
of the 50s while mainstream America paid homage to a
Donna Reed dream, stirred Ginsberg, but he relentlessly
refused to succomb, taking "a hint from [his mother] not to
get trapped."
Getting "trapped" was a distinct possibility—Naomi
Ginsberg was "possessed by her anger" and suffered from a
lifelong mental illness, dying in a mental institution in
1959. To "settle with the dead," Ginsberg wrote "Kaddish,"
perhaps his most brilliant work. Aronson frames Ginsberg's
reading of the poem with photographs of Naomi—both
before and during her institutionalization—and the result is
haunting.
"Life and Times" is far from a complete picture of
Allen Ginsberg—how could it be, with nearly 118 hours of

Norman Mailer joins Allen Ginsberg, one of the greatest poetic visionaries of American writing, in "The
Life & Times of Allen Ginsberg" showing January 8 at
the High Musuem of Art.

film left on the cutting room floor? But Aronson, who first
met the poet at the 1968 Democratic Convention—when a
chanting Ginsberg distracted a policeman who was about to
club him with a police baton—presents a moving and gentle
portrait, combining interviews with friends, peers, family
members, Ginsberg himself, home movies and photographs
(many of them taken by Ginsberg) into a seamless whole.
And Ginsberg, at 67, has not yet finished the story.
KC WILDM00N
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Restaurant listings

NOW MIDTOWN IS WHERE IT'S AT

American Roadhouse From breakfast to
blue plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old
fashioned milk shakes to wine. We've got it
all! '90s food at '50s prices. 7-11 Sun-Thu, 712 Fri & Sat, 11 -4 Brunch Sat & Sun.
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822
Babette's Country European informal fine
dining. Cassoulet to Coqauvin. Entrees $816. Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9.
471 North Highland Ave - 523-9121
Bacchanalia Country European cuisine
served in the casually elegant atmosphere of
an old house. Extensive wine list and select
beers available. Menu changes weekly. 27.50
prix fixe. Tue-Sat 6 until, AE, VISA, MC
accepted. No dress restrictions. Reservations
accepted. Free pkng, wheelchair access.
3725 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410
Cafe Diem Local international coffee house
serving lunch, dinner, Sunday brunch and a
wide variety of desserts, espressos, and
cappuccinos.
640 N. Highland • 607-7008

bacchanalia.
a celebration

California Pizza Kitchen Offers 26 sensational varieties of wood-fired pizzas including
Barbecued Chicken, BLT, Santa Fe and
Shrimp Pesto. Also featured are homemade
pastas, sandwiches, salads and delicious
desserts, all served in a casual con-temporary atmosphere. Take out and delivery. AE,
MC, Visa, Disc. Free validated parking in the
Mayfair Bldg.
Mayfair Bldg, 181 14th St., NE • 892-4343
Lenox Square Mall - 262-9221

MAYFAIR ROYAL
18114th Street • 892-4343

feed St wine
Luesclap-saturday
from 600
z>/2j piedmont road

Across from the Sheraton Colony Square
Free Valet Parking • Take-Out & Delivery Available
Hours: Monday - Thursday 11:30 am -10:00 pm • Friday 11:30 am -11:00 pm
Saturday 11:00 am -11:00 pm • Sunday 1:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Camille's The closest Atlanta has to Little
Italy. Hearty platters of pastas, seafood (fried
calamari our specialty), veal and chicken in
rich red sauces. Extensive wine list by the
glass.
1186 N. Highland Ave • 872-7203

atlanta, gecrgia 3030$"
ALSO LOCATED AT LENOX SQUARE

&

PERIMETER

LOCATIONS: California • Arizona • Florida • Georgia • Hawaii • Illinois
Maryland • Massachusetts • Missouri • Nevada • Texas • Virginia

Call now for reservations
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Caramba Cafe Traditional Mexican cuisine.
Mia's famous margaritas a must! Lunch MonFri 11:30-2:30, Dinner Sun-Th 5:30-10:30, Fri
& Sat til 11:30.
1409-D N. Highland • 874-1343
Chef's Cafe A San Francisco style bistro in
Atlanta's elite "Top Ten." Serving American
cuisine with a California influence. Nightly
specials. Wines by the glass.
2115 Piedmont Rd • 872-2284
Chef's Grill Creative American cuisine.
Perfect for pre-theatre dining. More intimate
dining after 8:00. "Sweetest deal in town"Christine Lauderbach.
1280 Peachtree St - 881-0652
Chile Tree Atlanta's first and only restaurant
featuring the classic cuisine of the Mayans
and the Aztecs. Vegetarian specials available.
Dinner Sun-Thur 6-10 pm; Fri & Sat 6-10:30
PM. Non-smoking. Resv not accepted.
469 N. Highland • 688-0836

BREAKFAST ALL DAY!
9
O

5
V

HEARTY, HEALTHY LUNCH & DINNER SPECIALS!
TUES-SUN 9AM-9PM

Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/
Caribbean food in Atlanta for the past 5
years, in a great tropical atmosphere.
2525 Piedmont RdB'head Crsg • 364-0212
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Sprgs Plz • 2555434

687-8888
™»MCLENDONAVE.
WW INTHEHEARTOFCANDLERPARK
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Winter in the Tropics

Jack Frost Loves
Barbeque Too!

Is this
what you
really want?
I don't think so.

EATING OUT
1815 Briarclifff Road

2625 Piedmont Rd.
Buckhead Crossing _ ^- Z.

Near Cub Foods
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320-6264

Your complete
guide to
restaurants

Crab House Full fresh seafood menu
featuring world famous garlic & steamed
crabs & our fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood
salad bar. Entrees $9.95-17.95
Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722
Domiabra Vegetarian Palace All dishes
contain no meat or dairy products. Soups,
appetizers, sandwiches, entrees, daily
specials, desserts & more. Open for Lunch &
Dinner. Tu-Th 11:30-10pm; Fri, Sat 11:3011pm; Sun 1:30-10pm.
1129 Euclid Ave • 524-2132
Dusty's Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91, '92.
North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew,
chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7
days. Catering any occasion. Prices $2.75 &
up.
1815 BriarcliffRd • 320-6264
The Flying Biscuit Cafe Eclectic, healthy,
hearty cuisine. From virtuously vegan to
downright decadent. Breakfast all day. Lunch

MORE ON PAGE 34
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Be a part of la familia at:
A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAX
If you read these pages regularly you know
that I've got a decided bias towards small,
slightly funky eateries—the kinds of places
where the owners' wit, wisdom and creativity shine. Production line palaces such as
Houston's or the Cheesecake Factory may
please the masses, but not me.
Thus you'd think that I'd be ecstatic about

Meno's New Orleans Cafe (113 East Court
Square in Decatur, 377-4405.) Like so many
wonderful little restaurants in the city for
which it is named, Meno's has that slightly
bent, idiosyncratic feel that often presages a
culinary and cultural adventure.
The long, narrow dining room (kitchen
on one side, elevated tables wrapped in white
lattice and twinkly white Christmas lights on
the other) feels like fun. The room widens in
back where there is a bar and a jazz trio holds
forth later in the evening. The tables are topped
with floral runners and the couples around us
all seem to be having a nice time.
It looks promising.
So does the menu, which offers all the
usual suspects—fried shrimp and oysters,
gumbo, Cajun popcorn, red beans and rice,
ettoufee, jambalaya and Creole—as well as
sides of hummous and tabouli. Nothing as
elegant as A Taste of New Orleans, or as
quirky as The French Quarter, but still there
seems to be the possibility of enjoyment here.
(I should mention that a fellow critic trashed
Meno's so roundly a year or so ago that I've
been loathe to risk spending my money in the
place. But recently several friends have recommended it with some passion, so I determined to give it a try.)
The first sign of trouble comes when the
host does a hard sell for a glass of white
zinfandel. No offer of a wine list, no list of
vintages by the glass, just an insistent suggestion that we should be drinking something
that yields a really high profit.
Thanks, but I think I'll stick with water.
Then the affable waitress offers a similar
armtwist for some appetizers. A $6.95 serving of Cajun popcorn (over onion rings) doesn't
sound half bad, but we'd like to think that we
made the decision on our own, without coercion.
Again, thanks, but no thanks.
Entrees come with salads; that and a shared
dessert should keep us happy, no?
Neither a Greek, nor an Italian salad is
very ethnically authentic, but both are made
with fresh ingredients and doused with assertive dressings that strongly resemble the olive, vinegar and oil goo that makes a muffaletta
so much fun
Creole sauce (and a more spicy variant
called piquante), jambalaya, and etoufee arc
all available with a variety of flesh—alligator, blackened chicken breast, "super jumbo"
shrimp, andouille sausage, and crawfish. The
base price is S8.95; for S2 you can add an
additional meat(s).
The etoufee (cum crawfish) is thin, mild
and pretty boring stuff that offers little if any
sign of inspiration in the kitchen. The little
nibbles of swamp lobster are, however, plentiful and tender.
"New Orleans Style BarBeQue" shrimp
are a tad more amusing, but at SI0.95 for
eight medium crustaceans (with salad and a
side of decent red beans and rice), they are no
great bargain. The shrimp are broiled (too
long) in a sea of sauce that tastes like spicy
Worcester and sprinkled with slightly more
dried herbs than they need. A loaf of French
MORE ON PAGE 34

The Mix Is

egg*
Authentic Mexican Cuisine!

Nestled in Virginia-Highland,
Caramba Cafe has the tastes,
sights, and sounds of traditional
Mexican cuisine. Enjoy Mia's
freshly squeezed lime Margaritas.
• All food preparedfresh daily
• We use only 100% vegetable oil
• healthy / lowfat
• fresh guacamole
• homemade flan
• cappuccino & espresso

for tancW
Every Mon-Fri
11:30-2:30

MARRA'S

Dinner
5:30-10:30
Su nday-Th u rsday
Fri.-Sat. til 11:30 pm

seafood grill

1409-D N. Highland Aye., N.E

874-1343

HOT PEPPER

1782 Cheshire Bridge Road, Atlanta
OPEN 7 DAYS.

874-7347
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AND BASKETS
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Weekly Chef Specials
Hot & Spicy Thai Cuisine
by Chef Robert Khankiew

Dute In
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WOODLAND

in

CHESIRE BRIDGE RD.

Open Tues-Sun, Closed Mon

320-1532
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32

and dinner specials. Cappuccinos, espressos,
and organic coffees. Closed Mondays. Cash
only (for now). Right in the heart of Candler
Park. Take-out welcomed.
1655McLendon Ave. • 687-8888
Gailetto Espress-oh! European coffee cafe
with cozy seating and delectables. Coffees
from around the world. Gift Baskets.
985 Monroe Dr. at 10th St. • 724-0204
Gallus Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving
the community since 1974. 2 floors, casual &
fine dining. Daily specials, Full service menu
and bar. Dinner 7 days a week 6pm-12am,
Sun. Brunch 12-4pm. Resv ace. Visa, MC,
Amex $7.95-12.95
49 Sixth Street ■ 892-8983
Hot Pepper Thai Cuisine Outstanding and
authentic flavors, friendly service, casual
atmosphere, moderate prices, Hot Pepper
Thai has it all waiting for you. Closed Mondays.
2257 Lenox Rd. • 320-1532
Jalepenos Authentic Mexican food with a
wide variety of dinner entrees. Great
Margaritas. Daily lunch specials. Serving 7
days a week, 11 am-11 pm.
2520 Piedmont Rd • 237-0500
Luna Si The magic of Paul Luna. Creating
lunch 11:30-3:00, dinner 6:00-11:00, Late
night fare.
1931 Peachtree Rd • 355-5993
Mambo Voted "Best Cuban Restaurant" by
Atlanta Magazine for '92, '93. Specializing in
seafood with a Cuban accent.
1402 N. Highland • 876-2626

A European Coffee Cafe
Monroe Drive at 10th Street • Next to Blockbuster • 724-0204

Party for a Week at RJ's!
r

January 9-15 RJ's celebrates it's 6th birthday with a full
week of specials. Sunday
*
through Thursday get two
^iji>^ $£
entrees for the price of one. ^(r ^<&I1P*
Then on Friday and Saturday, ^
all glasses of wine will be
$2.00 off the regular price.
Come party with us, and
UPTOWnK3KHeN K
bring your friends!

)\

870 North Highland Avenue, Virginia Highlands. 875-7775

if BateiM Coie
Feast for
Life
A Project Open Hand
Benefit
Tuesday, Jan. 11
10% of Proceeds Donated.

Open for dinner Tues.-Sun.
Sunday Brunch
471 North Highland

523-9121

Marra's Seafood Grill Serving Atlanta's finest
seafood for 11 years. This "Best of Atlanta"
restaurant offers only the freshest fish and
shellfish—grilled to perfection or prepared with
eclectic creativity. Lunch M-F 11:30-2:00,
Dinner 7 dys a wk. Lunch $3.-10, Dinner $814
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363
Mick's Mick's restaurants have been serving
our community for 20 years. Check the hours
and menu of the Mick's nearest you. Lunch &
Dinner, and don't forget those decadent
desserts.
Mid City Fish This casual neighborhood
meeting place feature peel-your-own-shrimp,
priced right crab cakes and a "we shuck 'em you suck 'em" oyster bar. Happy hour daily 57 p.m. Dinner daily 5-11 p.m.
961 Amsterdam Ave • 872-0114
Milano's Pizza & Subs Complete menu,
salads to desserts. Common Market Place.
736 Ponce de Leon • 874 CALL (2255)
Peasant Restaurant & Bar Casually elegant
dining in the heart of Buckhead, The Peasant
Restaurant & Bar is the perfect place for a
relaxed Sunday Brunch. And now with
beautiful weather upon us, lunch or dinner
outside on the patio is yet another great
reason to visit The Peasant Restaurant & Bar
for any occasion.
3402 Piedmont Rd. NE • 231-8740
Petite Auberge Featuring 18 years of family
directed qualified service in an elegant
atmosphere. Continental French restaurant
with a wide range of Food Festivals. German
specials on Fri &Sat.
2935 North Druid Hills Rd. • 634-6268
RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar Enjoy
Chef Scott's creative menu while dining on the
patio or in the cozy dining room. Largest
selection of wines by the glass in Atlanta.
Great vegetarian selection. Dinner 7 nights.
Brunch Sunday.
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775
San Gennaro The home of award winning
fried calamari and hearty Italian cooking. Two
patios allow dining "al fresco." Full service bar.
Seperate banquet facilities available.
2196 Cheshire Br Rd • 636-9447
Vivoli Casual Italian Restaurant featuring
Northern Italian cuisine with nice casual
atmosphere. Full service bar. Entrees $5.959.95. Lunches $3.50-5.50. All major credit
cards.
2770 Lenox Rd. • 261-6280
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33
bread comes on the side to sop up the sauce;
the experience is more fun than the flavors.
Which feels like a clue to abandon ship
(exactly what many of the folks around us
seem to be doing) rather than give in to yet
another hard sell and hang on for dessert.
When the waitress stands and stares as I write
the amount of her tip on the charge draft, that
feels like a wise decision.
Meno's might be fun for some, but I think
it would take a cocktail or three to make that
so for me.

Cheesecake Round Up
Against my better judgment, I bit die bullet, waited in line and had a meal at the Cheesecake Factory a couple of weeks ago. I didn't
hate the food as much 1 did the single piece of
cheesecake that 1 reported on here a few weeks
earlier, but I'll not take myself back anytime
soon. The grease and salt quotients were way
high and the flavors far less than inspired.
The scene is the thing here, forget the food.
The waitstaff, on the other hand, was wonderful, handling the stress of overflow crowds
with ease and aplomb. I complimented our
waitron about all this efficiency under fire
and was told about the company's extensive
training program. Would that they would put
some of that same energy into the edibles.
I learned another thing from said waitron.
It seems that no food critic has ever given a
positive review to the food at any of the
Factory's seven stores—all of which are wildly
successful. So much for the power of the press.
On a more cheerful note, The Flying
Biscuit, has added some killer cheesecake to
its limited menu. Gooey and sweet, it's almost the antithesis of the fluffy stuff at Pano's
Food Shop, but just as much fun.
The Biscuit has added daily poultry and
pasta specials that are very reasonably priced
and always at least decent. I was disappointed
in an ill-conceived combo of noodles, pablano
cream sauce and feta cheese. But the same
fcttucine doused with balsamic vinegar and
scattered with roasted garlic, sundried tomatoes and mushrooms was mighty tasty and a
major bargain at S6.95 with a yummy side
salad. Chicken in pesto cream sauce with
veggies was knockout and very reasonably
priced at S7.95, again with a salad.
I've also tried the organic oatmeal pancakes (think of exceptionally creamy oatmeal
made crisp on the outside) topped with warm
fruit salsa and maple syrup as well as orange
wholewheat French toast covered with
carmclizcd bananas and honey. Swoon, swoon
and more swoon.
The Biscuit has been the recipient of four
exceptionally positive reviews in its very short
life. The result is that the place is now often
packed, especially for Saturday and Sunday
breakfast and brunch. Try to visit at a less
hectic time.

On the Cutting Room Floor
My review of Tom Tom, the wildly successful new "bistro" at Lenox Square, got cut
for length a few weeks ago. The superb
rotisseried half a free range chicken was one
of the items that failed to make it into print.
Beautifully browned, bursting with flavor
and served (with great gravy) atop a bed of
gloriously creamy mashed potatoes, this is
major comfort food. A sprinkling of haricort
vert around the plate makes it doubly beautiful. And it's reasonably priced at S10.95. Try
it.
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Say It Isn't So: Dish was distressed and distraught to
read an article in The Fulton County Daily Report a few
weeks ago wherein openly gay writer ("The Culture of
Desire") and commentator (National Public Radio) Frank
Browning states that our (former) hero, NPR's legal eagle
Nina Totenberg, may be a not-so-closeted homophobe.
Totenberg counters the claims by saying the her "sexual taste
[in public media] is very conservative... .1 don't want to know
how people live their sexual life, whether they are straight or
homosexual." That a pretty tired old saw keeping queer hidden, Nina. And not one we would expect to hear from a
woman who we've long admired.
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THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THE TRUTH AND MING TRASH

Musical Girlfriends: Speaking of women we admire, "Au
Courant," one of Philadelphia's gay papers, reports that k.d.
lang is dating Ingrid Chavez, who you may remember was
hanging pretty heavily with Madonna after the blonde one
broke up with Sandra Bernhard. Of course, this was reported
before Thanksgiving, and we all know how hard the holidays
tend to be on relationships.
Would Miss Scarlet Blush? Want one more example of
why we think that Atlanta isn't ready for the Olympics? Well,
the word from Lillehammer (site of the '94 Winter Games) is
that their Olympic Organizing Committee intends to distribute
free condoms to all athletes, coaches, news media, VIP's and
other accredited personnel as part of an anti-AIDS campaign.
And not just condoms, mind you. Information about AIDS
and how to prevent the spread of HIV will be included with
the rubbers. They even considered marketing condoms as an
official product, complete with Olympic rings on the package.
Could this happen in Atlanta? Would Billy Payne even think
of it? We hate to sound cynical, but you know the answers to
those questions as well as we do. But we hope that our cynicism won't keep local AIDS educators from making ACOG

k.d. lang, is she still dating Ingrid?
aware of Lillehammer's progressive move and perhaps staging a few protests to bring the issue to the public's attention.
Come to think of it, given that Izzy looks like a sperm, he'd
make a great spokesmodel.
Sappho Sounds Her Siren Call: Remember Jane Child?
She of the Top 20 hit "Don't Wanna Fall in Love" ? Well, now
we know why maybe. The lead track on Ms. C's new album
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Epiphany or 12th Night, January 6, is the time in certain
Christian faiths when gifts are exchanged, just as the Magi
brought gifts to the Babe. New Moon in Capricorn is on the
11th, giving us a flying start into the New Year. This year has
the potential to be absolutely fantastic, fun and full of surprises.
ARIES-Okay, it's time to get yourself organized. Thinking
about it is not the same as doing it and this is the perfect time,
the energy is here for you now. Tie up loose ends, clean out
those closets and the rest of the year will go much smoother.
TAURUS-How were your holidays? Did you have fun? Are
you ready for the New Year? If you are having trouble making decisions or knowing what to do next, you may be taking
things too seriously! Lighten up, look for the humor in difficult situations. GEMINI—All Ego aside, tell the truth. What is it
that you really do exceptionally well? You know, I know you
do, and that is your ticket to success and happiness and doing
the things you really want to do. Look yourself in the eye and
be honest.
CANCER-Have you recovered from your holidays? Are you
ready to move forward into the New Year? If you overdid it
during this festive season, you may need to take a few days to
rest and recover before starting new projects or making major

Dykes lo Watch Out For
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decisions. LEO-Now that the holidays are over, what are you
going to do for fun and excitement? Or, do you need a few
days to rest and clean up at home. Do whatever will help you
to feel grounded and centered, before launching yourself into
this great New Year. VIRGO-You can start this year out in a
wonderful creative flow if you are willing to move beyond old
constrictive attitudes and thinking that you may have picked
up early in life. Release as much negativity as possible and
relax into a great year.
LIBRA—This is an excellent time to revise your personal expectations (upward) and to focus on what it is you really want to
do with your life. It is possible to become so wrapped up in
other people's lives that you can forget your own priorities.
SCORPIG-How is life in the Big City? Do you ever long for the
quiet and simplicity of a-small town with quaint houses and
interesting people. Well, you are living in the wrong century,
so do your best to create a great life right where you are. Dear
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"Here Not There" is entitled "Mona Lisa Smiles" and is packed
with what one fan refers to as "self-outing stuff." Check it out:
"Mona Lisa smiles/Yes I'm fluent in both tongues/She's got
legs for miles/She could make it fun." And this: "...And she
keeps coming back for more/And Sappho's calling me/And
Sappho screams to me come on, come on." Who knows,
maybe she'll be singing with the Atlanta Feminist Women's
Chorus come next December.
Wreckless Acts: Lest you think institutionalized homophobia is bad here in Hotlanta, catch this from Turkey—the country, not the bird or the adjective. It seems that country has
some pretty bad drivers and consequently lots of accidents. In
an attempt to quell the highway mayhem, the publishers of the
newspaper "Bugun" ran an article stating that people who
violate traffic laws are, or will soon be, homosexua's. The
paper continued to explain it's bizarre theory with the premise
that folks who drive recklessly are trying to prove their masculinity and that drivers who engage in cat and mouse arc
demonstrating their desire to be both top and bottom or butch
and femme. Given that most of the drivers in Atlanta get real
crazy when it rains, we're wondering if Nancy Schaefer may
soon declare precipitation to be the cause of same sex love.
Which suggests homophobes might be happier if they move to
Arizona.
Mea Maxima Culpa: In what might will be viewed as major
victory by some (and a world class cop out by others), Miller
Brewing has announced that it will be the "exclusive malt
beverage sponsor" of the '94 Gay Games in NYC. The press
release for this factoid came from Miller, not the Games and
does not indicate how much the beer dudes paid in an effort to
continue to rehabilitate their image in the queer community.
We'll bet its no where near $40 million.

SAGITTARIUS! Is this planet strange or what? If you sometimes
get discouraged with the difficulties of being here, then you
may need an entire evening with your favorite video comedies
or funny and lighthearted friends. Don't be blue!
Happy Birthday CAPRICORN. If you haven't learned how to
have really good fun, this is the perfect time! It's time to put
fun, creativity and play into your life and keep it there. Get out
your Day-Keeper and write in something special for every
day! AQUARIUS-Yes, your dreams really can come true. You
can have the kind of life you have been wishing for all these
years. So, rummage around in the back of your closet, haul out
your dreams, dust them off and start paying close attention to
them. PISCES-Health, Health, Health. Pay attention to your
body, take good care of it and it will get you where you want
to be, doing the things you want to do. Fresh food, good
nutrition, plenty of rest and regular exercise will do wonders
for you!
Mary Bailey Rule is a professional astrologer
who specializes in personal and relationship chart
interpretation as well as crisis management.
She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505) 982-3104
to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation.
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AIDS Organizations
AID Atlanta— 872-0600
AIDS Education/Services for Minorities- POB 87277, Atlanta, 30337,
762-6002
AIDS HodineforWomen-888-9991
AIDS Info Line-876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—876-2317
AIDS and Substance Abuse Speakers Network—977-7797
AIDS SUPPORT—Jewish Family Services-888-6400, S76
Atlanta Buyers Club—874-4845, or POB 770(13, Ad, 30357
Adanu Intcrfailh AIDS Network—874-8686
Atlanta lesbian AIDS Project—250-8177
Childkind-93 6-9655
Common Ground—874-6425
First MCC AIDS Ministry—325-4143
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network -1-800-551-2728
Good Samaritan Project—873-4589
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program-- 341 Ponce de Leon
Avc., All. 30308, (404) 616-2440
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project 876-0105
National Assn of People With AIDS/Adanla 874-7926
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386 Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922
People's United Pel Support—370-0178
Pels Are Loving Support (P.A.I.S.) - 876-PALS
Positive Impact—885-9040
Positive Outlook On Health 872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta 5254620
Sister I.ove-753-7733
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Arts/Entertainment/Culture

If you're overwhelmed by all the new tax laws,
call HLM for the most up-to-date advice.

HLM Services, Inc.

Bars

Servicing all 50 states for tax preparation (current and prior years),
IRS problems and collections. Accounting for the small business.

Outside Atlanta: 1 ▼ 800 ▼ GAY ▼ TAXS
4

2

9

8

2

9
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Atlanta Metro: 370-0986
9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Mon-Fri
Look for us at our new address: 412 Church Street, Decatur, GA

Financial
Alternatives For
Your Lifestyle.
An American Express company

You deserve advice that's right for you.
At IDS we realize that one-size-fits-all
financial planning won't have the
answers you are looking for. That's why
we've developed financial planning that
covers a wide variety of life situations.
Sit down with someone who can address
your unique needs. Call today for a free
consultation.
IDS Financial Services Inc.
Margaret M. Graff
Personal Financial Planner

396-7840
©1993 IDS Financial Corporation.

Atlanta Diversity Chorale—607-1146
Adanta Feminist Women's Chorus- 438-5823
Adanta Gay Men's Chorus—POD 771144, Atlanta 30357
Adanta Lesbian and Gay History Thing POB 7032, Atlanta 30357,
876-1060
Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble 872-3135
"Funny...That Way"—875-2275
Gay 4 Lesbian Marching Band-872-9763
Gay Musician's Meeting Post -SASE toGMMP, TO Box 250336, Atlanta
30318
Pen-draggin' Poets—523-3639
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc— 609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta -938-0609

Suite 150, 1200 Ashwood Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30338

The Armory—836 Juniper. 881 -9280
Babylon—Piedmont Grove, 10th 4 Monroe.
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Bellissima—688 Spring Street.
Blake's—227 10th Si 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895
Buddies Midlown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co-893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burknart's—Ansley Square. 872-4403
Club Fetish—(Weds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8178
The Cove—586 Worchesler. 875-2477
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont. 873-4655
Crown Club—2050 Cheshire Br. 636-5470
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052
Gallus Bar 4 Restaurant—49 6lh St. 892-8983
Goodics-64 Third St. 873-3355
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Melro-48 6lh Street, 874-9869
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St, 634-6478
The Olherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 659-4055
Peppers by Frank Powell—980 Piedmont Ave. NE 872-4000
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Revolution—293 PharrRd. 816-5455
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
The Modcl-T—Ford Factory Square. 872-2209
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712

Direct Action/Political
ACLU of Georgia-523-5398
ACLU/Lcsbian 4Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP-874-6782 (O)
Adanta Greens, Green Party USA, Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer Caucus
—368-7137
Catalyst -(404) 776-1478
Cobb Citizens Coalition— POB 965336, Marietta 30066, 256-8690
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back- P.O. Box 14531, Adanta 30324. voice mail
908-5369
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation- 605-7477
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women 4 Children/Lesbian Task Force
524-3847; 250 Georgia Avc. SE, Rm. 365, All. 30312
Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington <404) 6624199
or POB 5282, Adanu 30307
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee
872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund Field Committee, 231-5751
LEGAI^605-7476
Lesbian Avengers—621-5016
National Association of People with AIDS Hod ine—874-7926
National Organization for Women, Gay & Lesbian Rights Task Force
636-7435
Neighbors Network 257-5550
Out Front-PO Box 12369, Adanta 30355
Queer Nation—605-7396
Republicans for Individual Freedoms PO 13162, Atlanta, GA 30324.
239-1679
Straight But Not Narrow 242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line 605-STOP

National

Name
Address
City __

State — Zip_

Professional

Amount Enclosed $
I $40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery)
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J $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery)
JPWA-Free
Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
Mail to: P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

Human Rights Campaign Fund- 1012 14lh St. NW, Suite 607, Washington,
D.C 20005, (202) 628-4160
I-arabda I.egal Defense Fund 666 Broadway, 12lh floor. New York, NY
10012,(212)995-8585
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force- 1517U. Street, NW, Washington.
D.C 20009,(202) 332-6483
Old Lesbians Organizing for Change—OLOC, PO Box 980422, Houston,
TX 77098
Stonewall 25/lnleroal'l March—662-6753
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Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Quo—Dr. Bravy 457-6347
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Adanta 30333-0114
Fourth Tuesday—662-4353
Gay/Lesbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)—POB 580397,
Minneapolis, MN 55458-0397
GA Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)- 231-2251
HomeGirls—622-0105
LEAGUE ATLANTA, Inc. (Employees of AT4T)—404/351-8322
Nail Gay Pilots Assoc.—PO Box 27542, Washington, D.C. 20038-7542,
(703)660-3852
Nail Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc.—634-7429
Nat! Federaton of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)
Young Women's Brunch Network—
Carolyn, 294-4233.
• Vt-* tTl lllttlTllTTn

Spiritual
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—876-0631
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350
Congregation Bel Haverim—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—565-2126
First Existentialist Congregation of Atanla—378-5570
First Metropolitan Community Church of All—325-4143
Friends for Ixsbian 4 Gay Concerns (Quakers)—370-1340
Gay 4 lzwbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Gay Spirit Visions—378-7224
Grant Park Aldersgate United Methodist Church—627-6221;
575 Boulevard SE
llosanna African Unity Life Center- -872-9055
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
New Age Gays—434-7338
Oakhursl Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns- -373-5830
Unitarian Universalisls- 634-5134, George at 688-2242

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports- 2424899
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME
Front Runners/Atlanta- 621-5007
Greater Atlanta Nalurist Group 851-2882 (voice mail)
llodanla Soccer-876-7372
llotlanta Softball league—POB 14582, Ati. 30324. 8734061
llollanta Volleyball-621-5062
Lambda Car Club-POB 11705, Adanta 30355
Luring Lesbians (fishing club)—932-5236
Mountain Catalyst- POB 199, Dcmorcsl. GA 30535
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn-POB 7881, Ad., 30357. 760-8126
Wilderness Network ofGA-SASE, POB 55156, Atlanta 30308
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418
Women's Rugby-659-6916 or 761-8939
TRJCKS Bridge Club- 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172,
Adanta 30339
Underwater Escapes - 289-0696

Service/Support/Social
About Crossdressing—Janet, 624-3770
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance
—239-8184 (voice mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—223-3718
American Educational Gender Info Service
-POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)
Asians 4 Friends-Adanta—876-0090
Athens Lesbian Information—LSG, POB 7864, Athens, 30604
Adanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Adanta 30355
Adanta Couples Together—365-2455
Adanta Gay Center—876-5372
Adanta Gender Exploration—875-9846
Adanta Lambda Community Cu—POB 15180, All 30333. 662-9010
Adanu Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—6624533
Adanu Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, Ad 30307.378-9769
Adanu Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—8434492
Adanu Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
BLAdanu—256-8992
Bisexuals of Atlanta Resource Network—908-3413
Black and While Men Togelher-892-BWMT
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109
Codependenls Anonymous—239-1657
Delphi—POB 14591, Adanu, G 30324
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979
First Women—G.G. Richardson, POB 724711, Ad. 30339.612-9473.
Friends Adanu—6624501
Gainsville/NE Georgia Gay Men's Support Grp—Gary 404-535-5445
Gay Fathers of Adanta—342-6451
Gay Help Line-6pm-llpm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA 4 Al-Anon—881-9188
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—6234099
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safely Comm. of City Council
—330-6504
Georgia Girth 4 Mirth—POB 9678, All. 30319. (404) 621 -5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminisls—525-9085
Gwinneu Lambda—POB 464848, Lwrnc'vdle 30246,871-GAYS
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520
Interact of Atlanta—984-9875
KO-Existance—875-8936
John Howell Park Project—876-0105
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous- 237-6262
Latinos En Accion—621-5743
Ixsbian Alcoholics Anonymous—3254909
Ijesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897
Lesbian Support Group- 627-7387
Lesbians Considering Parenthood-908-1704
Usbians Over 50- 908-6119
Lesbians With Children-740-1729
Men of Little 5 Poinls-POB 5425, Adanu 30307
Name die Violence Support Group for Battered lesbians
-822-9570; Crisis Hodine—688-9436
Overeatcrs Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)- -892-5868
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or 875-9440
Parents, Famdies and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Chaiunooga(615)875-5750,(615)622-3813
Positive Black Lesbians United (PBLU)-2944377
Prime Timers—POB 29487, Atlanta 30359
Queer Youth- P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396
Real Gay World BBS^)04-266-0856
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—(404) 350-0456
Survivors of Incest Anonymous—POB 2502, Decatur, GA 30031; 239-8018
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206
Women In Kahools- <WINK) 438-1421
Women of Wisdom -289-8819
Wordsmilh Society-Chris at 498-0137
Young Adult Support Group 876-5372
Zami- 908-3356

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scott Lesbian 4 Bisexual Alliance- Box 501, Decatur 30030;
373-1632
Alliance of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Students of GA Slate -605-7681
Bi, Lesbian 4 Gay Student Union of West Ga. College
—706-834-3569
Emory Lesbian 4 Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays 4 Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm. College 423-6246
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sla. Atlanta
30332
GeorgiaTechGay4Lesbian AUiance-497-0684
LesbianjGay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ. of Ga- -POB 2438
Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368
S.E Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307
Univ. of Ala Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc.—284-3479
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JON ALLEN

Chimney Trace

Age: 25
How long in Atlanta: 13 years
Relationship Status: Single

APARTMENTS

Last Movie Seen:

"Addams Family Values"
Pet Peeve: Pretentiousness

Twclvc-ycar-old Jon Allen cried all Lhe way
from Dallas, Texas to Atlanta when his family
moved 13 years ago. The reason? "There was
this guy I was really, really crazy about," he
says. "I guess he was my first official love. And
I couldn't really let him know."
Allen tells the story in quiet, almost reverential terms—how 14-year-old Richard was often
before him "with that look on his face...like he
was going to kiss me," and how Allen pushed
him away. The last time came as Richard was
helping him pack for Atlanta.
"I was actually in my parents closet," he
laughs, "helping my dad pack everything up.
While he and my brother were gone, Richard
was helping me. All of a sudden I turned around
and he had that look on his face. And I was
thinking, this is the last time I'm going to see
him, but still I pushed him away. I got in the
truck on the way here, and I have never cried so
hard in all my life."
Allen says he always knew he was gay, but
it wasn't until he approached adolescence that
he heard there was anything wrong with it.
"I played house with boys in kindergarten,"
he explains. "And [throughout adolescence] I
never pretended to be straight. I was pretty much
this celebate person with no sexuality."
By the time he was 19 or 20, he was out to
his friends, but coming out to his family was an
ordeal. The occasion came when he got in front
of a television camera at a display of the NAMES
Project quilt during the 1991 Pride celebration.
The next day, his mother visited him where he
worked.
"I had a feeling that this was the day," Allen
says. "I'd sworn to myself that if she ever point
blank asked me, I would tell her."
It was an uncomfortable moment. Allen says
that his mother wouldn't look at him or touch
him after he answered, when she asked, that he
had sex with a man. Later, she called, telling
him she "felt like she was dead, that I was dead."
The drama continued. Allen's mother threatened to kill him and herself, and the next day,
she called from a pay phone near his Candlcr
Park apartment to say she'd come to hurt him.
Not knowing what to do, he called his grandmother, and shortly, his father and aunt arrived,
the aunt waving a Bible. They drove him to the

aunt and uncle's house, while they left to search
for his mother.
His uncle, he says, was very supportive. "He
said, T don't think anyone in this family is surprised,'" Allen recalls.
And then his mother arrived. "She started
hitting me, yelling at me, screaming at me," he
says. "And when it was over, my uncle said
'Well, that's the worst of it.' And then he said,
"Isn't that Gay Pride celebration today? You
need to get your stuff 'cause you're going."
At the Pride march that day, Allen says he
"felt like I was in a movie. To have gone through
that on that day—I screamed so loud I was
hoarse."
And later, his mother called to apologize.
Today, he says, their relationship has improved.
"She's reached the point now where she realizes
that's the way I am," he says.
Allen has come through that traumatic coming out process with flying colors. He's active in
Queer Nation, an organization he came to after
being "badgered" by a friend.
"I went to a meeting, and everyone seemed
to get along so well," he says. "I liked it."
He's out at work too, working at Yerkes
Primate Center, where he uses his degree in
microbiology for AIDS research. He had to do
"a lot of soul-searching" before taking the job,
but decided it was something he had to do. He
spoke about his job almost reluctantly, knowing
that many members of the community oppose
animal research.
"My roommate is an animal rights activist,
and he still sometimes gives me hell," he says.
"But there's just no way to do research without
doing it on a living system."
But he's not finished yet—Allen plans to
apply for medical school, and use both his medical degree and his microbiology degree to further AIDS research.
"I just hope what I'm doing is going to
help," he says.

• 3 Bedroom Townhouses
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Garden Apartments
• Fireplaces
Washer-Dryer Connections/ Laundry Facilities
• Lighted Tennis Courts
• Basketball Court
Stone Mountain, GA

(404) 469-0663
THE

HISTORIC

D\KEWOOD

ANTIQUES
Fri. 9 am-6 pm
Sat. 9 am-6 pm
Sun. 10 am-5 pm

622-4488

ANTIQUES SHOW
FREE PARKING
JANUARY 7,8,9

Admission $3.00-Children Free

BANNERS

AUTOS

Required
Reading

Mid to Late
Model Cars
at Great Prices I
2788 Lawrenceville Highway
Decatur. GA 30083

Rates valid thru December 31, 1994. People with HIV disease who cannot afford a paid subscription-call 1-800-4583231.

»•«• .

Directions: Easy Access I75/85 to Exit 88 (Between
City and Airport), East to
the Lakewood Fairgrounds

Thousands of Unique Antiques, and Collectible Items.

BARGAIN CORNER

The most comprehensive source of information on approved and experimental
treatments for HIV infection and related
disorders. Subscription rates are $55 for
individuals ($77 outside the U.S.) and $ 125
for Physicians/Institutions
/\
($150 outside the U.S.). To
AmFAR
order, call (800) 39-AmFAR.

MARKET

(404) 938-0557

................ v-.vw.^.

2nd Weekend Monthly

Banner Ford's Bargain Corner
offers financing on fine
quality used automobiles.
When was the last time
you were able to get
a car repaired on Saturday ?

We offer excellent, qualified
service on most makes and models.
Sales and service department
are available 6 days a week,
Monday through Saturday.
Call Scott Grove for assistance.
We appreciate your business.
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VOICE

ACCOUNTING

ATTORNEY

m

Campbell & Hoin, P.C.

4 memaC to Southern Voice readers:
Thank you for your patronage during 1993
and I look forward to continuing help with
the upcoming 1994 Tax Season. Be sure to
look for me here in the DIRECTORY
where I will be providing helpful TAX
TIPS to help you SA VE money!
• Masters Degree In Taxation
Over 0 vears
• Member of American Institute
^er 7 yuan,
of Certified Public Accountants Experience

JOANNA M.
PATRICIA A.
CAMPBELLAttorneys At Law
HOIN
Child Custody
DUI
Wills
Personal Injury

C

3

ATTORNEY

Does your accountant show you

SPECIALIZING IN TOTAL
RENOVATION/REMODELING...
• Interior/Exterior Painting
• Wallpaper • Drywall • Linoleum Floors
• Kitchen/Bath Tile Installation
• Countertop Replacements

WARREN L. CASADAY

how to use your P&L?

ATTORNEY AT LAW

rinancial 1/ynamicJp

SIMPLE WILL $100

Accounting & Business Advisory Services

My legal fees are reasonable. Call for a free consultation.

636-8800

Free Estimates

875-6960

i

i

IC

ATTORNEY
Attorneys at Law
Serving the Lesbian and Gay Community
for 12 years.
Wills & Estates
D.U.I.

Divorce & Family Law
Criminal Defense
Voice/TDD

(

~

' .") (

FULL service/repair
ALL models foreign/domestic

BRODIE
A C C O l* N T I N

404-414-1188

\)

MAID
IN THE

558 Medlock Road, Suite 7
Dccatur, Georgia
(Near Scolt/N. Decatur Rds)

USA

Serving Emory-Decatur Areas

• Business Cycles
• Recovery Issues

c

1

( CONTRACTOR^
ckaft Uu.

(

ESTATE PLANNING
LARGE OR SMALL ESTATES
• Wills
• Probate
• Living Wills

• Trusts
• Insurance
• Power of Attorney

General Contractor
Since 1973

Qkankx Cfor at great '93

Window Ropes
to Additions
Small Jobs • Repairs
Electric • Plumbing
Windows/Doors

Calk Mark & Mark
(404) 873-6144
Pager: 839-6891

€

We can
help small
businesses
overcome
BIG

RON EBY

'uftexiX (l£eja* ^iUtuL.

J

Free Estimates

Call today for
Directory rates

Workman's Compensation • Durable Power of Attorney
Personal Injury • Debt Relief • Mediation • Wills

872-2277

C CONTRACTOR ) f
C.J. Clark

From New Roofs
to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

Dependable
Remodeling

TRADE MASTER

Specializing in
Quality Work

Serving Our Community

CONSTRUCTION

,

478-5561

876-1819

Licensed/Insured,

Best Roof Expert

Attorney at Law

,

FLORIST

"M

v

622-4922

^

tcUcth etfflr-ctimt

WE WIRE FLOWERS
EVERYWHERE

371-0398

( CONTRACTOR 7)

C

-same day delivery by 3:00-

Emmett Construction

404/231-3468 • Fax 404/841-9223

TUNSIL

of Southern Voice
readers go movies
4 times a month.

Serving Ail Metro Atlanta

■:■:■: \

CONTRACTOR

gene cloud

R.

10°/c

-towers m

Home Additions
&Remodeling

Full Legal Service
Business and Personal Needs
Criminal-Divorce-Personal Injury

HERMAN

"^

obstacles

Speaker Law Firm, P.C.

ATTORNEY

37S PHARR RD., NE • SUITE 303

297-0078

Theodore A. Speaker

c

404 • 233 • 9510

(404) 377-2662

(404) 798-6845
Licensed & Certified

ATTORNEY

BUCKHEAD
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

Nancy M. Stewart
D.D.S., P.C.
General and Cosmetic
Dentistry

ASTROLOGICAL COUNSELING

TONY HAMMOCK
ASTROLOGER

) C ELECTROLYSIS ")

(CLEANING ^)

AQVARIVS
MOON
• Relationships
• Sexual Issues

DENTIST

Ag

1618DeKalbAve.

ASTROLOGER

>

634-5460

KEEP
YOUR
BITE BRIGHT!

371-9912

c

fa

D Baths
□ General Repairs

For Free Estimates
Call Gene

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, inc.
IS "FAMILY"

Tax preparation for
individuals and business.

J

CONTRACTOR

□ Kitchens
□ Decks

Mediation
Bankruptcy

H—

Insured

HOME IMPROVEMENTS^
REMODELING
-W

371-1255

Experienced
professional accountant
takes the bite out of taxes.

288-7403

Since 1982
Corasaniti Construction Co.

Schildmeyer, Mackinson & Katz

Who's
Afraid
Of The
IRS.

fit

ENOVATORS

252-8700

G

TAX

Family Law
Debt Relief

A quality service at a reasonable price.

Daniel Ross, CPA 607-7363

Hazel1 Edlinger

6/1994

Full Service Florist
Flowers, Plants, Candy
Gift/Fruit Baskets, Balloons
Unique Gifts

939-0090
2321 Main St., Tucker, GA

HEALTH

J

Donor Insemination
for Lesbians
Feminist Women's Health Center
580 14th St. N.W.

y

874-7551
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Stella Eller, M.B>., M.A.

ROSE HILL

Odd Jobs:
• Painting
• Cleaning

FOR
PSYCHOTHERAPY

c

Voice/TTY

289-0260

Steven^. 'SaiJtcr, "??t.S.
Psychotherapist

HOME IMPROVEMENT

1

)

C

THE SOITH'S LEADING GAY AND LESBIAN WEEKLY

Directory Advertising (404) 876-1819

299-2813

SIGNS
1

INSURANCE

)

Faye Beneau, BA, C.H.T.
Since 1981

LOW COST

Past Ufa Regressions, Pre &
Peraratal Memories, Anger, Anxiety,
Depression, Stress, Fears, Phobias

• No exam needed for most
ages up to $300,000.
• No blood test up to $500,000.

Call Now

DAVIS FINANCIAL GROUP

371-1031

(404) 396-6733

A Sign of Intelligence.'

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy for
Major Growth/Transitions

1

CUSTOM SIGNS & GRAPHICS

CARRIE JAFFE, M.A.

TERM LIFE INSURANCE

• Women's Therapy Groups
• Individual Therapy
• Abuse & Battering Issues
• Codependency
■ Adults Dealing with
Childhood Issues
Sliding Scale
Windy Hill Road

325-5302

FAX

TRAVEL

GAY
SKI WEEK

TJTMPS QDGMLQGM1®
1004 Virginia Ave NE at N. Highland
ATLANTA CA 30306

PARK CITY
11T A M
U Mn
'

National Certified Addiction Counselor

Addiction • Intervention
Stage II Recovery

o-7-t o-ryi-r /IICA ™r»\ JANUARY 15-22

237-7130

872-8747 (USA-TRIP)

Financial Service Specialist
Insurance • Financial Consulting
Estate Planning • Investments • IRA's

National Certified Counselor

GROUPS FORMING

Julia Strong, MSW,LCSW
CtA&fiul Ma&60lJ£. ^AjtAOpitt

Deep Tissue
Stress Reduction
Sports Massage

Individual & Couples
Psychotherapy

In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week
By Appointment 892-2290

458-6886

c

■

JMO
~-\

MOVING!!!
AS LOW AS
$7Q.OO
Packing Available

(803) 588-9443 J

PSYCHOTHERAPIST) C

352-1189

PETS

• Individual
• Couples
> Gay & Lesbian Issues
Abuse Survivor Issues

679-2645

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

Historic Charleston
I 803-723-4789 J

1

Find what
you need in

1 Women's Therapy Groups
. Individual Psychotherapy

THE
DIRECTORY

c

Tell 'em you saw it here,

Petsitting Service
404-634-0292

In Southern Voice.
Serving
Intown Atlanta

In-home
Care, etc.

fireplace, deck^
and waterfall.
'Beautifully furnished.

Bed & Breakfast

Beverly Davidson, MSW
Frances L. Somerville, MSW

2)

Pet's Best Friend

A 9jm$HCj'LO%Qi!A
MOU't&AITt
XEfPRLAT
CA'BICi^E^TAL

1-75 at Windy Hill • 955-9417 • 955-9411

JAMES

TRAVEL

(PLACE

Susan J. Geddes, M.Ed.
Counselor

Survivors of Abuse, Experiential Techniques,
Dream Work, Codependency Issues

FAST SERVICE

Licensed, Bonded
and Insured

PO Box 41
Folly Beach, SC 29439

counseling
women in transition 404 717-4146

| jSYCHOTHERAPIST)

J C_

The only gay & lesbian accommodations
at the ocean between Ft. Lauderdale &
Rehoboth Beach. 10 mi. to Charleston.
Deluxe bkfst, 8-person spa & pool.

Incest and Sexual Abuse
Survivors • Sexuality

1925 Century Blvd, Ste #4, Atlanta, Georgia 30345
Phone: (404) 315-8898

c

1994

CHARLESTON BEACH
BED & BREAKFAST

Claudia Scarbrouah, ft.S.

MASSAGE

|

Carlson Travel Network

Rev. Allyson K. Day

I i

c

325-9917

2064 Brlarcllff Rd. #103 • Atlanta, GA • 30339

V 953-6401, 952-0893 J

DAN R. EASTON

C

Banners • Magnetics • 3-D Letters • Typesetting
ADA Braille • Screen Printing • Vehicle Lettering

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST) C

1

^

w^lDVANI/Jgl

SIGN MART

3756 Lavista Rd., Suite 100 • Northlake Commons
Phone 634-0672

MENTION THIS AD FOR 10 % OFF

423-0514

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

r

416-0211
HYPNOSIS

Individual, Couples, &
Group Therapy

Member of the American Academy of Psychoanalysis

CALL NOW FOR A FREE DESIGH& ESTIMATE

Commercial/Residential

Don Foster

sliding scale

Edward O. Nix, M.D.

Trim 81 Overhangs, Windows

C

Service & Sales

874-2373

Locations in Stone
Mountain, Atlanta. & Duluth

785 Marcus Street SE
Atlanta, GA 30316
404-525-2777

mm Hi OFYOUR HOME MflOVEMEIHT NEEDS
Additions, Decks, Doors, Gloss Rooms,
Roofing, Screened Enclosures, Siding,

• Heating Inspection
Now $39.95 (most systems)

Janice Canon, LCSW

Scholarships available for PWAs
Affordable therapy for the gay &
lesbian community

^Rmomm

Heating and Air Conditioning

• Recovery issues
• Abuse survivors
• 12 step focus

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
r
>*

Individuals
Couples
Groups

MERICAN

Fresh Air Inc.

Counseling

CENTER

• Yardwork
• Pressure washing

Zan's Productions

SERVICES

PSYCHOTHERAPIST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST) f

HOME IMPROVEMENT

6/1994

(404) 297-9825
«.

^

C

TRAVEL

)

A Campground for Womyn

P.O. Box 762
Simpsonville, SC 29681
803-862-7833

VETERINARIAN

J

Janette Friel, DVM
Melissa Rayfield, DVM
Michelle Espeut, DVM
A modern facility with

VWSAMHU °ld-fashi°nedcare
HCSPITAL 584-8761
926 DeKalb Ave. • Inman Park • By appt. only
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If You're Not
Dealing With

6/1994

EXPERIENCED.
DEPENDABLE.

H^

SMITH

EFFECTIVE.

You 're only getting
% the attention

No Fee Townhome
2BR/2.5BA roommate plan
townhome in quiet,
convenient community. Just
enough yard for you and
your pets to play with. FHA
financing is OK. $64,500.

BUCKHEAD/BROOKHAVEN
Charming Mantucket style 3 bed home on
almost an acre with private inground pool,
complete renovation, 2 marble baths, new
roof, HVAC etc. A fantastic opportunity

-

$289,500

t
'

>^§P^x-?

tU

Call owner/agent
261-0691 or 262-6636

The perfect home meets
your budget, personal
taste and lifestyle. Call me
to help you find it.

-

f

CHRIS
CARROLL

«MK

W

RE/MAX metro atlanta

321-3123
933-4707

*

Holiday Season!"

(404) 708-6867
758 Boulevard
692 Boulevard
637DelmarAve
575 Brownwood Ave
329 Atlanta Ave
658 Glenwood Ave
187 Estoria
1217 Gracewood Ave

$129,000.00
$114,900.00
$91,500.00
$83,000.00
$72,300.00
S107.000.00
$78,900.00
$49,500.00

SOLD!!!
SOLD!!!
SOLD!!!
SOLD!!!
SOLD!!!
SOLD!!!
SOLD!!!
SOLD!!!

Serving our
community
for over
ten years.

Residential
Real Estate
Services
Office: 321-3123
Fax: 321-0051
2205 LaVista Rd.
Atlanta, GA 30329

Grant Park
Ormewood
Brownwood
Cabbage Town

"Thank you for a wonderful

RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

'4^B

Associate Broker, GRI
■fMiil-M-'IT THI^Z-fr'-Msyfl
(24 hr. phone) 362-1865
(residence) 876-1459

SELLS

Paula Needle, GRI
■6

u^
JIM HILLIARD
RE/MAX in TOWN

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?

622-2127/728-8800

Serving first time homebuyers in the $65,000-$125,000 range.

Call JEFFREY HALEY

1

Lowes/ Rates
' FHA & VA Loans
1
No Income Verification
1
Cash Out Refinances
1
2nd Mortgages

•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional Service

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

Daniel Ross
Ask me why I
offer more than
an ordinary

Variety & Convenience

AkcniifMit
AMERICAN

_

p M

ORTGAGE.CORP.

607-7363

JEFFREY HALEY

404-726-1666

Office:

404-394-1264 ex. 134

Buyers & Sellers
Welcome

Grant Lundberg
Your In Town Atlanta
Realtor

— ELI saleeby —
728-8800
RE/MAX intown

ext. 37593

Refinance Now
• • •
Rates Great
• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation
Mary Swinford, President
Joy L. Self
GA Residential
Mortgage Licensee

RAINBOW
FINANCIALSERVICES

2 3 3-9901

ART AUERBACH
Associate Broker

Buying a home
is not a science...
its an ART!
Re/Max Metro Atlanta
Home office 321-1930
Each office independently owned & operated.

realtor!

FINANCIAL

24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager

Each office is independently owned and operated

CHARLENE COTHRAN

JUST LISTED!
Charm galore in this 3 BR
home with wrap around
porch and four fireplaces.
Call me to see this
City of Decatur gem
—only $75,000.

RE/MAX ACHIEVERS
847-0808

LEE SMITH
x

it

STEVE BLAND

RE/MAX of Buckhead
Unparalleled Attentive Service
Interest rates are down!
It's time to move up!
Off 233-4633 Home 876-2384
Each office independently owned & operated.

P remier
PROPERTY SERVICES
•
•
•
•

Property Management
Leasing
Maintenance
Residential/Commercial

Let us take the stress out of owning real estate.
(404) 607-RENT

SOUTHERN

AIDS Services
& Education
GAPHR - Support group for physicians
and dcntisiss. Contact Dr. Nix 634-0672.
(ongoing)
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Announcements

Pets

AUDITIONS for the Atlanta Gay Men's
Chorus will be held on Saturday, January
8, 12-3 pjn. at Virginia-Highland Baptist
Church. Call Jeffrey Mclntyre, Artistic
Director, at 728-8822 for details. (6.46)

Looking for a great home for your cat/
kittens, dog/puppies or any loving animal.
Let us help. Place your classified today.

AIDS SUPPORT: Jewish Family Services
sponsors a support group for Jewish people
affected by HIV/AIDS, their families or
lovers. 2nd and 4th Sundays, 7:30 p.m. in
Buckhead. For information: 888-6400,
voice mailbox 76.

The Pride Committee announces elections
to the Board of Directors for the 1994
ALGPC Jan. 20th, 7pm, Colony Square
Hotel. Parking will be validated. For more
info, call the Pride Line, 622^533. (6.47)

AID Atlanta Services include education,
case management, transportation, housing,
buddy program, practical support, homeless services, pediatric services, support
groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 8720600 for more information.

HIV+? Would you like to be excited about
living? Weekly meting for focusing begins January. 404-266-3443. (6.46)

MAGNIFICENT

AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 8889991 - a project of the Feminist Women's
Health Clr. 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri,
10:30am-2pm Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured.

Artwork nominations for the 1994 Lesbian and Gay Pride Celebration will be
accepted at the Volunteer Kick-off Party,
the Tuesday, Jan. 12.7:00pm at theColony
Square Hotel. To be accepted for consideration, must be camera ready and color
separations complete. Voting will occur at
the Kick-off Pary and the winning artwork
will be sent out for print the next day.
1994 theme: "From Stonewall to Atlanta."
(6.46)

IIIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV
TESTS, counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity). For confidential info call
OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922.
P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health
is a supportive network of HIV+ persons
who share positive health attitudes and
want to meet similarly oriented people for
social and emotional interaction. Call 8729954.

FLORAL DESIGNER
Professional designer/Shop manager. Experienced in European and high style design. Progressive shop/Tucker. 939-0090.
(6.46)

STOP SMOKING
Small groups and individual hypnotherapy:
4 week course forming now - $160 includes one group and one private session
weekly. Dianne 493-9922. (6.49)

AIDS Information Line / GA Toll-Free
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information and referral services. In Atlanta: 8769944; Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/
TTY)

National Gay Pilot's Assoc, Newsletter,
chapters' events, P.O. Box 27542, Washington, D.C. 20038. (703) 660-3852. Totally Discreet (7.19)

Real Estate

HERBAL CERTIFICATION - Six month
in-depth course includes East/West healing strategies, medicine making, wild plant
id, and more. Starts Feb. 1994. For brochure 239-1666. (7.1)

FOR RENT

LAKE CLAIRE/CANDLER PARK.
Newly renovated studio apartment in
house. Eat-in kitchen, W/D, A/C, hardwood floors. No pets. S375/mo. 315-9438.
(6.47)

Midtown, 2 BR, 1 BA duplex available
immediately. DW, access to W/D, hardwood floors, window units AC. $650/mo.,
no dogs. Call Carl, 881-0648. (6.47)
Elegant Victorian - Grant Park, 3 BR, 2
BA, den, LR, DR, W/D, parking. Call 1800-899-0804. Pets okay. Available immediately. (6.46)

FOR SALE
Virginia-Highland: 751 Frederica Street

1

S183,000 - Live luxuriously in this 3-story
home with 2 master suites and lots of glitz!
Dinny Addison, Harry Norman Realtors,
(H) 371-1202, (Pager) 716-1592. (6.47)

THE OLD MILL - Bed, Breakfast &
Browsing, Bat Cave, NC! Relax by rushingmountain stream near Asheville. Phone
704-625-4256. (6.47)

Very attractive black lesbian seeks sincere
companion—possible live-in. Attractive,
well-read, articulate womyn preferred. No
drugs, alcohol, cigarettes. TT 1065

Roommates

Volunteers

WF, 20, fem. student seeks fern. G/BiWF
18-30's for friendship or more. PO Box
992. Bamesville, GA 30204. (6.46)

Private rooms and utilities in exchange for
part-time grounds keeping on large estate.
Responsible couple preferred. POB
567611, Sandy Springs, G A 31156. (6.50)

HELP A CHILD

GWM, honest, responsible, employed. 2
BR, 2 BA spacious condo. Near
Momingside/Emory. S450 includes utilities. Deposit 325-3459. (6.47)
Doraville at 85/285. Liberal M/F needed
to share 3 BR, 2 BA home. Pet OK if dog
(already have 2). $450 incl. utilities. 4482970 Petr. (6.46)
Now in Atlanta! Bunk Buddies, Atlanta's
premier roommate/ relocation service, in
and out of Atlanta. Call 874-9097 for details today. (6.49)
GWF needs GWF or GWM to share 4 BR
house in Lilbum. $300 + 1/2 util. 5640850. (6.46)

GRANT PARK - EXTRA NTCE 2 BR, 2
BA with W/D, fenced yard, off streetparking. 5 min. from downtown. S750. Edith,
658-1219. (6.46)

Health

Atlanta Gay Center—Plus groups for HIVaffected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street Call 8765372 for more info. Helpline, 892-0661,
for info, counseling and referral.

ON OUR BACKS. The most intelligent
sex magazine just happens to be lesbian.
Offers you bimonthly award-winning fiction, sexy pictorials, sassy columns, humorous reviews, and thought provoking
features. S34.95/yr. (6 issues). SASE Catalog. On Our Backs, 526 Castro Street, Suite
SV, San Francisco, CA 94114. Send ck,
MO, or VI/MC. 1-800-845-4617. (7.45)

GRANT PARK SLTv'NY 3 or 4 BR. 2
BA, 2 story. MasLcr BR wiih siaing area.
Fireplace, remodeled kitchen, fenced yard.
Pets OK. S675/mo. 627-5089, machine.
(6.47)

Employment

THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC
provides access to optional treatments for
the HIV community in the Southeast.
Hours are 12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We are located at 44 Twelfth St., NE,
with parking in the rear. For more information phone (404) 874-4845, fax (404)
874-9320, or write P.O. Box 77003, Atlanta, GA 30357-7003.

Publications

Kenncsaw - Seeking responsible GWF to
share large house in suburbs. Finished
basement apartment with private entrance.
Reasonable. 427-2454. (6.46)
Couple in long term relationship looking
for stable female or female-friendly male
as housemate. Must like animals. In country setting. Non-smoker. 20 minutes to
UP. South of Dccatur, 2500 sq. ft home
in quiet neighborhood. Reni$350 includes
utiliticsl/2 month deposit and references
required. Call Mo or Cindy at 808-6283
or 388-7568. (6.46)
Live well! GWM seeks same to share new
Victorian home in Tucker/Stone Mtn.
Close-in. Neat, professional, non-smoker,
W/D, garage, fplc. Lots of room & storage. Avail immed. Call for more info. 5010116, messages returned promptly. (6.46)

Travel
LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 Lovely rooms,
100 mountain acres, hot tub, cross country
ski trails, fireplace, peace, privacy. Highlands Inn, Box 118SV, Bethlehem, NH
03574, (603) 869-3978. Winter Wonderland! (6.51)

AID Atlanta is looking for volunteers who
arc willing to work one morning a week
from 9:00 to 12:00 (or 10:00-1:00) in the
new pediatric nursery. ResponsibiHues include watching and playing with young
children while their parents see the doctor.
This is one of the most rewarding yet least
stressful -services available. We are looking for caring, responsible men and
women. If interested, please contact Jack
Schiffman, Pediatric Coordinator, AID
Atlanta, 874-6517. (6.49)
Volunteers needed for the Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee. Come
to the general meetings, 3rd Thursday of
every month at 7 p.m. at the Colony Square
Hotel ."Hotel parking validated, (ongoing)

Voice Connection
WOMEN
Beach, animals, humor, racquet sports/
excercise, feminism -yes. Smoking,motherhood, religion -■ no. Beautiful, intelligent professional. 30's. Call if same. TT
1105
Cute, shy, GWF, 26 into running/working
out alternative music, computers and wearing baggy jeans. New to area and looking
to meet others with similar interests/possible relationship. IT 1098
GWF, 42, feminine, educated, professional,
passionate, affectionate, honest and adventurous. Seeks warm heart, intelligent mind,
playful spirit for quality relationship. TT
1095
GB fern seeks an educated, professional,
aggressive GB female for friendship, possibly more.Nobisexualsorfems.TT 1088

Ad Policy: Southern Voice reserves the
right to edit, reclassify or reject ads not
meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
Misprints: Southern Voice is not responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

■

........

GWF, 36, attractive, high spirited jovial
idealist with inquisitive, progressive mind
seeks similar dark haired unchemically altered soulmatc with adventurous spirit. *S
1059
Attractive, feminine GWF', 26 - interested
in sharing friendship, dining, dancing, and
simple pleasures. Attractive, affectionate,
acu've, and 24-30?? Ui*s talk! No drugs.
"ff 1045
GWF.simply irresistible. I don't play head
games, drink or use drugs. Searching for
GWF 25-35 for friendship, fun. *H" 1046
GBF, 5*8, 158 lbs, successful, attractive,
seeks feminincoldcrGFio enjoy fun, food,
music and maybe romance. You won't be
disappointed. 7T 1052
GWF, 31, feminine, attractive, professional, humorous and positive attitude.
Enjoys dancing, movies, animals, the arts.
Seeks same forquality friendship. *& 3047
OUT femme 23, knows who's on "Top"!
You - 30+, aggressive, butch, chivalrous.
Me-intelligent literate, sensual. NO Bi's/
femmes. TRAY "W 1050
GWF seeking a dyke for full time love,
nurturing, cuddling, friendship and laughter. Likes outdoors, romance, movies and
music. TT 1051
WANTED! GWF, fem 25+. Looking for
that woman who has an untamed personality like myselfi Me, aggressive GWF,
blond, 25. TT 1016
GWF, 32, feminine, funloving, adventurous, professional, honest, attractive, seeks
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25 vs. 31, Southern Belle vs. Yankee transplant, blonde vs. red, thinks she's funny
vs. really is funny, both GWF professionals - you gotta like one of us! TUT 1062
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GWF, 38, spirited sophisticate, brains,
beauty, ready for possibilities with emotionally mature, gentle, honest, "together"
woman, 30-40, not on rebound. TS 1063

I'm a 26 yr. GBFseeking GBF for conversation, outings. I'm not seeking a relationship. I'm looking for GBF who I can conFide in and trust "H" 1068
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similar ladies who have high ideals, are
reliable and not promiscuous. **ff 1020
Attractive, feminine, GBF, early 20's, mature and settled, seeks an aggressive GF
who enjoys being pampered for friendship, possibly more. **ff 1023
GBF seeks same for conversation & friendship. TT 1029
Very attractive BiWF, 28, sexy, feminine,
long hair. Seeks WF, trim, under 33, for
hot times. Local. TT 1008
GWF, 32, baby dyke starting over, seeks
GWF 20-35 into laughter, movies, romance
and commitment. No drugs, non-smoker,
kids-okay. TT 1780
I am attractive and loving and searching
for Ms. Right—pretty, intelligent, active,
stable companion with available time &
transportation. TT 1848
Come play wfmt; GWF- 31, wine + roses
lady w/good sense of humor & a love of
adventure. Looking for the right woman
to sweep me off my feel. Must be lustful
of all life's pleasures + romantic. Iff 1841

VOICE

spiritual, proportioned, naturally beautiful, socio-politically conscious, intellectual, over x-lovers, conversationalist, monogamous - I'm waiting. TT 1703
GBF - Attractive, suave 25 yr. old lipstck
butch seeks shapely, intelligent, extremely
femme Black woman. Prefer Spelman type.
W 1707
GWF, 42, fun, adventurous, independentLikes outdoors, sports, nice conversation
and dinners. Seeks same to go with flow
of universe. TT 1689
Black lesbian. Intellectually and physically
blessed seeks dinner, theatre, bookstore,
thriftstore, bowling, exercise companion.
Children fine. No drugs, cigarettes, alcohol. **ff 1672
Petite GWF 28, fern., non-smoker, romantic, sensual, fun-loving, independant. Seek
GWF 25-35 for friendship. No smokers,
Bi's, butches. IT 1680

JANUARY

ing 5*10,175, HIV+, very healthy seeking
men under 44 for friendship, fun and possibly more. No ferns please. TT 1094

Wanna Wrestle? - GWM, 33, seeks hot
gym body, swimmer's build masculine
male for discreet fun. Let's work up a
sweat IT 1011

Feminine, attractive, GBF, no kids, seeking down to earth GBFs for friendship.
Will answer all calls. TT 1671

Life is Wonderful! Attractive, athletic
GWM, 31, is looking for a masc, stable
WM to share the great times. "H" 1083

BiWF, trim, 40's, inexperienced, seeks
feminine, trim, attractive, BiF for discreet
get togethers. TT 1835

GWF, 23, 5T seeking attractive GWF,
20's for fun, romantic evenings, good conversation. Friendship, possible relationship.
Like fun? Let's meet! TT 1678

1 lealthy, fit, trim country gentleman seeks
clean-cut, versatile young weekend company. Glad to make it worth your while.
TT 1084

You: intelligent, secure BiWF, 25-45, seeking take charge partner for sensuous relationship - & willing lo travel. Me: BiBF,
38, NY profl w/Atl. ties. T? 1673

Here in the real world, the boys don'i always WANT the girls—Healthy HIV+
GWM, 34, loves cowboy boots, buttondowns, Mary Chapin Carpenter, and for
too long has missed the Georgia moons.
Looking for serious partner to be the final
notch on my bedpost—lo help me paint
life's sunset, but never ride away. What I
have to offer isn't found in
storybooks...mine is a life yet to be told,
but destined lo be shared. 7F 1085

Wonderful, full-figured Lesbian (40) seeks
fun-loving + intelligent Lesbian. Are you
honest, warm and stable? Enjoy children?
TT 1793
Open GF sought for quality friendship.
Must understand college student's life.
Must enjoy theatre, art, dance, dining. 2027. TT 1798
GWF - I love life, fun and dogs. Work
hard, play hard and know how to relax. No
drugs/Alcohol. 40ish. TT 1789
GBF, attractive, very feminine, seeks funloving, aggressive GF for friendship, possible relationship. TT 1774
Cute, feminine, GWF, 27, educated, academic professional, energetic, cat-lover,
passionate and playful, seeks soulmate and
friends close to my age for intellectual and
comical stimulation. *ZT 1778
GWF, 34, I'm an old fashioned girl with
new age ideas. My mom will like you loo
if, like me, you're natural, emotionally
stable, attractive, kind, humorous, intelligent, and has integrity. TT 1777
Young 40, attractive, intelligent, blessed
with many good friends. Are you honest,
stable, tender? With no fear of the potential relationship? TT 1773
Attractive GF Seeking foreign, petite lipslick lesbian for companionship, to enjoy
life, tove and happiness. No butch, bi's or
kids. Tt 1746
Attractive GWF seeking feminine GWF
who enjoys being wined and dined in life's
simple pleasures. No bi's, drug free. **ff
1744
Lesbian seeking women to talk with, laugh
with and walk with along life's path. If
your world includes films, theater, books,
travel, pets, politics, spirituality and joy, I
look forward to talking lo you. TT 1713
GBF, prof., 30's, kids, attractive, enjoys
books, music, dancing, laughing. Seeks
GF 25-40 with similar interests for friendship Amore. TT 1716
Feminine, GWF, 31, seeking dependable
friendship, intelligent conversation, laughter (no zombies) and maybe romance with
a sincere feminine lady. TT 1718
GWF, 35, attractive, romantic, seeks GWF
35-40, attractive feminine dark -haired, fun,
likes outdoors, horses, country dancing.
Must be honest, playful & stable. I am.
Friendship possible relationship. No drugs.
**ff 1719

Attractive GWF, 34, intelligent, professional, shapely, adventurous, sincere, new
to Atlanta seeks similar GWF's. Come on
Girls, I'm waiting! **ff 1682
GBF, 33; attractive, sports/arts lover. Appreciates beautiful feminine GF with intellect and security. Call me today anyway. You'll see! TT 1665
GWF, 40, professional keeps yuppie tendencies somewhat in check with feminist,
humanist, humorous outlook. Seeks generous heart, quality mind, playful soul,
pampered body, verbal and emotional feast
for creative, gentle relationship. TT 1599
GBF, 35, attractive & professional, seeks
feminine GF, down-to-earth, for companion / friendship. No games, bi's. IT 1660

W/M, 31, 5'8 , 135, HIV+, healthy outdoors guy. Like to make friends in Atlanta. Write T. Ray, 1009 Wcsleyville St.
Nashville, TN 37217. (6.47)

Bear GWM, 40*s, seeks hairy similar
GWM, any size. Husky, no games, no
drunks, reliable man desired. **ff 1090

Masculine WM, 43, heallhy, safe, in shape,
6' 1", 170, Bm/Grn, beard, stable, discreel,
seeks WM, non-smoker for friendship 7T
1102
Attractive healthy HIV+ professional
GBM, 5'107178 lbs ISO black, Hispanic
or White GM who enjoys exercise, music,
conversation, travel. Serious only. 7T 1103
Attractive, professional, GWM, 42,5' 10",
160. Sp/Bl, HIV-, anti-bar, relationship
oriented, smoker, enjoys movies, dining,
travel, my friends, seeks similar. 7T 1106
Strictly Ballroom! Accomplished ballroom/swing dancer, petite WF, seeks platonic partner lo 5'11" for practice, workshops, possible competitions in Atlanta,
Southeast. IT 1107

REFLECTIONS ON MARTA
Sat, Dec. 18, early a.m. Said nothing from
Lindbergh to North Avenue, but your eyes
said it for you. Call me and let's do more
than just look in the window. **ff 1108
Curious? GWM, 40s, attorney, seeks intelligent WM (under 21) for close friendship, possible relationship, growing, caring, sharing, quality friendship. Discretion
assured. POB 55006, Atlanta 30308. (6.49)

BiWF, 40's, attractive, trim, first-timer
seeks non-smoking, trim, feminine GWF
35-50 for discreet safe encounters. No
drugs. IT 1709

You: Wisconsin sweatshirt, jeans, work
boots and baseball cap, December 15lh at
fourish. Love to give you full, erotic body
massage. P.O. Box 77874, Atlanta, GA
30357.(6.46)
', ',.

If you're a GBF drug free, independant,

M

MEN

KROGERS

BFexperienced, adventurous, affectionate
seeks intelligent, exotic, femi-female who
enjoys travel, romance, dancing and a lot
more. Non-smoker, novice OK, nee unimportant. TX 1712

Nice guy, attractive, 30's, aggressive in
bed, safe, playful, romantic. Brown hair,
mustache, PO Box 13162, Atlanta, GA
30324 or call W 1087.

My Sir says we can play if...I can find a
hairy construction worker, trucker, or wrestler type bodybuilder with 30" thighs who
enjoys bursting balloons...are you out
there? *ff 1089

Single GBF interested in meeting single
BF for friendship with many possibilities.
IT 1701

GWF, seeks special woman 32-40 to meet
another special woman, emotionally
healthy, no drags, alcohol abuse, feminine, start wiA friendship. Tt 1711

GBM, 30, 5*10". good looking, 185 lbs.,
HIV-, endowed top seeks GWM 18-35 for
hot safe fun action sessions. TT 1086

BiBF, 32, attractive GA Peach, feminine,
seeks gorgeous feminine female, any race,
for possible one-on-one relationship. IT
1643

Handsome NO. GA Mountains GWM, 37,
5*8"/145 enjoys outdoors, horses, quiet
times, life, seeks similar very gdlkg.
GWM-relaiionship! **ff 1101

25 yxx. GWM, hard wodrer/rJlayer,p™feJ-i
sional, anraciivc, fa. Bm/Wu, r85, 6'!''
seeking WM. 23-30 t& brighten*my ix%.
V 1093
Third Musketeer waroed. You're sincere,
submissive, leather trainsbie with TLC and
ready to make 100% permanent commitment. No fats/ferns. W 1097
GBM 42 tanai e

'

'
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CALL NOW

1-900-370-4099

GWM, 20s, clinically depressed,reclusive,
shy. Seeks same for companionship or pen
pal. PO Box 7653, Atlanta, GA 30357.
(6.47)

GWF, 38, Lake Dweller, dog lover, convertible driver, free spirit, honest, sincere,
direct, 5'7", blonde, hazel eyes, athletic
body. 7T 1845

$1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
Southern Voice, P0 Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

DIRECTIONS
seeks handsome, masculine, whiicbrcad
WM for fun, possible relationship. **ff
1049
Homy GWM, 32,5*10", 150#, nudist, lean
runner's build, endowed, seeks endowed
nice-bodied buddies for no-strings gcttogethers. **ff 1053
GWM - 28, 6*2", 175 lbs. Bottom seeks
masculine, endowed top 20-30 year old
GWM, GBM for French service. TT 1055
GWM, 33, H3V-, bm/blue, 180 lbs, muscular build. Wanted - GWM 40s, HIV-,
hairy chest, moustache, endowed top or
versatile, relationship oriented. I'm a great
catch! No fats or ferns. TT 1031
Daytimes, good looking GWM, cute bottom, bm/blue, 30, 140 seeks discreel convenient friendship w/TOP BLK male, masculine athletic, in shape, hungry. TT 1056
BM, 33,130,5'7",masculine bottom seeks
very dominent bear type to service; 40-50,
heavyseL TT 1057
GWM, 29, bn/gm, 150 lbs, wants Irue romance, enjoys music, 101.5 to 99.5, long
walks, dining out, looking for someone
who understands waiters' hours. Loves
dogs and lesbians. Non-smoker, non-drugs.
*ff 1030
Stocky GWM, 29, 5'11" wanting to meel
other GWMs who're sincere and honest,
who can handle a safe intimate encounter.
IT 1027

Goodlooking mid-30's, 6*2", 180, educated
professional WM seeks similar. Note &
phoio to PO Box 13992, Atlanta, GA
30324. 7T 1066

Discreet, professional, HIV-, GWM versatile top, 40, 5*10", 155, wants buddies
into exploring mutually satisfying mental/
physical desires/fantasies in leather, 3ways, spankings, etc. Inexperienced/curious OK. TT 1026

GWM, attractive, romantic, caring, HIVprofessional seeks friendship w/samc 2535, enjoys reading, music, tennis, theatre,
movies, travel...long walks, sunsets. Looking for a good friend and more. TT 1065

GWM, goodlooking, 29 yo., 5'11", 150
lbs. Seeks same - 25-35, Hispanic or Latin
a plus. Couples welcome. TT 1025

Friends say I'm a great catch. This teddy
bear needs second opinion. I'm 32, like
affection, romance, long walks, quiet evenings. Seeking love to lasl a lifetime. TT
1069
"Two Guys", GWM couple, 35 bm, bm,
6'0,175, 29, bl, grn, 5'8", 140, seek new
friendships, hot times. *ff 1070
Boyish-muscle bottom, gdlkg, sincere, 30,
5'5", 140#, HIV+, heallhy. Sks 25-35, gd
shape, gdlkng for love of a lifetime. Serious replies only. B" 1071
Fuzzy leddy bear, youthful, sensitive, hopeful romantic, GWM, 41, bald/bm, 5*10",
170 lbs, facial hair, seeks attractive, slender, smooth GWM 25-35, professional,
non-smoker, into movies, music, theater,
dining out, romantic evenings, cuddling,
possible relationship. *ZT 1058
Undoubtedly UNCUT, muscles in development GWM 30's seeks hairy, prof guy
30-45 for casual dales. Masc, honest, good
financier sought. TT 1060
South Asian, physician, handsome, 28,
5*10**, 150, very attractive, recently out,
seeks frindship/rclationship. TT 1061
.'WIyr,31, searching for tnieromance. Never
been in love. Not interested in standard
gay lifestyle. Not afraid. IT 1064
GWM,39,5'I1". 190,bVbl,heallhy HIV .top. ISO comrade 'for hero's journey to fnew life, workout, gardening, movies, hiking. TT 1009
VERY HAIRY LEGS?-rGWM,43, very
handsome, 5'10", slimi'mascuane, versatile seeks good looking, thm, healthy, safe
playmate with very hairy legs (of anytime
fun. Buckhead. Discreet. TT 1048
Very handsome BM, 28, 5'11". 170 lbs,
hot gym body, professional, intelligent

TO RESPOND

Check each week's paper for ads
Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD
which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs
symbol "B and call 1 -900-370-4099. The
$10.00 or you may use your own PO Box for $5.00.
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Mail or drop off your completed order for with
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave
payment. A simple instruction sheet will be
your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute
mailed to you which will enable you to
charged to your phone bill.
record your spoken message
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GBM, 30, tall, slim, light complexion. ISO
GWM/Hispanic male for friendship/relationship under 32 y.o. TT 1081

Tall, slim, attractive, intelligent, honest,
37; seeks endowed, caring senior male.
**ff 1082

CONNECTION

TO PLACE FREE AD

BM seeks masculine, pcrsistani and assertive BM. When he wants service, he calls
and gets it. Day or night. TT 1091

GWF, 30, cute and petite, seeking same.
Friendship in recovery can be fun without
drugs and alcohol. Let's be adventurous.
W 1675

Very attractive, educated, feminine. Passions: music, philosophy, politics, travel.
Seeking friendship and conversation with
attractive, feminine, intelliegent woman.
TT 1825

VOICE

GWM, 39, seeks companionship for theatre, movies, etc.: I am 6'1", 185, bl/bl
(balding), professional. Enjoy cooking,
gardening, and (of course) theatre. IT 1092

6/1994

GWM tired of maybe!! Looking for yes,
ready!! Relationship!! 31.5'9*\ 170, bl/bl,
varied interests. Seeking 29+, 5'9"+, serious only!! TT 1021
Oriental man, fit, clean, 27, 5'9", 145,
seeks English leach man GWM up to 38.
Will be paid SXXX. No smoker. **ff 1019
Wanted: Big, butch WM with muscles,
good looks, personality, by sexy BM HIV
healthy. For fun, whatever. **ff 1018
GWM Couple, Hot, Prof., Stable, 34,
5'H", 170#, bm/hzl. & 35, 5'11", 155#,
brn/bl, seeks versatile, hoi, masculine guys
or couples, to 35, for safe fun. **ff 1017

GWM, 30,6'2", looking for college graduate, masculine, thin, GBM 22-30 to share
in building the good life, must be spontaneous & possess a sense of humor. *B*
1015
Take charge! GWM, athletic, 28, professional, great looks seeks safe, dominant,
older, endowed inshape WM who needs
oral service. TT 1850
GWM, top, dominate, 45yo, 6', 180 lbs,
clean shaven, seeks under 30 men also
clean shaven for fun safe hot limes. **ff
1851
Masculine GWM, 26,5*10" 160 lbs, blond/
brown, hairy; seeks goodlooking butch top
to 40 (sane, sexy, safe) for direct manly
maneuvers. TT 1852
Attractive interracial couple seeks attractive male(s), any race, for very good limes,
humor/friendships. No attitude, tops, bottoms welcome. TT 1849
Attractive BM, 33. Educated, fit, fun, honest, financially secure professional, many
interests, ready for relationship. Seeks
WM, 29 and over. Serious replies only.
**ff 1842
GWM - HIV+ - very attractive, 28 yo,
physically fit healthy, Br/bl,5'9", 160 lbs,
professional, masculine, clean cut, smooth.
Likes - a normal life, good times and great
sex. Would like to meet/date similar, very
similar! TT 1843
GBM, 6', 200 #, 38, seeks blue collar type
BM, 190+, 25+, looks unimportant, endowment and personality are. Not into bars.
•W 1846
Bald 46yo, masculine, sincere, executive
seeks same, 30-45. Enjoys tennis, exercise, outdoors, theater, symphony. Looking for monogamous relationship. TT 1847
Sexy, hairy leaiherboy, 33,5'8" 150 br/br
HIV seeks hairy, affectionate, nonsmoking, intelligent, kinky, homy, lop/daddy to
45. TT 1840
Handsome GWM, 21,mature professional,
6'1"- 185, brwn/brwn sks sincere GWM,
30-40. Take charge kinda guy - romantic,
cultured, not only interested in a pretty
face but what's inside. Let's talk!!! TT
1839
GBM, 29,6' 1"', 240 lbs, competitive bodybuilder, professional, masculine, discreet,
seeking BM with similar characteristics
and interests to spend time with, "ff 1836

Hoi and Hairy 30 yr. old GWM seeking
handsome big brother for fun and more.
FFBB. TT 1012

Looking for you! Me: Handsome, sexy,
5'8", 165 lbs, workout, professional, romantic, adventurous. You: sexy, my si/c
or bigger, well-built, romantic, adventurous. Call to lalk! Big arms, big heart preferred! -fl1 1828

GUM, 32, 5'10", 150, athletic, attractive,
professional, spiritual, various interests,
newly relocated, seeks friendships, possible relationship, 25-40, race unimportant. No drugs, non-smoker. ****T 1010

BM Handsome, athletic, muscular, romantic, honest, seek masculine, athletic,
handsome, muscular, discreet men for relationship. Policemen & armed forces preferred, -ff 1834

LBGS IN THE AIR?? attractive lop, 38,
brown hair, blue eyes, Scotch/Irish seeks
cuiehot boUom for safe fun. TT 1007

GWM, 39,5'7", 135 lbs., beard, versatile,
daytime playmate for all types of action.
Seeks 25-45 GWM into playing hard, •ff
1829

BM seeks masculine BM for uninhibited
times. TT 1S06
■;
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Wanna fight? Like to box with tough men.
Efirty talk, leather fights and more. 6', 185
lbs, built. Pw.'erij up! TT 1005
'**■
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AFRJGA^TZ^VSA-bom, raised in West
Km^tXit-yoiit-bM^ WM seeks BM for
^td^fatfatfewship. Ptease be S'lO'^, 30::$>yS$; 1TS004
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Ooodfooking WM,32, 6\ 170*. hot gym
body, seeks same for friendship/relationship. Must be masculine, non-smoker,
heallhy, professional. Do you exist. TT
1003

MHMH.Wi •_■» * - «/r;*.vr '-.- ,-,--»"WVW*

GWM, Attractive, witty, youngish 50, 6",
185 lbs, moustache, bm/blu, healthy HIV,
interests: movies, cooking, cards, theater,
dining out, travel, quiet evenings - into:
cuddling, long-term companionship, Greek
love, light smoker/drinker, no drugs, seeks
GWM 40-55 w/similar needs/wants. *Tff
1830
DESIRED: Professional GBM, 30ish, top
with average build to spend quiet evenings with professional HIV+ heallhy
GWM, slim build, athletic, honest. TT
1832
Friendship or relationship? GWM 31, HIV
+, enjoys country musice & dance, easy

going, seeks same/older. Call + find oui
more! **ff 1833
GBM, 30,5'10", 185 lbs, goodlooking endowed seeks guys 18-35 to share fun sessions of J/O at my place. "*ff 1837
Buich, handsome, hung, fit youngster (24)
gives or receives safe, discreet French service to/from butch endowed athletes; leave
message. ****f 1838
GWM, 36, 5'11", lean, attractive, seeks
similar GWM into movies, conversation,
"Star Trek," safe sex and low-key lifestyle.
TT 1826
GWM 29, Professional, attractive, sincere,
honest, financially secure, relationship oriented. I believe there has to be someone
out there who believes in having a loving,
caring, monogamous relationship. YouAttractive GBM 20-31 professional or serious minded student I enjoy quiet evenings at home, walks in the park, stimulating conversation, working out, traveling,
and anything romantic! Interested? Let's
lalk. Serious only. **ff 1824
Handsome No. Ga. Mins. WM, 37, 5'8"/'
145, healthy seeks aggressive eager French
active GWM for regular encounters! *ZT
1796
GWM, 27,6T, 175#, clean cut, athletic,
non-smoker, masculine, intelligent, very
attractive, seeks similar, 22-32. **ff 1795
W/M, 35, blond, moustache, butch, handsome, 5'8", 150, fiin-loving, single, wants
lo relocate Gulf Coast Mississippi, Louisiana, needs contacts. TT 1794
BM, 5'8", 160 lbs, trim, masculine, endowed, versatile. Seeks same for intense
encounters. TT 1800
Hot GWM want out, active, confideni,
Gdlk, hoi, political boyfriends. No closet
wimps! 20's/30*s Adventure. Any race. I
dare you! **ff 1790
GWM, 38, 5*10", 180, somewhat attractive, tired of lonely weekends, have friends,
need more, HIV-, like companionship,
walks, cooking, seek similar, 36-43. TT
1792
I want il all! Passion, romance, sex - all
that is possible in a committed relationship. I am GWM, 45, professional, athletic, non-smoker, HIV+ and healthy.
Looking for fun and adventure, a kid lo
play with mine, sensitivity and maturity.
A Prince who is self aware enough lo take
care of himself and to care forme. Serious
replies only, please. TT 1791
HiHM, 32, handsome newly relocated to
Atlanta. Very discreet, not into bar scene,
seeks same. No fats/fems. "ZT 1799
GWM, sincere, stable, Allraclivc, heallhy,
well-educated professional, 40*s, masculine. Seeks quality clean-cul WM collegestudent. Novice fine. **ff 1797
GWM, 22, H1V-, swimmer's build, affectionate, stable, seeks attractive, hairy,
stable, mature, HIV-, "Bruce Willis" type,
30+ for possible relationship, ***T 1788
F.F.B.B. (Fuzzy face/back/butt) sought by
GWM, 35, 6T\ 170*. smooth, bear admirer. Hibernation time is near! *ZT 1787
THREE-WAY ACTION: attractive top,
30's, 5' 11", 160 lbs, seeks handsome
couple for sa|e,rcgular, discreet, no-strings
encounters. *IT 1786
Senior Male - seeks male 25-35 to mentor, help financially, and for companionship during week days. Clean, masculine,
healthy. TT 1785
Horny Midiown Professional. Involved
GWM. 40, 5*10", 155, HIV-, with place
seeks guys for 5 pm adventurous, creative
safe fun. "ff 1784.
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Joven Cubana desea tener Amistad con
Damas o caballeros de cualquier edad
sinccro y carinoso. No Irogas. TT 1776
BM, masculine, builu 30, seeks Black
Males for group meetings. Looks unimportant, masculinity, physique, and endowment are important. IT 1775
WANTED: ASSWORK. Handsome hairy
autoless NE Georgia GWM 26 seeks similar butt enthusiasts for indepth recreation.
Couples welcome. Ideas encouraged. *B
1782
GWM, 34, handsome, 6'2", 175, Red/
green, swimmer. You are 30+, tall, bright,
adventurous and stable. TT 1781
GBM, athletic, college educated, sensual,
sexual, sensitive 27 year old, seeking masculine, educated physically fit GBM. *S
MAI
29, tall, educated, very handsome, quality
professional WM. Seeking similar, quality WM, handsome, for potential relationship. No games please! TT 1751
Atlanta's Hottest GWM-best dancer, most
fashion conscious, great personality, great
looks - need support to attain your full
potential? Let's talk. TS 1743
GWM 27, Little overweight seeks GM 1830 Top for relationship. Latin, Asian, all
replies answered. TT 1748
GWM, 6'. 175, mid 40s, smooth, healthy,
professional, seeks HIV- bottom into submission, humiliation, embarassment for
discreet safe sessions. IT 1771
Leather Daddy needs leather boy - would
you look great in leather jock, chaps, harness, collar & cap - Party with the men.
TT 1742
Hairy and stocky GWM sought by medium size GWM bear. Prefer friendly, professional, healthy, nongame, sincere, husky
but trim bears. W 1772
GWM Business owner needs attractive
young live-in companion, relationship oriented, maintain household, help manage
businesses. Some travel, I'll reciprocate
generously. TT 1741
GWM, 35, tall attractive. New to Atlanta.
Seeks same 25-45 for friendship/safe fun/
relationship? Duluth/G winnett area a plus.
7T1750

male(s) for adventures in the bedroom.
TT 1735

ihip-oriented, non-bar type, seeks same in
GWM, late 20s. "H* 1662

GBM, 27,5*11", 220# seeks GWM 30-50
for serious relationship and good times.
IT 1715

To Japanese GM, 41, from August 19
Voice Connection, please contact me
(GWM, 38), we have the same dream. *S
1663

GWM, 29, 5*7", 170 Br/Hz, Novice Boy
seeks WM 25-40 dominant. Spanking, discipline, W/S, B/D, Safe S/M. Make mc
serve. 7T 1714
GBM newly relocated to Atlanta wishes
to meet attractive masculine gay male who
is not into bars. IT 1710
GWM, good looking, into local music, vegetarian food, C.G. Jung, Comedy Central,
lesbians, dating. Seek similar 30-40. IT
1704
Hairy, trim, youthful, GWM, 51, 145#,
ashblondc/moustache, professional, seeks
GWM, non-smoker, slim, varied interests,
into affection, relationship. 40-55. 7T 1705
Attractive, professional GWM into running, MST3000, Mexican food, existentialism without the angst seeks similar 2535 with sense of humor. TT 1706

Hot, muscular GWM couple - 28,6', 160#;
30, 5'11", 170#, seeks great looking

Anal erotic seeks playmates, friends, etc.
for long fun sessions. SM NOT. TT 1645

SBM Athletic, professional, well built
seeks slim feminine TV/TS for fun, possible relationship. Race unimportant. IT
1104

GWM, mid^O's, Healthy HIV+, seeks
stable young GWM for hot massage, high
erotic slates, extended cuddle sessions and
possible relationship. TT 1559

Texas WM, 40, 5*10", 175 lbs seeks preop TS or passable TV 21-45 for relationship/friendship. Will travel. IT 1100

Roswell, handsome, masculine, professional, 50 Bi-DWM, intelligent, honest,
dependable, dominantseeks Bi-DWM with
similar qualities for friendship. Sincere inquiries encouraged. TT 1688
GWM, 31, 5*9", 170, bl/bl, looking for
more than "GOOD" time. Varied interests. Call for more details. TT 1686
W/F, dominant, demanding queen seeks
gentleman, over 50's, submissive, financially secure, supportive, giving to live in
Cobb Co., Smyrna. IT 1700

GBM, tall, slim, light complexion, seeks
GWM/Hispanic male for fun times, friendship/relationship. Under 32 yo. TT 1683

Youthful 41, GWM, goodlooking professional seeking person possessing: humor,
confidence, class, compassion, kids, activism, pels? Seeking relationship, no race
preference. Call me, let's talk some. TT
1736

GWM, 35, handsome, looking for big bears
who arc sincere, into outdoors, romance,
cuddling. You never know. IT 1648

GWM. 30, HIV-, 180, 6T\ average to
good looking seeks GM 24-30 for friendship, sex and possible relationship. IT
1702

America's #1 GAY DATELINE. All
lifestyles. In Your Area. 1-900-860-1333
S2.50/minute. CCI BOCA, Florida. 18+.

Cool Nights - Hot Tub Fun. Masculine, fit
GWM, 34, Br/Br, 5'10", 155 seeks similar
GWM couple - Splash around! Maybe
more. Tff 1737

GWM, 32,6'3", professional, my eclectic
interesis: Country/rock music, Braves,
comic book art. Grateful Dead,
movies...sincerereplies please. TT 1649

TV/TS

Female impersonation. You - pretty young
man. Me - mature male mentor/hobbyist
with dresses, furs, jewelry, prof, make-up
& wigs. Beginners only. IT 1740

GWM, 35, 6'2", 175, trim, attractive top
gentleman, bearded, smooth body. Into
movies, travel, dining out, music, romantic evenings, and cuddling. Seeking GWM,
attractive, non-smoking, good natured,
smooth bottom, with similar interests. 3040. TT 1739

GWM, 39, 6'1", 185, br./hzl, HIV negative, reserved, honest, hard working, nonbar, non-smoker, cat-lover, likes spectator
sports, travel, French language. Seeks compatible GWM 35-45 for monogamous relationship. TS 1650

GBM, 33, 5'7", 130, masculine bottom,
novice, seeks heavy-set, very dominant top
20O+, 40-60. C 1708

Gay Greek & Italian, 6'1", 175 #, br/br,
man 27, very good-looking. Romantic,
spiritual, and healthy, seeks GBM 27-37
who is good-looking and who is spiritual
and likes to go to movies and do romantic
things, not into bars. Who's looking for a
possible relationship. Please, no ferns. Tf
1661

SIZZLING HUNKS LIVE!! 1-800-2842739. 53.50/minute. Wild Gay Party Line
S2.00/minuteor 1-900-745-0833.18+.

BM,boitom, discreel, seeks BM, top, discreet, masculine, for special friendsh ip. IT
1669

Goodlooking GWM 33, 5*9", 150, athletic, professional, great personality and
values, healthy HIV. Looking to meet another exceptional man. TT 1670

Very Pretty pre-op TS, slender, open, kinky
and fun loving Lipstick Lesbian seeks
pretty people who love living the Magick!
13*1099
Full figured transvcstiie would like to have
discreet encounters with real men who are
honest, sincere lo appreciate my company.
T5 1024
CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A complete information resource. Wonderful Fantasies, InfoGuide, Personals, Catalogs,
True Experiences, More! Newest Fantasy:
"Maid to Order!" Hear full details (recorded, 24 Hours). Call 333-6455.

BISEXUAL
BM, 40, professional, clean, seeks couple,
feminine bi-male or aggressive bi-female
for friendship.. .more. Will reply same day.
TX 1054
BiWM, HIV+, seeks F or TV. Am healthy.
Spend this winter in Florida with mc. IT
1022
BiWM, 33, adorable, seek Bi, G, S Females for holiday cheer. Let's visit our
families, enjoy a play or coffee. Anxiously
waiting — Ijove TS 1014

Average GBM bottom seeking serious
friendship with relationship oriented, masculine, aggressive, private, average Black
G/BiM absolute top under 51. TT 1684

White couple, married, 30's, seeking BiWF
to share fun and fantasy from both worlds
in an intimate relationship. 1T 1013

GWM, 35, 5'8", 145#, br/br, handsome,
masc, seeks similar 21 -30s to help with
small resort in North GA Mtns. & relationship. IT 1674

WANTED: fellow travelers) to go Dutch
with bi guy 65 on land/sea/air jaunis worldwide. Leave your message anytime. IT
1844

Omo-Oschun, W/M, blond, moustache, 40,
5*8", slim, handsome, likes: wolves, nature, son montuano, musica campesina,
Cajun & Cuban cultures. TT 1676

Tall attractive BiTV seeks attractive tall
Bi W/M over 40 for friendship and possible relationship. Sincere only. IT 1831

Handsome 6'2", 180, GWM seeks same
over 30 with varied interests who is professional, intelligent and enjoys life like
me. TS 1668

BiWM, 30, 5*11", 175, very attractive,
great shape, sharp mind would like lo meet
other bi women/men. Let's talk! IT 1717

GWM, 42, 5*11", 170, bm/bl, relation-

FREE BONUS FILM!

BIJOU'S
poRN^5gs=vagay
OS/ERt-JIGt-IT DELIVERY AS LOW AS $5 SOU

(£>

with Purchase of Film or Catalog

BIJOU
VIDEO'S
PRICEREDUCTION
SALE
CONTINUES!
UP TO
60% OFF!
BIJOU VIDEO

has lowered its
prices on over 3,500
videotapes in stock!!
Prices currently
range from
M7" to $49'M!

-?!"■-■-■

Or FAX312-337-1270

For example, big reductions are available on classic videotapes,
popular best-sellers, and recent blockbuster hits:
ALL CATALINA VIDEO TAPES REDUCED, NOW ONLY $24.95 TO $54.95 EACrh
Big Guns
„
Now only $32.95
Hot Rods: The Young & the Hung 2
Now only $32.95,.
''_
Class Reunion
Now only $32.95
Brothers Should Do It
Now only $32.95
"
"
The Young and the Hung
Now only $32.95
Sailor in the Wild
Now only $32.95.
The Pizza Boy (He Delivers)
Now only $32.95
ALL VIVID VIDEO FILMS REDUCED:
What the Big Boys Eat
Windows
Davey and the Cruisera

Now only $22,95
Now only $22.95
Now only $22.95

The Rites of Spring

Now only $22.95

The River
Buddy System 1
Rear Window

Now only $22.95
Now only $22.95
Now only $22.95

' The World-Renowned ^

976-4MEN
976-4MEN
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

$3.00 PER CALL
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill

Leave your owtt message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 years or older.

365-8127
OFFERED BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355

BUOU VIDEO CATALOG
IS HERE!!
from the Largest Catalog Mail
Order Company in the World!!!
The BUOU VIDEO Catalog is the
most comprehensive catalog of
gay male erotica in the world
(over 900 pages}!! Features over
3,500 in-depth erotic reviews of
films at great prices from BUOU's
in-stock inventory! BUOU VIDEO,
since 1978. Only $ 19.95, plus
$5.50 for shipping and
handling. Plus you receive a
$10 off certificate, (please
allow 2-3 weeb for delivery}

To order by mail* send check, money
order, or your Visa, MC, or AmEx
number (with expiration date), plus a
signed statement that you are over
21, to: BIJOU VIDEO, 1363
North Wells, Chicago, IL 60610
SHIPPING: Express Overnight.
(upon availability of tape)
Add $5.50 for the first tape, $1
for each additional. No US Mail
shipments or shipments to P.O.
Boxes.(Allow approximately three
days for delivery of first-time
orders.) We do not ship to MS,
NC, NE PR, TN UT, or VI.
'Please include both daytime and
nighttime phone numbers when
placing an order.

Or call 1-800-932-711!
Or FAX 312-337-1270

^ OTHERS REDUCED TO ONLY $19.95 EACH!! -fa —
The Bigger the Belter
Two Handfuls
Tough Competition
Blonds Do It Best
Hot Male Mechanics
Lovers and Friends
Bulging Jockstraps
Boys in the Sand (Wakefield Poole)
91/2 Inches
LA. Tool & Die (Gage Brothers)
Rowhide
Wanted (Steve Scott)

Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95

NEW!!
Hey Tony! What's the Story? Only $49.95
Powertool
The FalconPac Series
All Matt Sterling Rims
All Kristen Bjorn Rims

Now only $39.95!!
Now only $49.95 ea.
Now only $54.95 ea.
Now only $54.95 ea.

LATINO FAN CLUB FILMS:
Horse Hung Hispanics
Hooked on Hispanics
Spanish Harlem Knights 1

Now only $49.95
Now only $49.95
Now only $49.95

Tlie Most Incredible Party Ever!

for Project Open Hand is coming!
This 5th anniversary blowout is
Atlanta's premier event.
Feb. 5, 1994 at the Newly Renovated
King Plow Arts Center.
^-249-6400 or stop by any TKx*jy**mm. outlet,
-e tickets, call 404-525-4737. Order today.

